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Because of the increasing costs of Govern- 
ment health programs--a subject of nation- 
wide concern--GAO reviewed how agencies 
have implemented its recommendations to 
help control the costs of health programs. 

GAO found that 84 of its reports issued from 
January 1974 through December 1978 on 
Federal and Federal/State health programs 
contained 262 cost-saving recommendations 
to the Congress and responsible Federal 
agencies. So far, 98 recommendations have 
been put into effect and savings of millions of 
dollars realized. However, 164 others have 
either not been carried out or only partially 
so. The Congress and the agencies should put 
into effect the outstanding recommendations. 
Millions more would be saved. 
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WASHINGTON, D.C. Z0S48 
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To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report discusses the extent to which the 
Congress and responsible Federal agencies have imple- 
mented our health program cost-saving recommendations 
made between January 1974 and December 1978. Although 
many of them have been fully implemented wi{h millions 
of dollars in savings resulting, many others have been 
only partially implemented or not implemented at all. 
Millions of dollars in additional savings could be 
realized if actions are taken to fully implement those 
recommendations which still need action. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Director, 
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretaries of 
Defense and Health, Education, and Welfare; the Adminis- 
trator of Veterans Affairs; the Director, Office of 
Personnel Management; and other interested parties. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

HEALTH COSTS CAN BE REDUCED BY 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IF FEDERAL 
AGENCIES FULLY CARRY OUT GAO 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

DIGEST 

The Congress and the Nation are concerned 
about the ever-increasing costs of health 
care in general and Federal health expendi- 
tures in par£icular. Over the years, GAO 

• has issued many reports on Federal and 
Federal/State health programs which con- 
tained recommendations to reduce •program 
costs or control cost increases. GAO 
believed that a review of the status of 
implementation of these recommendations 
would provide the Congress, its Committees, 
and the Federal agencies responsible for 
administering the programs an overview of 
what has been done and what more could be 
done to control Federal health expendi- 
tures. The Congress and the agencies 
could then take a fresh look at those 
recommendations which have not been fully 
implemented and reevaluate• their positions 
on them. 

During the years 1974-78, GAO issued 
84 reports containing 262 cost control 
recommendations related to Government . 
health programs. Of these,. 98 have been 
fully or substantially put into effect 
by the Congress or the administering 
agencies, saving millions of dollars. 

However, 164 recommendations have been 
~arried 0ut 0nly in part or not at all. 
Additional savings of millions of dollars 
can be realized if these recommendations 
are implemented. GAO believes that the 
Congress and the responsible agencies 
should take the actions necessary to 
implement the outstanding recommendations. 
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Examples of savings realized from implement- 
ing GAO recommendations are: 

--The New Orleans Naval Hospital was closed 
and leased to a private operator. Annual 
savings of $2.4 million in operating ex- 
penses were realized, plus increased 
revenues of about $1.8 million a year 
from the lease. 

--The number of bedsplanned for Indian 
Health Service facilities in the-Navajo " 
area was reduced by 296, saving $8.4 
million in construction funds and $2.8 
million in annual operating costs. 

--Increased loaning and reissuing of medical 
equipment by ~ the Veterans Administrabion • ~ 
resulted in 42,000 items valued at over • 
$7 million being loaned and, subsequently~, 
recycled. 

--The Congress amended theMedicare law to 
provide incentives to patients with end 
stage renal disease to dialyze at home and 
to remove a disincentive toward receiving 
a kidney transplant. Based on 1972 data, 
home dialysis was about $15,000 a year 
less costly than facility dialysis, and 
kidney transplants saved about $30,000 
a year per ~ patient over facility dialysis. 

--Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse 
control programs were tightened.~ 

--Over $1.3 million was recouped in Medi- 
care and Medicaid duplicate payments 
to a large, publicly owned nursing home. 

--Repeal of ~ the law requiring subordination 
of Medicare to the Federal Employees 
Health Benefits program brought first-i 
year savings estimated at $48 million. 

--The Congress amended the law to control 
non-arms-length dealings among Health 
Maintenance Organizations and those who 
own or control them. 



--Detection of lead poisoning through in- 
creased screening was strengthened. ~- This 
should result in preventing cases of .... 
mental retardation and save the Cost of 
treating patients. : - 

See appendixes IV, V, and VI for all fully 
or substantially implemented recommendations. 

Examples of substantial additional savings 
available by fully carrying out GAO recom- 
mendations either only partially or not im- 
plemented: 

--There is a need for greater sharing of 
health resources among the health delivery 
systems of the Departments of Defense and 
Health, Education, and Welfare and the 
Veterans Administration. Every 1-percent 
reduction in these systems' costs, achieved 
by sharing, saves taxpayers about $70 mil- 
lion. 

--When nursing home beds are unavailable to 
Medicare and Medicaid patients, they stay 
in more costly hospital beds. Data in- 
dicate that about $73 million in Ohio and 
about $216 million inNew York is being spent 
on hospital services for such patients who 
could be served adequately by nursing homes 
if beds were available. 

--About $53 million could be saved in fiscal 
year 1981 if States were permitted to award 
contracts competitively for Medicaid labora- 
tory services. 

--Payments to States for Medicaid administra- 
tion should bebased on performance standards. 
Better admin!stration~through increased State 
controls of fraud, abuse, and waste should 
generate large savings in program costs. 

--Improvements in deinstitutionalizing the 
mentally disabled would save the Government 
millions. 

See appendixes I, II, and III for all partially 
and not implemented recommendations. 
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Appendixes VII through XI list by agency 
those recommendations made to the agency 
head which have not been~fully implemented. 

Appendixes XII through XVI list by agency 
program those recommendations made to the 
Congress which • have not been implemented. 
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• ;~CHAPTER; 1 
% 

' "~NTRODUCTION " '~ 

.... over.the years; we have issued many reports on Federal '; 
" ~an'd~Federal/Sta~t°e~h~a~h~ograms}~°~£heS~ ~ reports contained 

.... recommenda ti6ns' t 6   aU e; Fog am c6sts  ontr01 "c0st " 

_ Of-all .~health-related e~penditures), actions, on. our. recom--."~. 

P0sli_t{ve!y~ or-neg~a£~ively, ~ The Nat'ion is toncerned With the ..... 
~t~r-e~_endbus ~and 4~z~w--increasi~n4 costs- of health care. There-"i 
for6, "we~dec-fddd.to~stdd~y~the status of implementing~.our ~. 
• rec~)mmendat.ions to find What ° had 5eei ~accomplished and what" 
more_could be done.!~.This report-is a study of all of our - 

~u. cost c0n£r01 recommendations made /hetween.. January i ~, 1974 " '" 
and" December 31, "1978. _ . ~. • 

. ?.- : 

Chapter 2 discus.des Federal programs which directly -. 
provide health care ~services to population groups through the ~ 
Wealth delivery systems of the Department of Defense (DOD),- .... , 
the~ Department of Health, ~ Educa tio.n, and Weifar& (HEW), and ' 

~-£~h-e--'Ve~£~hS-~-/~dm~his£r~at~ion ~ ~(~qA)..Thesel ~ organizations' pro-,. 
grams had estima£ei~~ex~endithrels0f aB~4)~.t ". 7-.4 ~ bii]ion • ..... ~ ....... ~ ..................... - ...... ~$- - in ' .... 
'zsca~! year~l--978. T qOU-f-effbrts with direct care programs have 

b-e e n di re c t-e-d ~-a t tw~-~main ai-ea S. - • ' - " " 

--Preventing-the construction Or pdrc Ae Of unneeded 
, ,or overs i zed --Sea ith-;faci i i't iTe S. Tend equ ipmen t.. ...... •- 

--Getting. the-di!fferen.t I ~ede~-al -h-ealth delivery systems:.,.- 
to :share resources whenever fea-sible, thereby.eliminat- 

- - ing or':p-reven£ing unnecessary duPlication..~. ., 

-~-- ; ~, - Implementation-. of; .our re-Commendat~ioris - by..the. Congress ~-,.'. 
or the . responsible agen'cies has saved many millions of dol- 

-fare'.- However.,-many other, recomniendations--have not. been im'~k. 
plemented, and .additiona-l -iag-ge ~agings ° a@e posiibie.' ' Ap ~ 

;-- .Pen-dix-~q-v~d~i's'c~u~:s'6s~ta ~r 6'f'-ou'f~"ire~cb~mmendat ions • that have •̀ ' :'.~'~i 
5 e e n - - f u f i g  6r"s0bstantia-ll-yimpiemenhed and the associated 
.b-enef-i-t'~S ~from ~imi~Tem~eht-ihg -th-em. ";. ~Kpl~.en-d ix-. I.-pre.~en~ts a com-'~ 
p/eh'ehs±!vTe_ .li~s~£.~0-f~-p-a-ft~ia-lly aHd~inot--'implemente-d; recommenda- - 
t-iorYs -~n-d- th~--b~s=i~fhr=-~-u-~--@~c-~-e-ndVa- t i~)n s ." • " -.i. • .. 

-QChapter_ 3. deals ~ With -Fed~ra!J.~-r'~)?g-~-ams which .pay for '. 
health care Servioes for the aged, the disabled, the poor, 
and Federal military and civilian personnel and their de- 
pendents. Estimated program expenditures .during fiscal year 
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1979were $54.2 billion. Our efforts i~ these health financ- 
ing programs have been prlmarily directed at assuring : 

'[ ,-that prOvlders are not overPaid for their services, ~ 

--that fraud and abuse against the programs are'c~n& 

~trolled, and ' • . .. 

/ ~ /~-that the States and contractors Comply with'Federal 
laws and regulations. 

Again, the Congress and the responsible agencies have imple - 
mented many of our recommendations and saved millions O f~ 
dollars but many recomm endati°ns•remain to be iiplemen~ ed,~- 
Appendix V discusses the implemented recommendations and the 
benefits derived from the impiemen[ation, APpendix II pro, . 
vides information on all partially and not implemented recom- 

mendations. 

• Chapter 4 discusses our cost saving recommendations 
related to the grant and contract health programs of HEW's ~ 
Public Hea~th Seryice (PHS). in general , PHS programs use 
grants and cQntract s with non-Federal agencies and 0rganiza- 
tions to (I) provide health ~ care services to underserved 
populationS, ~(2) Stimulate the development of alternative 
health deliverY sys tems , (3) develop adequate or more Cost- 
effective healthresources, and (4•) combat specific health 
problems (such as venereal disease and lead poisoning). Esti- 
mated PHS expenditures for fiscal year 1980 are $7.9 •billion. 
Most of our cost control efforts related to PHS programs 
regard improving the efficiency and/or management effective- 
ness of PHS program man@gement Or of grantee/contractor opera- 

tions. 

Appendix VI presents our PHS program recommendations that 
have been fully or substantially implemenSed by the Congress 
or HEW and the related benefits. Appendix III discusses all 
'recommendations not fully imp!emented. 

SCOPE~.OFREVIE W , , `  

We reviewed all reports • we issued between January i, 
1974, and December 31, 19~8, which related to Federal •and 
Federal/State health programs to identify recommendatlons 

i 
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where the primary or secondary thrust ~/ was cost control. 
We then reviewed the responsible •agency's statement of ac- 
tions taken or~planned (requiredlby sectio n 236 of the Leg- 
islative Reorganization A6t of 1970) and other agency docu- 
ments to determine~wh~£ , if any, action had been taken to 
implement the recommendations. We also held dlscussions with 
responsible agencyofficials. 

For recommendations to the Congress, we revlewed applic- 
able laws ~nd other congressional documents to determine what 
actions°the Congress or its Committees had taken. 

!/A recommendation with a secondary thruSt Of cost control 
would4be, for example, a recommendation to •improve the 
management of a program which, ultimately, was to control ' 

costs', and thereby improve the effectivenes s of cost 
control. 

r 

/ 
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CHAPTER 2 

COST CONTROL IN THE 

FEDERAL DIRECT HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 

The Congress and Federal agencies have become involved 
incontrolling the costs of the Government's various direct 
health care systems. Progress has been made in ,certain 
respects, but • additional action by ,the Congress and the agen- 
cies can further reduce Federal health care costs without 
adversely affecting quality. 

THE FEDERAL DIRECT HEALTH . . . .  

C~RE DELIVERY SYSTEMS 

DOD, VA, and HEW have the major responsibilities for 
direcbly providi'ng health care to Federal beneficiaries. HEW 
fulfills its healYh care responsibilities through~ its Indian 
Health Service (IHS) and PHS direct health care systems, and 
St. Elizabeths Hospital (Washington, D.C.). 

In the past 5 years, our audit efforts have been directed 
primar~ily toward the two largest Federal hospital and clinic 
systems--DOD and VA--and, to a lesser degree, the HEW direct 
health care systems. The following table: illustrates the 
magnitude of these Federal health care systems: . - "  

Current . . . .  

number of 
Hos- 

pitals Clinics 

3 5 3  ' 5 5 3  

a/Excludes PHS Leprosarium in Carville, Louisiana;,,' 

Estimated ......... 
expenditures • Total FY 1978 ' 
~for direct, Hos~ r. ~ ~'~ .... 
health care • pital ~ '• :Out- 
( fiscal year .admis- pa~tient 

1978) sions visits 

( m i 11 ions ) ( £ h'o~us ands ) 

205 $2~,440 • /~ 770, 39',261 
101 467 ' 78 ..... ~ 3;125 
27 . . . .  169 33 > ~ • ~i~,7~23 

220 4,332 I__L158 .~. . :15~,070 

:$7,408 ~ 2,039 " 59.,179 

Hospital 
and ' 

clinic 
system 

[~" . , 

D o b :  124 
IHS :~ 49 
PHS~/ 8 
VA" ~" 172 

'TOtal 

4 
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DOD health care beneficiaries include active-duty mili- 
tary~members~and, when space, faci!ities, and staff are 
available, their dependents, retirees, and dependents of 
retired and deceased military members. DOD's health care 
delivery system is composed of three sepanate systems admin- 
istered by the sufge~ns~General of the Army, Navy, and Air ~ 
F~rce. The IHS~sy~tem provides care to the American Indian 
and Alaska Natives, and the PHS system is primarily respon- 
sible for pr~vfding care to U,S. seamen, PHS commissioned 
officers, and Coast Guard personnel. VA health care bene~ 
fici~aries include (I)~ Veterans with service-connected dis- 
abilities, (2) veterans that have any other disability and 
are Unable to pay for necessary~hospital care, when space is 
available, (3~) ~eterans-whose~disCharge or re lease~from ac- 
tive military duty was for a disabi2ity incurred or aggravated 
in the line of duty, and (4)any~person who receives or is 
eligible to receive military retirement pay or disability 
compensation, when space is available. VA can also provide 
care to the spouses and children of veterans who were killed 
or totally disabled by a service-connected disability. 

FEDERAL AGENCIES' EFFORTS TO 
BETTER USE MEDICAL RESOURCES 

Until recently, each Federal agency pllnne6 ~ its health 
de!ivery system~in terms of having sufficient services for 
the beneficiaries for which the agency hadprimary health 
care responsibility without considering the needs and capa- 
bilities of other Federal agencies. DOD provided care to 
active-duty militarY personnel, VA to ve£erans, and HEW to 
persons eligible f~r IHS or•PHS health care Systems. A ser- 
ies of our reports i/ covered the lack of sharing of resources. 

!/We have issued the following rep0rts on interagency'sharing 
of Federaol medical resources: "Sharing Cardiac Catheteriza- 
tion services: A Way to Improve Patient Care and Reduce 
Costs" (HRD~78-14 ~, Nov. 17, 1977); "Computed Tomography ~ 
Scanners: Opportunity for Coordinated FederalPlanning 
BefQre Substantia~l Acquisitions, (HRD-78u41 ~, Jan.° 30, 1978); 
~ egls~a~lon Needed!~to Encourage Better Use of Federal 
Medic~l Resources ~ and RemQv e ObStacles to Interagency Shan- 

:ing"~(HRD-78-54, Uu~e i4, 1978); and "Federal HosPitals 
C0~idkIimpro~e ~e~!ta~n Canceri~Treatment Capability by Shar- 
ing, (HRD-79-42, Feb. 7, 1979). : 

5 
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In ~February 1978 the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Health Affairs), the Surgeons General of the Armed Services, 
HEW's Assistant Secretary for Health, and VA's Chief Medical 
Director agreed that one approach to providing the highest 
possible quality of care with the greatest efficiency was to 
accept common goals and share resources. The Federal Health 
Resources Sharing Committee was established as a resul~ of 
this commitment. 

The Sharing Committee is to identify and promote oppor, 
~ tunities for jointly planning and using the Government's 
health care resourceS. It provides a •forum for agency med- 
ical representatives to cooperatively explore opportunities 
to share services and resources. 

The•Committee has a number of specific charges, in- 
° ding clu : ~ 

--Define and clarify the scope of joint planning and 
sharing. • 

&iAdvise Federal agency officials on cooperative 
opportunities and restraints. • 

s 

--Identify and recommend legislative, regulatory, or 
other policy changes needed to enhance joint planning 
and sharing. 

--Initia£e, validate, ahd recommend coordinated programs 
that give the highest payoff in reducing unwarranted 
duplication or excess capacity, but avoid adversely 
affecting efficiency, effectiveness, readiness, or 
quality. < 

--Clarify and recommend costing and funding provisions 
for interagency sharing agreements. 

--Establish subcommittees to explore joint planning and 
sharing arrangements in specific health care areas and 

~ develop criteria and standards, when appropriate. 

As of June 1979 theSharingCommittee had established 
five subcommfttees which were to ~i) develop and propose i 
guidelines and criteria for assessing and justifying the 
need for and appropriate location of Specialized medical 
services, (2) develop and propose programutilization cri- 
teria, and (3) explore sharing opportunities in specific 
geographic areas. These five subcommittees are the' 

6 ' 
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--COmputerized Tomography Subcommittee, 

...... ~aCanC~r Treatment Facility Subcommittee, 

-rDental Subcommiitee, and 

--C'a~diac Catheterization Labo~ra, torY: Subcommittee, 

--Health Care l~fOrmation SystemSl Subcommittee. 

None O~/the sub gommittees had~ issued a final report as~ 
of June~ 1979~. - Howe~e{, the Cardiac Catheter~zation~Labo~a - 
tory?and Comput~rizedTomog~aphyi~SUbcomm~teeshad:drafted 
repoKts which were @pproved by the_parentoCommittee. The 
Shari~g~ Committee has submf~te~ ~Sese @eports~to each member 
agency for their acceptance:and~or comments. 

Meas ur~ng:~thegost savings~thatcoordinated planning 
or sha~ing in a particular geographic area would ha~e is dif- 
f:icu!~t~because the cost savings~dep~nd on agencies' willing- 
ness to implement such coordination. However, a recurring 
savings~ of~about $70 million would result from every 1-percent 
reduction in Federal agencies' c0mbined annual Operating 
budget resulting from~coordinated planning and sharing of 
resources among Federal agencies. " 

STATUS~OF IMPLEMENTiNG~OUR 
COST-RELATEDRECOMMENDATIONS 

• --- ,3 

In the past 5years (calendar years i974 through 1978), 
we_issued 28 reports to the Congress, its Committees, individ- 
ual congressmen, and~agency~pfficials containing 70 recom- 
mendations which, when implemented in their entirety, would 
reduce/6perati/D~ costs for the Federal direct health care sys- 

..... tems~ ~ Thre@ reports~had recommendations to several Federal 
° ~ i ~  l=2~f~d~l~DOD, ii affected VA, 1 affected 

~HSv~and~concerned St~Elizabeths Hospital. ~ 

..... ~t~f~th%iTdi~r~comm4ndi£i0nsi 23 have been fully or sub- 
stantia!2y !~p!emented, il have been partially implemented, 
and~ 36 5age not be~n implemented. Of the 36 recommendations 
On ~h~~i6n has n0t been~ taken, i0 recommendations were 
not~implemen%edqbecahse the ~ohgress failed to act, 25 others 
be~e~~nhy~~g~c~i%~s !~faiied to act, and I: because 
both t~Congress°~nd ~ an~agency d~d not act. In some cases, 
the same or a s~milar recommendation was made ~n mome than 
one report. Therefore, the~e~is some~dverlapin these eta-; 
tistics. 

7 
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SAgINGS~'FROM IMPLEMENTING ~ ~- - ~ .. 
OUR RECOMMENDATIONS ~ 

' Savings (quantifiable and unquantifiable)resulted from 
fuliy or substantially impiementing recommendations made in 
our rep0rts~ ' The~Congress or the responslble ag~ncies/~have 
fully or subs£antially implemented 23~of our cost control 
recommendations related to the Federal direct heait~!care 
systems~ and millions of dollars in savings have resulted. 
Appendix IVpresents information on all of these recommen- 
dations. Some are: 

C 

"-Using the planning c~iter~ia for sizing military 
hospitals of four beds per 1,000 active-dutY members 

~ and their dependents w0uld have'resulted in the con- 
; ~ struction_pf a new SanlDiego Naval/Hospital whOse 
~ capacity would, have been aboUt ~00 acu£e~care~ beds; - 

it would have far eXceeded expected medical needs. We 
\ recommended that DOD withdraw its hospita~l sizing cri- 

teria and implement a planning methodology Which 
v~ utilizes average lengths of stay and uses~figures to 

project acute care bed requirements. DOD has adopted 
• : the use of odrmodel for siZing its hospitals and has 

: incorp0rated recent refinements we made to the model 
durihg our review of VA'S hospital Sizing activities. 
DOD is planning to request funding for a new San D,iego 
hospital containing 560 acute care beds. No cost esti- 

~ mates are availablelon~efthe~?~he~a~ngs~£n~cons~t~dc~ 
tion costs or annual operating costs directlya~£tri- 
butable to DOD's use of our model in sizing/the " 
facility. (MWD-76-117, Apr. 7, i976.~) ~- - ~ 

: - ~-The New Orleans Naval H0spi£al was being grea£1y 
-underused, and the potential for increasing'its mili- 

~ { tlryhse to a viable level was Virtually nonexistent 
~ ~ ibecause 0f the smal!~ number olf m~litary bgn'eficiaries 
i ..... i~the New Orleans area. We recommended (lJ disc0n- 

~ / tinuing both iDpa[ient and outpatient ~ medical servi%es 
...... ah the~ facility, (~) impiemen£ing ~neceSsary action 
~ ~:to provide 0utpati%n~ care at another nearby~Federa~l 

J ~! i -c f~cility, ands(3) evaluating thorough iy other 5poten- 
/i~i ~ !i ~{ia I~ uses for the naval hospite!i. !-DOD-~imp!ei~nted • 

........ ~ur retommendations. As a/consequenCe, opera iing ex- 
pense~ were 6ut'by $2.4 million~by cl0siDg~the unneeded 
New Orleans Naval hosPital. In additioh, increased 
lease income of about $44 million to the Government 
is possible if-the Current le~se of~the facilfty 
~to a pri~ate medfcal Concern continues for a 25-year 
period. (HRD-78-71, May 15, 1978.) 
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--Providing care to civilian burn victims at the United 
States Army Institute of Surgical Research cost far 
more than the reimbursement rate of $168 per day, which 
was no~mally paid bY the patient's health insurance• 
We recommended establishment and implementation of a 
reimbursement rate for civilian patients which more 
closely approxim~ted~the/~hll~bost of the care 
provided. In October 1978 DOD imPlemented a revised 
rate of $634 per:day~ This rate resulted in about 
$2.2 million in estimated annual increases in revenue. 
(HRD-77-156, Sept 29, 197.7 ) 

--A_review of certain proposed IHS hospital construction 
.... projects in the Navajo>area indicated that the method- 

ology for~determining the number of beds required at 
-each facilitY~WQu!d result in too many beds. Because 
IHS uses the same methodo:logy to size other hospitals 
throughout its system, similar problems probably ex- 

~isted elsewhere. We recommended that the Senate Sub- 
cqmmittee on the Department of the Interior and Related 
Agencies (Committee~on Appropriations) should delay 
recommending appropriations for any IHS~hospital pro - 
Jec ~ until IHS~could explain why expanding•existing 
underhsed facilities was necessary. IHS has reduced 
tb~ number Of planned~beds~in~theNavago area from 
84~ £6~553;~£his resulted in a $8.4 million savings 
~n~c0nskruction costs and a recurring annual savings 
of ~$2.8~million~in ope~ating~costs~ ~(HRD'77-112 
May•31, 1977..) .... : 

-&VA~s program to: furnish medical equipment (such as 
wheelchairs and hospital beds) was unnecessarily ex- 
p4nsive. This exisited because the VA Central Office 
• staff had not (i) adequa£%19 evaluated equipment ac- 

tivities in the field or (2) provided adequate guide- 
lines to the hospitals on how equipment loan versus 

? issue~determinations should be-made. We recommended 
initiating a systemwide study to determine the extent 

~ ÷ and~ffe~tivenes~ Of~VA'S eqhipMent~loaning activities. 
_~ Fr~m>fiscal year~1975-to fiscal year 1978, VA, s in- 
~ creased emphagis~gn loaning equipment instead[of pur ~ 
~ c~asingq~t for permanent issue to, patients resulted 

in<~42,000 items valued at over $7 million being loaned 
an~ subsequent!y, ~egycled to other patients. (MWD- 
75ri04, July 21, 1975.) - 
% 

. U 
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ADDITIONAL SAVINGS AVAILABLE ~ ~ 
IF OURRECOMMENDATIONS ARE IMPLEMENTED 

~ Progress has been made in reducing Federal direct health 
care costs in the instances cited above; however, • the Congress 
and the agencies could take additional ,CoSt reduction actions 
recommended~by us. For example, the Congress has not enacted 
legislation requiring a greatly expanded and cost-effective 
interagencysharing program. Such legislation is needed to 
require interagency sharing (when appropriate) rand to encour- 
ageltheestablishment of governmentwide implementing proce- 
dures. Such legislation should also encourage individual 
initiative without affecting any Federal agency's organiza- 
hibnal~or command structures, qn addiction, it should give 
increased management options to local Federal medical of- 
ficfals, to make the best use of the Nation's medical re- 
sources~ (See p. 37.-) ~ ~ 

~ Because Of the increasing concern about the spiraling 
costs of health 6are,~ legislatioh to establish a firm Federal 
polity to promote Federal interagency sharing and to remove 
restrictions on sharing Some types of services wouldbe both 
beneficial and timely. Enacting such legislation would also 
complement the national health priorities established/by the 
National Health Planning and Resources Development Act~of 
1974 by providing the;impetus and direction needed by Federal 
agencies to make interagency sharing a rule, rather than 
an exception. Enacting-other suggested legislation to im, 
pro~e the recovery of certain medical costs by Federal agen- 
cies and to provide legislative authority for VA's personal 
care i~residence program should also reduce Fede{al direct 
health care costs .. (See pp. 46 and 65.) 

The Congress has not addressed the issue of whether fu- 
ture VA medfcal ~ centers Should provide sufficient capagity 
for treating Ve£erahs with nOnsergice~connected illnesses. 
In 1978 about 70 percent of £he inpatient treatment workload 
and about 48 percent of the outpatient treatment ' workload in 
VA facilities was for nonservice-connected conditions. Reduc- 
ing treatment for these types of illnesseS would significantly 
reduce VA's future need for appropriations for construction 
projects. (See pp. 57 and 58..) 

On ma~ters related tO individual agencies' actions, the 
congress has not " • 

: L 

--formally limited the number~of computerized tomo- 
graphy scanners which can be purchased by Federal 
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agencies until agencies develop a coordinated plan 
for acqulring and using these specialized and very 
expensive medical resources, (see p. 35) 

- :--changed the VA program funding method for providing 
medical tr~atment~to Filipino veterans from a reim -~ 
burnable contract to a.fixed,sum grant, (see p. 56) 
and . . . .  

--.required VA to prioritize all_new hospital, construc~ 
t ion projects on the bgsi.s of explicit, objective cri-. 
te~ia before funding is approved (.see p. 62). 

The Congress still ne~ds to act on these recommendations; 
action would sav4~costs~in various agencies '~ construction and 
operation an~ maintenanCehudgets. ~ . . . .  

- "C~ 

Another example re~ates to the Office of Management and 
Budget (0MB),.which has cons i~stent!y stated that it would rely 
on its budget:examiners to address interagency sharing Df~medi- 
cal resources. OMB's. traditional reliance on its. budget ex- 
aminers is inadequate, because each examiner reviews only one 
agency's budget request. ~ -. ~ : . , 

.... Generally, a~enCy/~officials have begun to address (!J. [: 
proper planning and sizing of ~ealth care facilities and~:(~2) 
Sha~ing Fede@al-m~dic-al resources. For example, DoD and VA -~ 
officials are working with us to refine £heir••hospital sizing 
models tO meet the unique characteristics of each of their 
respec~!97e~sys£ems. ~'Li~ewise,. DOD, HEW, ~and VA officials 
continue to~pa~ticipa£e~n issues involving sharing of Federal 
med!c~l res6urqes-~by pa@ticipating in the Federal Health Re~ 
sou[can Sharing Committee. Howeve@, the increasing demands 
on the Sharing Committee and-the growth of its subcommittees 
make i£.ver ~difficu%t for the Committee £o make.any substan -~ 
tial progress •because it lacks both staff and resources. • 

Appendix I details eli of Cost-saving recommendations 
on th6 di~edt~ care PrOgram~ Which have ~ngt Been fully imple -~ 

CONCLUSIONS . -" 

Millions of dol'lars have been saved by implementing our 
recommendations, and-millions more could be saved if-the. Con- 
gress or.the responsible'agencies implemement Our other rec- 
omm'endat~ons. ~The Congress and the agencies should~ac% on. 
all of our outstanding recommendat±ons. 

i 
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CHAPTER 3 

SAVINGS ACHIEVED, BUT MORE iS AVAILABLE IN 

THE HEALTH FINANCING PROGRAMS ' ~ 

The Federal Government has~four health financin~ pro- 
grams covering various groups. The largest--Medicare--covers 
most people over 65 years old, and many disabled people. The 
second largest~-Medicaid--covers ~eople who r eceive~cash 
assistance under the~weifare programs, and dther I~W income 
people. The other two financingprograms cover Federal 
employees-,the Federal Employees Health Benefits (FEHB) pro- 
gram co~ers active and ~etired ~ivilian employees and their 
dgpendents, and the Civili~nHealth and Med:ical Program of 
the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) covers the dependents df " 
active-duty military personnel, retired personnel and their 
dependents, and dependents of deceased personnel~ ~n the 
5-yea r period i974-78Qe iSSued42 rePorts that contained 
recommendations to control the costs 0f one or more Of the 
health financing programs. The congress or the administering 
agencies have fully or substantially implemented 63 cost 
control recommendations, and this has saved many millions ° 
of'dollars. However, 72 recommendations have not been im- 
plemented or have only been partially implemented, and full 
implementation would save moremillions of dollars, 

" Z 

MEDICARE AND MEDICAID 
A 

i 

Medicare and Medicaid are adm{nistered by HEW's Health " 
Care Financing Administration (HCFA). i/ Medicare, authorized 
by title XVIII of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395), 
consists of two parts-LHospital Insurance (part A)~and Supple- 
mental Medical Insurance (part B).: To qual~fy for part A 
coverage, a person must (i) be 65 years of age ande~titled ~ 
to Social Security or railroad re£irementbenefits, (~) have 
received Social Security disability payments for at least 
24 consecutive months, or (3) have end stage renal disease 
and be covered by Social Security. Also, persons over 65 
who are not e~titled to free part A coverage can purchase 
Coverag~ by. paying a premium, currently $69 per month. 

!/Before HCFA was established i~ 1977', Medicare was adminis- 
tered by,the Social Security Administrationand MediCaid 
was administered by the Social and Rehabilitation Admi n" 
istration. In this report, references to those agencies 
generally have been changed~to HCFA~ ~ 
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Part A covers inpatient hosp•~tal services and posthospital, 
extended care services--inp@tient services in a skilled nurs- 
in~fadilfty and Hom~ he@Ith services. Part A is •financed 
primari~!ly W~i~th ~ecei~tS from the social security payroll tax. 
Payments to health semvices providers are normally based on 
the provider's ~easonable costs, 

To qualify for part B coverage, a person must be entitled 
to part A or be 65 years of age and a citizen Or resident 
alien for at least 5 years. Part B enrollees Pay a monthly 
premium (currently $8.70) which is based on the actuaria! {. 

value of~ the cDverag~. L Initially the premium amount was set • 
to cover half of the actuarial Value but,•because of a prO- 
vision which general~ly limits the increase in the premium ~ 
amount to the increase in the consumer price index, the prer .... 
mium amount currently covers about a third'of the actuarial .... 
value. Federal general revenues are Jsed to cover the 
remainder of part B costs. Part B covers physician, labor- 
atory,~M-ray, Odtpatient hospital, hom e health, and varlous 
other ambulatory services~ Payments to'health services pro- 
viders under part B are generally based on reasonable charges. 

Medicaid is a Federal/State program to provide heai£h 
services to recipients of cash assistance under the • welfare 
programs and other iow income persons. All persons receiv- 
ing cash assistance under the-Federal/State aid to families•i 
with dependent-children (AFDC) prog=am are covered by Medi ~- 
caid. Normally, persons receiving assistance under the • 
Federal Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program for the ' 
aged,• blind:, and disabled, are coyered by Medicaid but 1 4  
States have eligibility criteria more restrictive than SSI's 
for these persons. :states can also Pr Ovide Medicaid coverage'•/ 
to persons who meet all of the eli gibili'ty requirements of •' ' 
AFDC or SS!~except for income and/or resources but who cannot 
afford~to p~y for al! their medical expenses. Thirty-three -• j 
states hav~'eiected to cover such persons. • : <~ 

F6derariaw-and-regulations Set the broad framewQrk '~ ' 
under Whi'ch~the~=States initiat%, design, and operate their 
Medicaid pr~grais. The Federal Government pays from 50 tO 
78~perc~'h~o~f~th~e ~ co~tS OTomediCal Services, depending o~ ; 
theSt~te'~per capiga income; and varying percentages of ~ 
Sta~e a~Ministration costs depending on the administrative 
fun6£ioh perf0rmed. 

States are ~equired to provide Medicaid recipients with/ 
inpati~ntign ~ outpatient h0spital services, laboratory a~d' 
X'ray services, skilled nursing and home health services, 
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physician services, family planning services, rural health • 
clinic serviCes,~ and preventive health services for children. 
States:can also cover any other medical or remedial services 
recognized understate law and approved by the Secretary of 
HEW.. States determine how they will pay providers for ser, 
vices rendered but are. prohibited from Baying more than Medi- 
care would pay for a given service. .• 

FEHB . .  • . -  

. T h e  FEHB-program, administered by the Office of Personnel 
Management (oPM), l/ provides, health insurance coverage f0r 
current and retired civilian,personnel and their dependents. ~ 
Employees. have ~ the. choice of enrolling and als01 can choose ' 
which, insurer under, the•Program they wish to utilize. 'The .. 
Government and the employee~share.in the premium payments . 
with the Government's share set at 60 percent of the average 
of. the~premium charges)for the highest level of benefits 
offered by the two Government-wide• insurers, the two largest 
insurance plans sponsored by employee organizations, and the 
two largestcomprehensive prepayment plans (similar to Health 
Maintenance Organizations) participating in the FEHB program. 
The Government's share is limited to 75 percent of a given 
plan's premium. The scope of services ~covered and the method 
of paying providers, varies among~the insurers. :However, a 
relatively comprehensive range of services iscovered by 
all insurers, and providers are usually • paid on the basis of 
charges.- 

CHAMPUS • - 

CHAMPUS provides financial assistance,~for medical care 
provided by civilian sources to dependents of" active-duty 
members, retirees and their dependents, and dependents of : ,. 

l,/Before establishment of-0PM, the FEHB program wa:s admin ~ 
istered by the Civil Service Commission. In tb.is report, 
references "to the Civil Service Commission generallyhave 
been changed to OPM. 

' ' " " "2 
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deceased members of the uniformed services, i/ 2/ The 
program 0riginate~ in 1956 with the Dependents' Medical Care 
Act (Public Law 84~569)and~was expanded by the Military 
Medical Benefits Amendments of 1966, I0 U.S,C. 1071 et seq. 
(Public Law 89_-614). 

CHAMPUS bene$its are divided into two categories--basic 
and handicap• Basic benefits apply to all beneficiaries and 
cover both inPatient and outpatient medicalcare, including 
such serviceS as surgery, hospitalizati6n, !outpatientpre- 
scription drugs, X'~ays, clinicaI~iaboratory tests, and 
psychiatric Care• Handicap benefits apply only to spouses 
and children of active-duty members and cover rehabilitative 
services and care for the moderately or severely mentally 
retarded or seriously physically handicapped persons• 

Costs of care are shared by the Government~and benefi- 
ciaries. For basic benefits, dependents of active-duty 
members pay a total of $25 or-$4.65 a day, whichever is 
greater, for inpatient care; other b~eneficiaries pay 25 per- 
cent of total charges• For outpatient care, there is a 
deductible of $50 for each beneficiary ($100 maximum deduct 
tible for each family)each fiscal year, after which depen- 
dents of active-duty members pay 20 percent and other bene- 
ficiaries pay 25 percent of the remaining charges• No 
limit is set on the Government payment under,the basic 
program• For handicap benefits, active-duty members pay a 
specified monthly amount, ranging from $25 to $250, depending 
on the rank of the active-duty member, and the Government 
pays the remaining charges up to $350 a month. The active- 
duty member pays any charges exceeding these, amounts. 

i/The "uniformed services" are the Army, the Navy, the Air 
Force, the Marine Corps, the Coast Guard, the commissioned 
COrps o~ ~ the Public Health Service, and the commissioned 
corps of the National Oceani~ and Atmospheric Administra- 
tion 

2/There is a similar program funded by VA and administered 
by DOD referred to as the Civilian Health and Medical 
Program of the Veterans Administration (CHAMPVA). CHAMPVA 
covers the spouse and children of veterans who have a total 
and permanent service-connected disability or have died from 
such a condition• The dependents cannot be eligible 
for CHAMPUS or Medicare• " 

-r 
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The Office for CHAMPUS, ~ocated at Fitzsimons Army 
Medical Center near Denver,~administers the program under 
the policy guidance and operational direction of~ the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs). The 
Office for CHAMPUS contracts with fiscal agents, such ~as - 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans and Mutual of Omaha, to 
process and pay claims. 

COSTS OF AND PERSONS-COVERED BY 
THE HEALTH FINANCING~PROGRAMS 

The following table lis[s the number of persons Covered 
bythehealth financing programs and the costs of the pro- 
grams for fiscal years 1974~and 1979: 

Program 

Medicare 
Medicaid 
FEHB 
CHAMPUS~ 

Number of persons 
Covered (millions) 

Program costs 
(billions) 

FY 1979 
FY 1974 (note a) FY 1974 

23.0 26.9 
24.7 22.9 
9.3 i0.0 
7.7 8.0 

Total 64.7 

FY 1979 
(note a) 

a/Estimated. 

$11.4 $29.7 
b/9.8 b/20.9 

1.6 3.2 
.5 c/.4 

67~8 $23.3 $54.2 

b/Includes States'~share of costs which amounts to about 
45 percent of total costs . . . . .  

- \ 

~/One-time reduction due to change in method of reporting 
costs. Estimated costs for fiscal year 1978 are $0.8 
billion. . ,~ 

Obviously, there has been~a tremendous growth in these pro- 
grams, costs. Some of the growth is explained by increased 
beneficiariesr some by increased numbers of services covered 
-bY them, and some by increased use of services. Howev4r, 
most of the increased costs was due to inflation and, in- 
creased sophistication of services. ~ 

SAVINGS FROM IMPLEMENTING ~ 
OUR RECOMMENDATIONS ~ ~ 

The agencies responsible for administering the Federal 
Government's health financing programs have fully or substan- 
tially implemented many of our recommendations. This has 
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resulted in large program savings. Appendix V lists all recom- 
mendations that have been fully or substantially implemented 
and the benefits from implementing them. Some examples: 

--We used a number of information systems containing 
data on personal income and/or benefits (such as from 
SSA, DOD, VA, and State labor departments), and found 
in two States that 14 of 50 sampled Medicaid recipients 
were ineligible. We recommended that HEW consider hav- 
ing the States use these income information sources 
when determining Medicaid eligibility and conducting 
eligibility quality control reviews. Most States now 
routinely use other income information systems--not 
only for Medicaid, but also for AFDC--and we believe 
this has contributed significantly to a decrease in 
the number of erroneous eligibility determinations. 
(B-164031(3), Sept. 20, 1974.) 

--Many people who could have safely dialyzed at home 
were being dialyzed in facilities. Based on 1972 
costs, dialyzing at home cost at least $15,000 a year 
less than dialyzing at a facility. We made two recom- 
mendations to HEW add one to the Congress to encourage 
renal disease patients to dialyze at home. Public Law 
95-292 met the thrust of our recommendations by provid- 
ing reimbursement incentives to patients to dialyze 
at home. (MWD-75-53, June 24, 1975.) 

--HEW was not receiving information from the States that 
could be compared to determine which methods most ef- 
fectively assured that third parties liable for paying 
for services provided to Medicaid recipients were 
paying for such services rather than Medicaid. We rec- 
ommended that HEW require the States to make third 
partY information comparable. HEW revised its Medicaid 
quality control procedures in 1978 so that they included 
determining and reporting whether liable third parties 
had paid for services provided to Medicaid recipients. 
The information provided in the quality control reports 
should help assure that States have more effective 
third party recovery and avoidance programs. HEW's 
Inspector General estimated in his March 1978 annual 
report that third parties are liable for about $330 
million a year for services that are paid for by Medi- 
caid. (HRD-77-73, May 2, 1977.) 

--A large, publicly owned nursing home in Pennsylvania 
had received payments from both Medicare and Medicaid 
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for the same services. We recommended that HEW re- 
cover the Federal share of duplicate Medicaid pay- 
ments and assure that duplicate payments stop occurr- 
ing. HEW recouped about $1.3 million in duplicate 
payments covering a 4-year period. An HEW official 
stated that duplicate payments are no longer being 
made. (HRD-77-44, May 6, 1977.) 

--Large differences in administrative costs-per-claim 
processed existed among CHAMPUS claim processors 
under cost reimbursement contracts. DOD had not 
requested proposals from additional firms to see if 
claims processing costs could be lowered, nor had it 
terminated the contracts of any high-cost processors. 
Further, DOD had not eliminated a duplicate claims 
review function. We recommended that DOD request pro- 
posals for claims processing, terminate inefficient 
processors, and eliminate the duplicate review. DOD 
implemented these recommendations by going to compe- 
titively bid, fixed price contracts for claims process- 
ing functions (estimated first-year savings--S7.6 mil- 
lion) and by increasing contract monitoring to help 

\ 

terminate or not renew poor performing contractors. 
Going to competitive contracts also eliminated the 
duplicate review. This new method of contracting 
should help assure that claims processing costs are 
reasonable and that poorly performing contractors are 
not allowed to remain in the program. (MWD-76-48, 
Nov. 21, 1975.) 

--In response to a legislative mandate, HEW and OPM 
prepared a proposal for coordinating the Medicare and 
FEHB programs. Our analysis of the proposal showed 
that it did not fully meet congressional intent. One 
of our suggested alternatives was adopted when the 
Congress repealed the law requiring subordination of 
Medicare to the FEHB program. Repeal of the section 
resulted in first-year savings estimated to be 
$48 million. (MWD-75-99, Aug. 4, 1975.) 

ADDITIONAL SAVINGS AVAILABLE 
FROM IMPLEMENTING OUR 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Congress, HEW, DOD, and OPM have generally responded 
to our health financing program recommendations; however, 
some of our recommendations have not been implemented or have 
been only partially implemented. Full implementation of these 
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recommendations could save hundreds of millions of dollars. 
Examples of these recommendations are given in this section; 
a full listing of them, along with why we made the recommenda- 
tions and what, if any, action has been taken on them, is pre- 
sented in appendix II. 

One major problem facing HEW, which would result in 
tremendous savings if it could be resolved, is the unavail- 
ability of nursing home beds to Medicare and Medicaid pa- 
tients. We issued two reports on this problem: one on 
administratively necessary days (HRD-76-142, June 29, 1976, 
see p. 71) and the other on the effect of Medicaid payment 
rates on the availability of beds (HRD-78-98A, Oct. 23, 1978, 
see p. 76). Data from Ohio showed that at least $14 million 
per year was being spent for hospitalizing Medicaid patients 
who couldbe adequately served in nursing homes and at least 
$59 million a year for such Medicare patients. The relatively 
low Medicaid nursing home payment rates appeared to cause the 
problem. Nursing homes were unwilling to accept Medicare pa- 
tients because they feared these patients would eventually 
become Medicaid patients. Similar data for New York showed 
that about $216 million a year was being spent on hospital 
payments for Medicare and Medicaid patients who could be ade- 
quately cared for in nursing homes. We believe that similar 
problems exist in other areas of the country because other 
States also have relatively low Medicaid payment rates. In 
the two reports we made recommendations designed to provide 
HEW with the data necessary for identifying where the problem 
exists and to have HEW then correct the problem. HEW has 
taken some actions but needs to do more. 

States normally pay providers of Medicaid supplies' and 
laboratory services amounts not exceeding usual and customary 
charges and, in some instances, such amounts are subject to 
maximum fee schedules. Competitive procurement could result 
in much lower prices. Also, States should not pay more than 
the lowest amount charged to other purchasers. We recommended 
that the Congress authorize the competitive procurement of 
laboratory services on an experimental basis, and that it 
limit Medicaid payments to a laboratory to the lowest charge 
to other purchasers. (HRD-78-60, July 6, 1978, see p. i01.) 

As of August 1979 the Congress had not enacted such 
provisions but the Senate Committee on Finance had agreed 
to report to the Senate a provision authorizing competitive 
procurement experiments. The Congressional Budget Office 
estimated $53.1 million in savings in 1981 if competitive 
bidding for laboratory services is authorized under Medicaid. 
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The Medicaid Management Information System is supposed 
to enable the States to vastly improve their management of 
Medicaid. Public Law 92-603 requires HEW to pay 90 percent 
of the State's cost of developing a system and, after approval, 
75 percent of the operating costs. The system's potential was 
not being realized by either the States or the Federal Govern- 
ment. None of the three State systems we reviewed fully com- 
Plied with legislative requirements or implementing regula, 
tions, even though HEW approved them as being operational. 
This noncompliance stemmed from weaknesses in HEW's system 
approval process and system design criteria, We believe States 
should be reimbursed for operating a system that meets certain 
performance standards of efficiency and effectiveness--not 
for merely having an approved system. Increased administrative 
funding should be provided by HEW only for meeting performance 
standards which have a significant effect on the program (such 
as cutting costs or increasing service availability). 

We believe the best method to ensure adequate State man- 
agementris to establish performance standards for their sys- 
tems, basing the amount of Federal sharing on compliance with 
such standards, and periodically evaluating systems to assure 
that they meet Federal requirements--and we recommended that 
the Congress amend the Medicaid law to so require. (HRD- 
78-151, Sept. 26, 1978.) While some savings in administrative 
costs might occur if our proposal is enacted, the potential 
for reducing program costs through better management is 
tremendous. Senate Bill 731, designed to implement our recom- 
mendation, was introduced on March 22, 1979, and referred to 
the Senate Finance Committee. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Congress and the responsible agencies should take 
the actions necessary to fully implement the outstanding 
recommendations contained in appendix II. Such actions 
would save millions of dollars for the health financing pro- 
grams. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTROLLING 

COSTS IN FEDERALLY ASSISTED HEALTH PROGRAMS 

Since 1973, we have made numerous studies of programs 
administered by PHS. Many of these studies resulted in recom- 
mendations to the Congress or to the Secretary of HEW for 
action that would contain or reduce the amounts expended on 
these programs. 

Most PHS-administered programs provide Federal financial 
assistance through grants and contracts; they have one or 
more of the following objectives: 

--Building resources allocation systems throughout the 
Nation through (i) strengthening State and local plan- 
ning, (2) developing health services capacity in com- 
munities where such a capacity is needed, and (3) 
integrating these services into the health care main- 
stream. 

--Implementing an aggressive preventive health strategy 
through (i) preventive health services, (2) improving 
the nutritional status of Americans, and (3) monitor- 
ing and modifying the environment. 

--Strengthening essential resources for a quality, cost 
conscious health care system by (i) stabilizing 
academic medical institutions, (2) replenishing the 
health staff pool, (3) providing biomedical, behavioral, 
and health services research, and (4) developing a 
modern health data bank. 

Since 1973 PHS expenditures on its programs have in- 
creased considerably, and Federal outlays for fiscal year 1980 
are expected to be about $7.9 billion. The agencies compris- 
ing PHS and carrying out the above activities include: 
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration; Center 
for Disease Control; Food and Drug Administration; i/ National 
Institutes of Health; Health Resources Administration; Health 
Services Administration; and the Office of the Assistant Secre- 
tary for Health. 

!/For this report we did not review the status of implemen- 
tation of our recommendations related to the Food and Drug 
Administration. 
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Although many of our reports dealt with actions needed 
for improving program effectiveness, many also identified 
opportunities and included recommendations for controlling 
unnecessary costs. Seldom did our audit effort provide suf- 
ficient information for placing a monetary value on the Over- 
all results achieved or potentially achievable by implementing 
our cost-saving recommendations. Also, implementing some 
of the recommendations for controlling unnecessary Federal 
program costs may result in a cost transfer to some other : 
Federal program or result in additional costs to State or local 
agencies or the general public. 

The recommendations for reducing PHS program costs can 
be categorized into four types of required action: 

--Require grantees and contractors to change practices 
or procedures through issuing regulations, poli- 
cies, or standards or through revising legislation. 

--Help grantees and contractors become more efficient 
through technical assistance. 

! 

--Monitor grantees and contractors to assure compliance 
with efficiency requirements in laws, regulations, 
policies, or standards. 

--Improve HEW's internal management to develop cost- 
saving remedies. 

The following sections of this chapter provide examples 
of fully implemented recommendations and those that have 
been partially or not implemented. Appendix III details our 
cost-saving recommendations which have not been fully or sub- 
stantially implemented, and appendix VI lists all such recom- 
mendations which have been implemented. 

REDUCING COSTS THROUGH ISSUING 
REGULATIONS, POLICIES, OR 
STANDARDS OR THROUGH REVISING LEGISLATION 

To better assure that Federal programs are administered 
efficiently, effectively, and economically--consistent with 
congressional intent--the enabling legislation sometimes :" 
specifies how various aspects of a program are to be admin- 
istered. More frequently, however, Federal agencies must i~: 
supplement the legislation by issuing Federal regulations, ~ 
policy statements, and operational standards. 
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During several reviews of specific health programs we 
noted that program efficiency and effectiveness was impaired 
because programs operated for several years without issuing 
all regulations required by the enabling legislation or HEW 
policy. Therefore, as a separate study, we selected for 
review 14 regulations in various states of development. Of 
these regulations 12 were still not published 6 months after 
enactment of enabling legislation--as required by HEW policy. 
Publication was delayed because: 

. f --Known policy Issues were not addressed and resolved 
on a priority basis. 

--Developing a regulation was delayed due to limited 
staffing and resources. 

--Some offices ignored established processing dates 
and placed a low priority on reviewing proposed and 
final regulations. 

--Responsible officials did not take effective measures 
when a proposed or final regulation was delayed for 
one or more of the reasons above. 

Tardiness in publishing regulations can negatively affect 
program implementation. For example, the absence of regula- 
tions can prevent the implementation of new provisions that 
could produce savings. HEW estimated that, in fiscal year 
1974, approximately $81.2 million in potential savings was 
lost because the final regulation putting cost sharing into 
effect under the Medicaid program was not published until over 
15 months after enactment of enabling legislation. 

i 

We recommended (HRD-77-23, Feb. 4, 1977) that the Secre- 
tary of HEW work toward timely publication of regulations and, 
thus, more timely implementation of congressional intent. In 
May 1978 HEW formally adopted Operation Common Sense, a new 
procedure for developing and processing regulations, This 
procedure should help expedite issuing regulations. The 
Congress is also now beginning to include specific dates by 
which HEW has to issue regulations. However, the timely is- 
suance of regulations depends on the availability of staff 
who canprepare andprocess draft regulations at the program 
level, HEW has yet to insulate this staff from other program 
duties--initial efforts in drafting are still delayed as a 
result. 
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As with the timely issuance of regulations, HEW's failure 
to provide timely policy statements or to establish standards 
for grantees and contractors can also negatively impair program 
implementation. Cost-saving opportunities may be lost, and 
inefficiencies in grantee and contractor activities can result 
in spending unnecessary grant and contract funds. 

Our reviews sometimes identified opportunities to improve 
program efficiency and effectiveness by amending the author- 
izing legislation. For example, our 1978 report on administer- 
ing the Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) program (HRD- 
78-125, June 30, 1978) pointed out that sound management of 
an HMO was critical to its success in controlling costs, 
budgeting for the future, and marketing its services. We 
recommended that the Congress amend the legislation by author- 

\ 

izing a program to train HMO managers. The Congress author- 
ized such a training program in November 1978 and funded it 
in July 1979. After HMOs begin to employ competent, trained 
managers, HMOs should be able to better control current and 
future costs. 

The Congress and HEW have taken action to fully or sub- 
stantially implement many recommendations that cited the need 
for the issuance of regulations, policies, or standards or 
the revision of legislation. 

An example of HEW's implementation of one of our recom- 
mendations relates to the health planning program. Limited 
progress was being made at the State and local level in 
establishing and fulfilling the responsibilities of health 
planning agencies. HEW had not developed (i) regulations 
and guidelines for implementing the health planning act or 
(2) national standards and criteria regarding supply and 
distribution of resources. We recommended that HEW promptly 
issue the regulations, guidelines, standards, and criteria. 
HEW has subsequently published many of these documents. This 
should help local and State health planning agencies fulfill 
their responsibilities in controlling against excess supply 
of health services and unneeded construction of health facili- 
ties. As a result, health care costs should be better con- 
trolled. (HRD-77-157, Nov. 2, 1978.) 

REDUCING COSTS BY PROVIDING 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

During many of our studies of health programs, we noted 
that changes in grantees' and contractors' practices and pro- 
cedures would improve program efficiency and economy. In 
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some cases, the grantees and contractors lacked the technical 
skills to implement the changes. In other cases they fre- 
quently concentrated on providing the services to intended 
program beneficiaries but placed less concentration on their 
accountability responsibilities for assuring that the services 
are provided efficiently and that available revenues are col- 
lected from third party payors. Generally, the deficiencies 
could~be corrected if the PHS agencies would provide technical 
assistance. 

We have reported that grantees were not billing for 
services provided to enrollees of community health centers 
(HRD-77-124, June 20, 1978) and community mental health 
centers (B-164031(5), Aug. 27, 1974). 

The centers should have billed 

--the Medicare and Medicaid programs for services 
to their beneficiaries; 

--private insurance firms for services to patients 
covered by such insurance; and 

--patients, when their financial status showed 
an ability to pay for health care. 

The centers sometimes lacked procedures to identify who should 
pay for care; in other cases, bills were sent to potential 
third party payor s but the centers did not have followup pro- 
cedures to assure collection. It appears that the Congress, 
to the extent possible, intended centers to become self- 
sufficient. Therefore, we recommended that HEW increase its 
efforts to assist the centers in developing billing and 
collection procedures. HEW has encouraged its grantees to 
collect funds from third party sources, but we have noted 
that not all potential collections are being received. As a 
result, cost to the grant programs of providing care through 
community health centers and community mental health centers 
may be higher than necessary. 

An example of an implemented recommendation regards 
the lead poisoning prevention program. High levels of lead 
in the blood can cause mental retardation--HEW estimates 
that 600,000 children have elevated blood lead levels. 
Despite developing an inexpensive testing technique to 
identify elevated blood levels, lead poisoning screening was 
not done routinely. We recommended that HEW expand its 
lead poisoning prevention effort, encourage States to initi- 
ate screening efforts, and start a public education effort 
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on prevention. HEW distributed information on problems, 
risks, and new technology in testing for lead poisoning. 
Such efforts, by helping to prevent retardation, should re- 
duce the need to spend health care funds for long-term insti- 
tutionalization of the mentally retarded as well as for care 
that would be needed on an outpatient basis. (HRD-77-37, 
Oct. 3, 1977.) 

COST SAVINGS THROUGH 
MONITORING COMPLIANCE 

Issuing regulations and policy statements, developing 
operational standards, and providing technical assistance 
does not complete HEW's responsibilities for assuring that 
grantees and contractors are efficiently and effectively 
fulfilling their responsibilities. PHS agencies must also 
monitor grantees and contractors to better assure compliance 
with program directives and for prompt awareness of grantees' 
and contractors' deficiencies and difficulties. Such moni- 
toring can take the form of fiscal and program audits and 
prescribed reporting of data by the grantee s and contractors. 

During our studies we found that, although adequate 
guidance and assistance had been given to grantees and con- 
tractors, the grantees and contractors had not implemented 
procedures to minimize program costs while maximizing program 
goals and objectives. For example, during our study of Fed- 
eral efforts to care and treat the mentally disabled in com- 
munities rather than in institutions (a national goal estab- 
lished in 1963), we noted that neither HEW nor the States had 
instituted procedures to assure that the mentally disabled 
were placed in appropriate alternative community-based facili- 
ties. Such placement could reduce the cost of caring for and 
treating these patients. HEW regulations stipulated that 
placing~Medicaid recipients in intermediate care facilities 
because community alternatives were unavailable was to be 
documented, and alternatives were to be actively sought. We 
recommended that HEW monitor and enforce compliance with this 
regulation. HEW has taken only limited action on this recom- 
mendation. (HRD-76-152, Jan. 7, 1977.) 

CHANGES IN HEW MANAGEMENT 
COULD CUT COSTS 

In some of our studies we observed that HEW needed to 
(i) alter its decisionmaking process, (2) study a significant 
policy issue, or (3) better coordinate its internal management 
activities. Such management actions may not only improve 
program effectiveness, but they may also reduce program costs. 
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In our study of the swine flu program, we found that HEW 
needed to establish key points when implementing any mass 
inoculation program. While the program is being developed 
and implemented, HEW should objectively reassess all facts 
and, based on such reassessment, determine if continuing the 
program without change is warranted. Our report (HRD-77-115, 
June 27, 1977) recommended that HEW establish key points in 
the program planning and implementation processes to formally 
evaluate and redetermine prior program decisions. HEW sub- 
sequently developed a time-phased plan for pandemic influenza 
programs that included key points for reconsidering decisions 
to proceed with an immunization program. 

In another instance we noted that a grantee had earned 
interest income on grant funds, and we recommended that the 
grantee refund the interest to the Treasury. HEW determined 
that $62,170 was owed to the Government, and it requested a 
refund from the grantee. We also noted that another grantee 
had incurred costs for activities beyond the scope of the 
grant, and recommended that HEW disallow these expend- 
itures and recover funds inappropriately expended. HEW has 
disallowed the costs, but efforts to collect appear to be 
fruitless. (HRD-78-61, July 20, 1978.) 

HEW HAS NOT IMPLEMENTED OR ONLY 
PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED MANY COST- 
SAVING RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although HEW has fully or substantially implemented 
many of our recommendations for saving costs in the PHS 
health programs, more opportunities exist through implementing 
other recommendations. In some cases, implementation would 
reduce the Nation's overall health care costs. HEW has dis" 
agreed with some of our recommended courses of action and 
has taken no action. In others, we believe that HEW has not 
given proper priority to initiating our recommendations: 

--In 1972 HEW initiated a nationwide gonorrhea control 
program which essentiall~ had two components--screen- 
ing programs to identify females with gonorrhea, and 
interviewing males reported to have gonorrhea to 
identify and treat their contacts. We believe that 
HEW has insufficient data for assessing its program,s 
effectiveness. We recommended that HEW periodically 
review whether the gonorrhea control projects are cost 
effective. HEW did not accept this recommendation. 
Until such efforts are undertaken, HEW may be incurr- 
ing costs without maximizing results. (B-164031(2), 
June I0, 1974.) 
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--HEW's approach to deinstitutionalizing the mentally 
disabled was disorganized--plans for community place - 
ment had not been made, no instructions had been issued 
to component agencies, and no organization had been 
assigned responsibility for overseeing deinstitutional- 
ization. Deinstitutionalization normally is less expen- 
sive than caring for patients in institutions. Our re- 
port included recommendations to the Congress, OMB, 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the 
Department of Labor, and HEW to improve the plight of 
the mentally disabled. In many cases, implementing the 
recommendations could cut costs. HEW has initiated some 
efforts but more could be done to develop appropriate, 
less costly facilities and effectively implement util- 
ization controls to insure care is provided at the 
lowest cost level of appropriate care. HEW has yet to 
assign responsibility for overseeing the deinstitu- 
tionalization program. (HRD-76-152, Jan. 7, 1977.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

A number of opportunities exist to control health costs 
through the grant and contract programs by implementing our 
recommendations. We believe the Congress and HEW should 
implement these recommendations, which are listed in appendix 
III. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

STATUS AS OF JULY 1979 OF GAO 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONTROL UNNECESSARY COSTS 

IN THE FEDERAL DIRECT HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 

WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED 

Recommendation number (note a) 
Partially Not implemented by 

implemented Aqencv conare 
Purpose of 

recommendation 

Improve planning 
for and determi- 
nation of proper 
size of new or 
renovated 
hospitals 

Increase sharing 
of Federal medi- 
cal resources 

6a,10a 

agency gress 

b/15a,19b b/15b,17a, 
17b,19a, 
19b 

None la,lb,lc, 2c,3c 
id,le,lf, 
Ig,2a,2b, 
3a,3b,9a,9b 

Reduce or eliminate 
ineffectively used 
and/or unnecessary 
hospital space 

4a,4b 4c,4d None 

Reduce cost by sub- 
stitution of 
lower cost care 

18a,20a 16a 20b 

Better use of 
specialized 
medical resources 

None 12a,12b, None 
13a,13b, 
13c 

Other 5a,5b,lla, 7a,8a,8b 8c,14a, 
llb,llc 14b 

a/Reports are numbered sequentially after this summary table. 
The number indicates the report and the letter indicates 
the recommendation. 

b/Recommendation was made to both the Congress and the 
Veterans Administration. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

MULTIAGENCY REPORTS 

i. TITLE: "Sharing Cardiac Catheterization Services: A 
Way to Improve Patient care and Reduce Costs," 
HRD-78-14, Nov. 17, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Cardiac catheterization is a procedure used to diagnose 
possible heart conditions. It is primarily performed to 
determine whether a patient needs cardiovascular surgery. 
Cardiac catheterization is performed on an inpatient basis; 
the process involves inserting a thin, flexible tube 
(catheter) into a blood vessel in the patient's arm or 
leg and moving it through the vessel into the heart chamber. 
It is performed in 90 Federal hospitals. 

There was a large variance in the number of cardiac 
catheterizations being performed in DOD and VA hospitals. 
Also, there was no relationship between the number of cathe- 
terizations performed in a hospital and the number of physi- 
~cians performing them in that hospital. Physijcians at the 
hospitals visited had different views on the number of cathe- 
terizations which should be performed to maintain quality. 
VA had established guidelines, but neither DOD nor HEW had 
such guidelines for their hospitals. 

In each of the four geographic areas visited, there 
were opportunities to share cardiac catheterization and in- 
crease patient safety~and reduce Government costs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

The Secretaries of Defense and HEW and the Administrator 
of VA should 

(a) jointly develop uniform Federal guidelines for the 
planning and use of Federal cardiac catheterization 
laboratories which associate the number of cathe- 
terization procedures to be performed with the 
number of physicians that should perform them, 

(b) consider variances from those guidelines, 

(c) jointly analyze the use levels at cardiac catheteri- 
zation laboratories and adjust the manner in which 
this diagnostic service is provided so that it is 
in harmony with the established Federal guidelines 
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and on a joint shared basis in a single Federal 
facility, 

(d) discontinue providing cardiac catheterization in 
Federal facilities in geographic areas where the 
Federal guidelines cannot be met, and obtain this 
service from nearby civilian hospitals. 

The Secretary of Defense and the Administrator of VA 
should 

(e) consolidate operations between DOD and VA hospitals 
in the Dayton, Ohio, area, Tucson, Arizona, area, 
Augusta, Georgia, area, and the Washington, D.C., 
area. 

The Secretary of Defense should 

(f) close the cardiac catheterization laboratory at the 
Malcolm Grow Hospital. 

In January 1978 the Federal Health Resources Sharing 
Committee chartered a subcommittee to address cardiac cathe- 
terization capacity among and between DOD, VA, and HEW. The 
subcommittee was to address both the general items in recom- 
mendations (a) through (d) and the specific geographic areas 
in recommendations (e) and (f). The subcommittee report was 
accepted by the Sharing Committee at its April 1979 meeting, 
and it was subsequently distributed to DOD, VA, and HEW for 
comments. 

The cardiac catheterization subcommittee report sent to 
the agencies contained 14 recommendations. Recommendations 
included: 

--Adopt the National Guidelines for Health Planning 
(within 3 years after initiation of a unit, a minimum 
of 300 cardiac catheterizations performed annually on 
adults and/or a minimum of 150 cardiac catheteriza- 
tions performed annually on children; no new cardiac 
catheterization unit opened in any facility without 
an open heart surgery capability; and no additional 
adult catheterization unit opened in an area unless 
more than 500 studies are performed annually or 
250 studies annually for a pediatric cardiac cathe- 
terization unit) subject to exception and variances. 
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--Require physicians to perform a minimum of 50 proce- 
dures annually to maintain proficiency. 

--Close any existing cardiac catheterization laboratory 
currently performing fewer than the recommended 
number of procedures (allowing for variances) which 
is not expected to perform at an acceptable level in 
3 years. 

--Adopt regulations to authorize and require the use 
of the closest Federal facility regardless of serv- 
ice affiliation when an inhouse capability is not 
available. 

--Legislative and regulatory changes should be made as 
speedily as possible to facilite interagency reimburse- 
ment. 

--Use excess Federal cardiac catheterization capabili- 
ties to treat Medicare, CHAMPUS, and CHAMPVA program 
patients. 

As of July 1979, the final report prepared by the sub- 
committee had not been issued. 

(g) The Director, OMB, oversee efforts to develop uniform 
Federal cardiac catheterization guidelines in an 
appropriate and timely fashion and to insure that 
Federal cardiac catheterization services are shared 
when it will improve patient care and result in 
reduced costs to the Government. 

The OMB Deputy Director informed us on July 18, 1977, 
that OMB was in full accord with the need for Federal agen- 
cies to jointly develop and use cardiac catheterization 
resources. However, OMB believes it can most appropriately 
enforce the application of any Federal guidelines developed 
through the budget review process. OMB took the same posi- 
tion on two subsequent reports relating to sharing (see 
pp. 34 and 37). Therefore, the more formal oversight and 
coordination recommended was not accepted. 

We believe OMB's reliance on its budget examiners to 
recommend the proper action for interagency sharing will be 
inadequate, because each examiner reviews only one agency's 
budget and does not routinely address the cost savings 
possible by sharing resources. 
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2. TITLE: "Computed Tomography Scanners: Opportunity for 
Coordinating Federal Planning Before Substantial 
Acquisitions," HRD-78-41, Jan. 30, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Computed tomography scanners are a major new technolog- 
ical development in radiology. This equipment overcomes two 
disadvantages of conventional X-ray methods. First, scanners 
eliminate overlaying structures from view ~nd, thus, clarify 
the image. Second, scanners make small differences in density 
apparent. Also, compared with some other neurological diag- 
nostic procedures, scanners present little risk to the patient 
and minimal discomfort. 

Scanners cost from $300,000 to $700,000, and operation 
and maintenance expenses are estimated to be several hundred 
thousand dollars per year. 

The Federal Government had 16 scanners in operation and 
planned to purchase 29 more. These 45 scanners would cost 
about $21 million. 

Only limited criteria had been developed in the civilian 
and Federal sectors for determining the need for and location 
of scanners. There was little or no coordination between DOD 
and VA at either the headquarters or local hospital level 
regarding planning or sharing scanners. Scans can be pro- 
vided on an outpatient basis and, therefore, the procedure 
lends itself to interagency sharing. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) The Secretaries of Defense and HEW and the 
Administrator of Veterans Affairs should develop 
a coordinated Federal approach for planning and 
using computed tomography scanners. 

On February 6, 1978, the Federal Health'Resources Shar- 
ing Committee was charged with conducting a review of com- 
puted tomography scanner utilization by DOD, VA, and HEW. 
The subcommittee report was completed in September 1978 and 
sent to the agencies for their comments in January 1979 after 
receiving the approval of the Sharing Committee. The report 
recommended certain essential common points to be reviewed 
when justifying the purchase of any scanner: 
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--An organized radiology service department with certain 
essential qualified medical, surgical, technical, and 
clerical staff should be available. 

--No significant or available excess capabilities in 
other nearby Federal health care facilities or in 
civilian communities at a more reasonable cost should 
be available. 

--Consideration of the wartime contingency role of the 
health care facility should be considered and pro- 
vided for. 

--Coordination and sharing with all nearby Federal pro- 
viders to share capabilities should take place, but 
not to the extent that quality of care would be com- 
promised for purely economic reasons. 

"-Consideration should be given to a facility's role 
in a communitywide emergency medical service system 
and the coordination and notification of purchase of 
the scanner with the appropriate health service agency 
or planning agency. 

VA and the Department of the Air Force indicated that 
the report findings and recommendations were acceptable. 
DOD and the Department of the Army had difficulties with the 
report in many specific respects--including the lack of spe- 
cificity in the scanner purchase criteria. Neither the De- 
partment of the Navy nor HEW had submitted comments on the 
report as of April 1979. The subcommittee report is being 
revised, and it will be resubmitted to the Sharing Committee 
for acceptance and informal agency comments. 

(b) The Director, OMB, oversee the efforts of DOD, VA, 
and HEW to develop a coordinated Federal approach 
for planning and using scanners. 

The OMB Deputy Director stated on August 16, 1978, that 
the OMB budget examiners would carefully review the matters 
discussed in our report during the 1979 budget review process. 
This position was the same taken by OMB on the sharing of 
cardiac catheterization resources among Federal agencies. As 
stated previously, we believe OMB needs to act in this area. 
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(c) The Congress should consider limiting the number of 
scanners that can be purchased until the coordinated 
Federal approach is developed. 

The Congress has not imposed any limitation on any Gov- 
ernment agency which would prevent them from acquiring addi- 
tional scanners. As a consequence, VA has firm plans to 
acquire five scanners for use in VA hospitals in fiscal year 
1979. 

J 

3. TITLE: "Legislation Needed to Encourage Better Use of 
Federal Medical Resources and Remove Obstacles to 
Interagency Sharing," HRD-78-54, June 14, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

The Congress has expressed its desire for greater sharing 
of the Nation's medical resources by enacting several laws 
to encourage regional cooperation in health care delivery. 
However, Federal agencies' participation in regional health 
planning groups established as a result of these laws has, 
for the most part, been only advisory. 

No interaction is required among the Federal agencies 
responsible for the direct delivery of health care. More- 
over, no laws clearly require Federal interagency sharing, 
although several permit Federal health facilities to share 
their capabilities with other agencies. 

In fiscal year 1977, DOD, VA, and HEW collectively 
spent over $6 billion to provide medical care directly to 
eligible Federal beneficiaries and over $700 million for 
medical care provided in Federal facilities to eligible 
beneficiaries in the non-Federal sector. 

Numerous opportunities for increased interagency sharing 

--had not been considered by the agencies involved, 

--were pursued but abandoned, or 

--were only partially successful. 

In most instances the following obstacles precluded 
attempts by or discouraged local Federal officials from 
completing satisfactory interagency sharing arrangements: 
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--The absence of a specific legislative mandate for 
interagency sharing and a lack of adequate head- 
quarters guidance on how to share. 

--Restrictive agency regulations, policies, and 
procedures. 

--Inconsistent and unequal methods for agencies to be 
reimbursed for services rendered to other agencies' 
beneficiaries. 

The net result was increased Federal expenditures to 
perpetuate the uncoordinated direct delivery of health care 
to Federal beneficiaries by various Federal agencies. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) The Secretaries of Defense and HEW and the Adminis- 
trator of Veterans Affairs direct the Federal Health 
Resources Sharing Committee to expeditiously seek 
solutions to the administrative obstacle§ within 
each agency which impede sharing. 

Subcommittees established by the Federal Health Resources 
Sharing Committee consider, among other things, administrative 
obstacles which hinder sharing of services (such as patient 
movement, reimbursement, patient eligibility, etc.). No 
final subcommittee reports had been issued as of June 1979. 

The major obstacles to interagency sharing--the issue 
of inconsistent and unequal methods for reimbursing agencies 
for services rendered to other agencies' beneficiaries--have 
been recently addressed. For example, the Federal Health 
Resources Sharing Committee, in its January and April 1979 
meetings, discussed the possible need for new or modified 
reimbursement legislation authorizing direct reimbursement 
to the facility providing care. The Sharing Committee 
Chairman has suggested that each agency review all existing 
authorities for interagency sharing to identify obstacles 
and suggest remedies. Also, the VA Chief Medical Director 
requested that the VA General Counsel determine whether addi- 
tional or modified legislation is needed to reimburse facili- 
ties for services rendered in sharing arrangements. 
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(b) The Director, OMB, establish a management group 
within the existing OMB organizational structure 
to work with DOD, HEW, and VA to coordinate the 
development of an effective interagency sharing 
program. 

On March 21, 1978, OMB stated that it disagreed with 
the creation of such a group. OMB said it would rely on its 
budget examiners and other staff already working in the 
agencies affected by our report's recommendations when con- 
sidering interagency sharing. As stated in regard to recom- 
mendations l(g) on page 32 and 2(b) on page 34, we believe 
that establishing such a group is essential. 

(c) The Congress should enact legislation to establish 
a greatly expanded and cost-effective interagency 
sharing program. Specifically, this legislation 
should 

--establish a Federal policy that directs inter- 
agency sharing, when appropriate; 

--authorize each Federal direct health care pro- 
vider to accept all categories of eligible bene- 
ficiaries on a referral basis when advantageous 
to the Government and care of primary benefici- 
aries would not be adversely affected; 

--eliminate all restrictions on the types of medical 
services which can be shared; 

--authorize Federal hospital managers to enter into 
sharing arrangements, subject to headquarters veto 
only if judged not in the best interests of the 
Government; 

--authorize expansion of services as necessary to 
use Federal medical resources in the most cost- 
effective manner; 

--establish a policy requiring full use of avail- 
able nearby Federal medical resources before 
using civilian or distant Federal medical 

t resources; 
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--authorize the establishment of a method of reim- 
bursement under which the providing Federal 
hospital would use any revenues received to 
offset any expenses incurred;and 

--assign to OMB the responsibility to (i) coordi- 
nate the implementation of an effective inter- 
agency Federal medical resources sharing program 
and (2) report annually to the Congress concern- 
ing the progress being made toward increased 
sharing of these resources. 

Although several congressional committees have expressed 
interest in the interagency sharing of medical resources, no 
legislation has been introduced or enacted. Such legislation 
is needed, in our opinion, in order to assure that the agen- 
cies involved take the necessary actions for coordinating and 
sharing resources, thereby helping contain health program and 
construction costs. 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE REPORTS 

4. TITLE: "Military Hospitals Should Be: (i) Provided 
Criteria for Presidential and VIP Accommodations 
and (2) Instructed to Discontinue Separating 
Officer and Enlisted Patients," B-161475, 
Dec. 24, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

We found that DOD had not established criteria for 
Presidential and other very important person (VIP) accommo- 
dations in military hospitals and had not instructed the 
military departments to discontinue separating officer and 
enlisted patients. Criteria concerning the establishment, 
size, and furnishing of Presidential suites were needed 
because of the military departments' varied practices in 
establishing such suites. Construction or modification 
costs to establish the six Presidential suites ranged from 
$500 to $215,000; cost of furnishings ranged from $1,800 to 
$25,000; size of the suites ranged from 600 square feet to 
6,543 square feet.,. A new hospital, including a 2,800-square- 
foot Presidential suite, was being constructed at Walter 
Reed Army Medical Center in Washington, D.C. Because a 
6,543-square-foot suite already existed at the National Naval 
Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland, DOD needed to assess 
the need for more than one suite in the Washington, D.C., 

area. 
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Because the military departments left the decisions on 
establishing and furnishing VIP accommodations to the dis- 
cretion of hospital commanders, there was considerable varia- 
tion about the definition of a VIP, the size and furnishings 
of VIP suites, and the number of beds maintained for VIPs. 
DOD needed to (i) determine if such accommodations were needed 
and (2) establish criteria governing them. 

At the four Navy hospitals we visited, the separation 
of officer and enlisted patients generally resulted in more 
space, more expensive furnishings, and a higher ratio of 
nursing staff being provided to officers. Although DOD is 
opposed to separating officer and enlisted patients, it had 
not instructed the military departments to eliminate this 
practice in existing or future DOD hospitals. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Determine the need for other VIP accommodations in 
military hospitals. If there is such a need, 
develop criteria for establishing and furnishing 
them. 

In response to our recommendation, DOD said that VIP 
accommodations are necessary under special circumstances to 
support officials who require isolation from the public or 
whose position would invoke sufficient public concern to 
require either press or special coverage by other agencies. 
In addition, DOD indicated that such facilities should be 
used by special patients who are not in a severe or acute 
phase of their illness and that may be able to carry out 
their official responsibilities while in the hospital. DOD 
established space planning criteria governing the size of 
VIP accommodations and describing the circumstances govern- 
ing their establishment. 

The criteria do not, however, provide hospital commanders 
guidance for determining who is entitled to VIP treatment, 
how many VIP rooms to establish, how to furnish the VIP 
rooms, or what staffing to provide. As a result, our 
April 17, 1979, followup report, "Military Hospitals Need 
Stronger Guidance on Presidential, VIP, and Officer Accommo- 
dations" (HRD-79-61), recommended that DOD develop more 
specific criteria for establishing and furnishing VIP accom- 
modations. Because accommodations including such items as 
chandeliers, refrigerators, and separate kitchens are not 
needed to enable a VIP to continue functioning in an official 
capacity, we recommended that the VIP kitchen at Walter Reed 
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Army Medical Center be discontinued and that furnishings be 
limited to those needed to enable VIPs to function in an 
official capacity. 

(b) Instruct the military departments to prohibit the 
separation of officer and enlisted personnel in 
their existing and future hospitals. 

In response to our recommendation, DOD, in April 1976, 
directed the Navy to discontinue separating officer and en- 
listed patients in Navy hospitals. However, the Navy did 
not issue instructions to individual hospitals to discontinue 
this practice, and some hospitals continue it to varying ex- 
tents. Our April 17, 1979, followup report recommended that 
DOD direct the Navy to prohibit the separation of officers and 
enlisted patients, and follow up to assure that the regulation 
is enforced. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(c) Establish criteria regarding the number, size, and 
furnishings of Presidential suites and require DOD 
approval of the establishment of future suites. 

DOD agreed with our recommendation, but has not developed 
criteria concerning the number, size, or furnishing of Presi- 
dential suites. According to a DOD official, DOD does re- 
quire approval for any future Presidential suites by a DOD 
Hospital Planning Review Committee. However, because cri- 
teria have not been established, the committee has no basis 
for evaluating a proposed Presidential suite. In our April 
1979 report we again recommended that DOD establish criteria 
regarding the number, size, and furnishings of Presidential 
suites and require both DOD and White House approval of the 
establishment or remodeling of Presidential suites. 

(d) Assess the adequacy of the Bethesda Presidential 
suite to provide medical care to the President, 
and convert to other uses either the Bethesda 
suite or the planned Walter Reed suite, as appro- 
priate. 

In April 1975 DOD advised us that it agreed with our 
recommendation and that it planned to make the suite in the 
new Walter Reed hospital the only Presidential suite for 
health care. However, in May 1978, as the Presidential 
suite at the new Walter Reed hospital neared completion, 
DOD reversed itself, declaring that the Bethesda suite was 
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adequate for providing medical care to the President, and 
it would remain as the Presidential suite. 

Although DOD plans to use the Presidential suite at the 
new Walter Reed hospital for other VIPs, it was planned and 
constructed as a Presidential suite. Hospital officials 
could not provide specific data on the cost of constructing 
the new PreBidential suite, but based on the overall cost of 
about $109 per square foot for constructing the new hospital, 
the 2,831-square-foot suite cost about $310,000. In our 
April 1979 followup report we recommended that DOD convert 
the Presidential suite in the new Walter Reed hospital to 
other patient uses in lieu of using it as a VIP suite. 

5. TITLE: "Questionable Use of the Domestic Aeromedical 
Evacuation System," MWD-75-45, Apr. 21, 1975. 

FINDINGS : 

Aeromedical evacuation is the airlift of patients under 
medical supervision to, between, and from medical treatment 
facilities. In 1973 DOD spent about $29 million to move 
about 49,000 patients in its worldwide system. Sixty-four 
percent of the costs and 88 percent of the patients moved 
were included in the domestic segment of the aeromedical 
evacuation system which we reviewed. 

One primary responsibility of the Armed Services Medical 
Regulating Office is to move patients to the nearest uniformed 
service hospital facility if care is not available locally. 

We found that about 97 percent of the 43,000 patients 
transferred in the domestic system were classified as 
"routine,, 2 percent were classified as "priority," and only 
1 percent were classified as "urgent." Responses to 214 GAO 
questionnaires to domestic users of the system showed that 

--80 percent could have received the needed care at or 
near their originating facility or closer than those 
to which they were transferred, 

--44 patients who could have used CHAMPUS were trans- 
ferred by the system, 

--37 active-duty patients were transferred from medical 
facilities shown to have the needed treatment capabil- 
ity, and 
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--90 active-duty patients were transferred to other 
than the closest military medical facility with the 
required capability. 

Reasons for such transfers included 

--to have the patient receive care in a facility 
affiliated with the patient's service and 

--physicians wanted to refer patients to other physi- 
cians they knew and/or trusted. 

The questionnaire responses also showed that transporta- 
tion by means other than the aeromedical evacuation system 
appeared appropriate for about half of the 214 patients. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Insure that the Armed Services Medical Regulating 
Office promotes increased use of interservice 
patient transfers. 

(b) Insure that the Medical Regulating Office limit 
long-distance transfers initiated solely by one 
physician directly to another physician to those 
instances which are necessary. 

In DOD's comments on the report, DOD said that the 
Medical Regulating Office system had been modified to assure 
adequate support of patient flow within the DOD medical 
regions and to realize increased utilization of the nearest 
military hospital regardless of its military affiliation. 
This expansion of patient regulating or monitoring responsi- 
bilities was incorporated in a revised DOD directive giving 
new responsibilities to the Medical Regulating Office-- 
including the requirement to move patients to the nearest 
uniformed-services facility possessing the appropriate spe- 
cialty capability. All patient movements were to be moni- 
tored, according to DOD, by a monthly reporting system that 
would provide the visibility to management for assuring com- 
pliance with DOD policy. However, during the fiscal year 
1978 appropriations hearings before the House Subcommittee 
on Military Construction it was disclosed that the Surgeons 
General of the military departments had incorporated many 
exceptions to the DOD policy for use in patient regulating 
and, in our opinion, the exceptions currently in use could 
result in inappropriate transfers. 
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6. TITLE: "Policy Changes and More Realistic Planning Can 
Reduce Size of New San Diego Naval Hospital," 
MWD-76-117, Apr. 7, 1976. 

FINDINGS: 

At the time of our review, DOD was undertaking an accel- 
erated health facilities modernization program estimated to 
cost $2.9 billion when completed in 1980. The replacement 
of the San Diego Naval Hospital to the extent planned, at an 
estimated cost of about $223 million, was questionable because 
of other nearby underused Federal hospitals. 

DOD's criteria for planning the size of military hospi- 
tals was four beds per 1,000 active-duty members and their 
dependents--the criteria did not reflect the actual or ex- 
pected use patterns for proposed military hospital construc- 
tion projects. If applied to the San Diego Naval Hospital, 
DOD's criteria would have resulted in the construction of a 
facility whose capacity would far exceed expected medical 
needs. We developed a hospital sizing model for acute care 
beds. Applying it to the San Diego facility eliminated 
300 planned acute care beds. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Incorporate into the hospital sizing methodology 
a sufficient number of light care (non-acute care) 
facilities to meet special requirements of the 
military which result from the fact that patients 
cannot always return to their duty stations for 
a normal convalescent period. 

In January 1979 DOD stated that many important issues 
involved in size, construction, and operation of light care 
units had not yet been fully resolved. DOD's progress in 
resolving the overall issue of light care units as of 
January 1979 was transmitted, as requested, to the Chairman 
of the House Committee on Appropriations. Subsequently, 
the Committee told DOD that it expects this issue to be 
fully resolved before approval of any hospital construction 
projects in the fiscal year 1981 budget request. 
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7. TITLE: Letter report concerning, "Army and Air Force 
Medical Education and Training Programs for 
Enlisted Personnel," HRD-77-89, May 17, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

The Army's Health Service Command and the Air Force's 
Air Training Command are responsible for medical education 
and training programs. Both commands planned to spend a 
total of $1.8 million to replace certain radiological train- 
ing equipment. Savings could be achieved by meeting radio- 
logical equipm@nt needs with existing resources or by 
purchasing equipment with lower capabilities. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Direct the Army and Air Force to determine the type 
of X-ray equipment needed for radiology training 
courses with a view toward making optimal use of 
existing resources and not purchasing equipment in 
excess of that needed for training. 

There was no corrective action taken by DOD, the Army, 
or the Air Force. DOD told us in May 1979 that it planned 
to send a memorandum to the Army and the Air Force, requirlng 
action on this matter and feedback on the eventual position 
taken by the military departments. We estimated a total 
savings of about $400,000 if our recommendation had been 
implemented. 

8. TITLE: "New Strategy Can Improve Process for Recovering 
Certain Medical Care Costs," HRD-77-132, 
Sept. 13, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

When the Government provides medical care to people who 
are injured or suffer a disease because of another person's 
fault, it can then recover the cost of care from the person 
at fault. The Government recovered about $14 million in 1975; 
$ii million of this amount was collected by DOD. 

t 

The Federal Medical Care Recovery Act authorizes DOD to 
recover these medical care costs. The recovery process under 
the act is complex and time consuming. 
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DOD could simplify the recovery procesS, improve its 
timeliness, and possibly increase the amount it recovers by 
first seeking reimbursement from an injured person's insurance 
company when possible. 

Claims officers were not trying to identify or file 
claims with insurance companies unless recovery under the 
Federal Medical Care Recovery Act is impossible or unsuccess- 
ful. Where possible, recovery from insurance companies should 
be sought as the first course of action, rather than as a 
last resort, since this is not as cumbersome or as time con- 
suming as recovery under the act. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

GAO made several recommendations directed at stream- 
lining DOD's recovery process, the thrust of which were 

(a) taking advantage, where possible, of existing 
avenues of recovery before pursuing claims 
under the Federal Medical Care Recovery Act 
and 

(b) standardizing the administrative processes of 
the three military departments. 

DOD disagreed with the principal recommendation--to seek 
reimbursement from other sources before pursuing claims under 
the act. DOD contended that attempts to file a claim aqainst 
any injured military beneficiary's insurance company--as a 
first avenue of recovery--would be contrary to the intent of 
the act. Also, DOD disagreed with most of our recommenda- 
tions to standardize the administrative processes of the 
three military departments. DOD's original position on our 
recommendations had not changed as of May 1979. 

Based on a review of the legislative history of the act, 
we believe our recommended approach is in harmony with the 
Congress intent. The order that sources of recovery are 
tapped is not the primary concern in the legislative history. 
Instead, the act was intended to permit the Government to 
recover the medical care costs it incurred from the negligent 
acts of others. 
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(c) The Congress should enact legislation which would 

--limit the ability of insurance companies tO 
exclude reimbursement to the Government, 

--clarify whether mandatory no-fault automobile 
insurance can be classified as insurance pro- 
vided by law, and 

--change CHAMPUS to require that insurance pro- 
vided by law or through employment pay for 
medical care given to all eligible benefici- 
aries in civilian hospitals. 

The Congress has not enacted any legislation to address 
these issues. 

We note, however, that the Congress did act on a similar 
recommendation we made regarding the Medicaid program by en- 
acting section ii of Public Law 95-142, which provides that 
Federal funds cannot be used to pay for services under 
Medicaid which an insurer would have been liable for except 
for an exclusion in its contract of services covered by 
Medicaid. Also, legislation is under consideration which 
would make Medicare payment liability secondary to accident 
insurance policies. This provision was ordered reported by 
the Senate Committee on Finance in June 1979, and the Commit- 
tee's staff estimated savings of $132 million in fiscal year 
1980--the estimate increased to $187 million in fiscal year 
1984. We believe enactment of our recommendations in 
HRD'77-132 would yield substantial savings for the other 
Government health programs. 

9. TITLE: "Better Coordination Could Improve the Provision 
of Federal Health Care in Hawaii," HRD-78-99, 
May 22, 1978. 

FINDINGS- 

in Hawaii, three Federal agencies are responsible for 
pro~id~qg health care to a beneficiary population which 
amounteH to about 230,000 p~rsons in fiscal year 1977. 'That 
care is provided by DOD, VA, and HEW. 

The Tripler Army Medical Center is the only Federal hos- 
pital in Hawaii. A $120 million renovation and construction 
project was planned for this facility that would more closely 
meet the changing health care needs of the military, VA, and 
HEW beneficiarypopulations. 
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Our review showed a need for better coordination among 
the military services and other Federal agencies in Hawaii 
to insure that better use is made of existing Federal health 
care facilities in the State. In addition, the Army, in its 
planning for the Triplet renovation, needed to (i) keep other 
Federal health care providers and State officials fully in- 
formed and (2) give full consideration to their concerns so 
that, when completed, Tripler would be more capable of serv- 
ing as the State's only Federal hospital and as a useful 
partner in the State's health care community. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED ~ 

(a) Insure that the DOD Health Council (i) provides 
direction, guidance, and feedback to the Mid- 
Pacific Review Committee concerning military 
health care activities in Hawaii and (2) directs 
the Committee to seek representation of VA and 
PHS as participating members. 

The DOD Health Council has taken no action as of June 
1979 on the first part of the recommendation. However, it 
was placed on the agenda for the July 1979 Defense Health 
Council meeting. 

With respect to the second part of the recommendation, 
the Federal Health Resources Sharing Committee in March 1978 
requested that local discussions be initiated among DOD 
activities, VA, and HEW to identify sharing opportunities 
locally and coordinate any necessary actions in this area. 
However, the subcommittee established to address this issue 
was not formed until January 1979. The subcommittee has not 
yet made their position known on this matter. 

(b) Establish interagency agreements to permit VA's 
and HEW's dental patients to be treated routinely 
in all military dental facilities in Hawaii when 
such treatments would be advantageous to the 
Government and the individuals involved. 

No interagency agreements have taken place as of May 
1979. However, the Federal Health Resources Sharing Com- 
mittee's Dental Subcommittee, established in March 1979, 
will address dental resources in Hawaii. The subcommittee 
will develop and propose guidelines and criteria for the 
interagency sharing of Federal dental resources to include 
facilities, equipment, and personnel. 
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INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE 'REPORT 

i0. TITLE: Letter report concerning: "Planned Number of 
Acute Care Beds for the Indian Health Service," 
HRD-77-112, May 31, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Our analysis was limited to the Navajo area. However, 
we developed sufficient information for questioning the appro- 
priateness of the planned number of acute care beds through- 
out the IHS system because the same construction planning 
methodology is used throughout the system. 

When evaluating the planned hospital ~rojects for the 
Navajo area, we compared the current capacity of the six hos- 
pitals (as measured by (i) constructed beds and (2) staffed 
and available beds) to the trend in hospital use from 1966 
to 1976. We found that HEW planned to build facilities 
which would result in 253 more beds than were currently con- 
structed even though: 

--There were over 150 constructed beds and i00 staffed 
. and available beds more than needed to meet peak 

patient demands. 

--Patient use of hospitals declined from 489 a day in 
1966 to 329 a day in 1976, despite a 41-percent 
increase in population over the same period. 

--The combined occupancy rate of the hospitals declined 
from 86 percent in 1966 to 59 percent in 1976. Fed- 
eral regulations for Public Health Service grants, 
loans, and loan guarantees for construction and 
modernization of general hospitals provide for an 
85-percent occupancy rate. 

Our preliminary data indicated that similar conditions 
probably existed in other IHS areas, particularly in 
Aberdeen, Texas; Anchorage, Alaska; Oklahoma; and Phoenix; 
where major hospital construction was planned. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) The Secretary, HEW, should provide adequate justi- 
fication to the Congress explaining why expansion 
of existing underused facilities is necessary and, 
at a minimum, recognize the trend in the use of 
inpatient services. 
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IHS reduced the number of beds planned for the Navajo 
area from 849 to 553. However, IHS has not yet developed a 
reliable me£hod for forecasting the bed size of other IHS 
new and replacement hospitals. We believe the development 
of an overall IHS planningmethodology would significantly 
reduce the construction costs of IHS-funded projects. The 
Congress agrees, and it has delayed appropriations for any 
IHS hospital projects not currently under construction. 

ST. ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL REPORT 

ii. TITLE: "St. Elizabeths Hospital and District of 
Columbia Are Improving Their Mental Health 

" HRD-78-31, Sept 27, 1978. Services, 

FINDINGS: 

There has been a lack of effective joint planning, coor- 
dination, and agreement on how to best provide mental health 
services to District of Columbia residents. As a result, 
there are overlaps and gaps in services, in obtaining foster 
care, and in making nursing home placements. Furthermore, 
residents do not have equal access to all services. One main 
reason for these problems is that the District has not pro- 
vided adequate resources to its mental health programs to 
meet all the requirements of a community-based mental health 
system. 

Reorganization and program cutbacks have reduced many 
services. Some patients were notreceiving the full range 
of services~as originally intended, and the women's alcohol 
detoxification unit was understaffed. In addition, partial 
hospitalization services were generally inadequate in the 
District~because sufficient funds and staff were not avail- 
able at the District's community mental health centers. 

We found that St. Elizabeths could provide patients 
with more appropriate, efficient, and effective care if 
improvements were made in central admissions, treatment 
programs, outplacement services, work schedules, medical 
records management, industrial and recreational therapies, 
and medical and surgical services. 

For example, (i) some patients did not meet the admis- 
sions criteria, (2) many patients returned to inpatient status 
becaus~ outpatient services were inadequate, and (3) there 
was a questionable need for the extensive medical and surgical 
branch maintained at St. Elizabeths Hospital. 
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The hospital employs five full-time surgeons, four of 
whom averaged only one operation every 4 workdays during the 
first 6 months of fiscal year 1977. The chief surgeon per- 
formed no surgeries. 

St. Elizabeths was providing a higher than necessary 
level of care to many of its patients, a great number of 
whom could have been cared for in nursing homes and foster 
care homes. However, adequate facilities of these types 
were not available in the community. 

We also found that one of the two wards comprising the 
Combined Adult Inpatient Services unit which serves the three 
District-operated community mental health centers was filled 
with geriatric patients who should have been in nursing homes. 

St. Elizabeths did not have an effective system for in- 
formation gathering, planning, evaluating, budgeting, staff- 
ing, and training because of inadequate implementation of a 
decentralized management system and inefficient use of com- 
mittees for making management decisions. The hospital de- 
centralized the management system to I0 divisions in 1971. 
This was to give division directors control over their re- 
sources; however, few division staff members were trained to 
assume these responsibilities. In addition, the superinten- 
dent's office has not always provided sufficient guidance 
and monitoring of division activities. 

The Division of Administration's staff had not performed 
many of its functions as efficiently or effectively as pos- 
sible. We found problems in the areas of procurement, prop- 
erty control, control of patient funds, patient clothing and 
laundry systems, management of patient burials, maintenance 
of facilities, and employee housing. Some problems were 
created or heightehed by insufficient communication with the 
clinical divisions. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Develop a more effective and integrated management 
system which allows optimum utilization of resources 
to meet clinical needs. 

HEW stated that a contract completed in September 1978 
has resulted in the design of a management information system 
which will update hospital management concerning available 
resources (fiscal and manpower), program goals and objectives, 
manpower, performance standards, and service needs. A second 
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contract was let in September 1978 to implement that system 
and to integrate several existing and planned information 
systems. The work under this contract was in process as of 
July 1979. 

(b) Reassess division functions and reassign those 
which could be better performed centrally and re- 
quire more central monitoring of division adminis- 
trative and clinical activities to determine which 
activities are effective and should be considered 
for use by other divisions and those which are in- 
effective and should be discontinued. 

HEW stated that the division functions are being actively 
reviewed for potential realignment on a continuum of service 
model. Changes will be made in those areas where it is ex- 
plicitly indicated that centralization is required for control 
and effectiveness. HEW said that, when implemented, central 
coordination, monitoring, and oversight of administrative and 
clinical activities will be substantially enhanced. 

(c) Establish a system for accumulating maintenance 
cost and performance information and transforming 
the data into a work measurement and evaluation 
system, develop a facilities preventive mainten- 
ance system, and determine which functions could 
be performed less expensively if contracted to 
the private sector. 

HEW stated in May 1979 that a system for accumulating 
maintenance cost and performance information is being de- 
veloped. The hospital has also been pursuing application of 
OMB Circular A-76, "Policies for Acquiring Commercial or In- 
dustrial Products and Services for Government Use." Inten- 
sive reviews of the dietary, refuse collection, laundry, and 
housekeeping activities will be initiated in fiscal years 
1979 and 1980 to determinewhether it is more efficient to 
contract the work to the private sector. 

We believe full implementation of these three recommen- 
dations will further contribute to reducing the costs and 
improving the quality of mental health services provided by 
St. Elizabeths Hospital. 
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VA REPORTS 

12. TITLE: "Better Planning and Management Needed by the 
Veterans Administration to Improve Use of 
Specialized Medical Services," B-133044, 
June 19, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

An evaluation of VA's management and planning of three 
specialized service programs--kidney transplants, super- 
voltage therapy, and hemodialysis--revealed that 

--VA established specialized medical services which 
duplicated existing services without adequately 
determining patient need, 

--VA did not adequately control the expansion of spe- 
cialized medical service programs, 

--one VA medical center spent $465,000 over 3 years 
to conduct a kidney transplant program, but, only 
two transplants were performed during that period, 
and 

--about 70 percent of the patients, according to VA 
physicians, being dialyzed in highly staffed hospital 
centers could have been treated in lower cost centers 
requiring less professional staffing. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

To avoid establishing unnecessary supervoltage therapy 
services: i 

(a) Evaluate existing facilities and decommission dupli- 
cative or underused facilities by consolidating 
services, where possible, at VA medical centers 
within metropolitan areasand closing underused 
services When they are available at other Federal 
or community hospitals in the area. 

(b) Require that the justification for new equipment ~ 
and facilities identify the (i) location and use 
of similar VA, other Federal, and community equip- 
ment and facilities within a prescribed distance 
and (2) patient demand for the services to be 
provided based on the veteran population served by 
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the medical center, disease incidence statistics, 
and other relevant data. 

VA agreed with our recommendations, and advised us in 
1974 that it had begun to close some units and consolidate 
others. VA officials stated that adequate consideration had 
not been given to the availability of specialized medical 
resources in the community. They said more emphasis would 
be placed on , planning in the future to minimize unnecessary 
duplication of resources, personnel, and facilities. 

However, in a February 7, 1979, report entitled "Federal 
Hospitals Could Improve Certain Cancer Treatment Capability 
by Sharing" (HRD-79-42), we reported that VA, which was plan- 
ning to establish five new supervoltage therapy departments 
by 1984 and to upgrade and modernize 17 other supervoltage 
therapy departments at a cost of $10.4 million, had not fully 
evaluated the sharing potential of this resource with other 
Federal agencies. Consequently, we recommended that the ac- 
quisition of new radiation therapy equipment within the Fed- 
eral Government be deferred, to the extent possible, until 
the sharing potential at 23 locations we identified was fully 
evaluated. We also questioned the reasonableness of VA's 
utilization standard of 2,865 treatments a year for super- 
voltage radiation therapy equipment. This standard was 
low compared to both the DOD and HEW standards of approxi- 
mately 6,000 treatments a year. 

13. TITLE: "Many Cardiac Catheterization Laboratories Under- 
used in Veterans Administration Hospitals: 
Better Planning and Control Needed," HRD-76-168, 
Feb. 28, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Many VA cardiac catheterization laboratories were under- 
used. During fiscal year 1975, VA operated cardiac catheteri- 
zation units in 67 hospitals at a cost of about $20.2 million. 
Of the 12 laboratories reviewed, ii did not meet VA's minimum 
workload standard of 150 patients a year. VA established 
these laboratories without (i) developing enough information 
to determine if they were really needed or (2) determining 
whether other nearby VA facilities and laboratories could be 
shared. Several professional medical associations stated 
that the quality of care is reduced when patients are cathe- 
terized in underused laboratories. 
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We also reported that 8 of the 12 laboratories were 
located at medical centers where cardiovascular surgery was 
not regularly performed--even though both VA and the medical 
community agreed that this situation should not exist. VA 
may be exposing patients to unnecessary risks by performing 
these catheterizations in medical centers without emergency 
facilities. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Revise established procedures to require justifica- 
tion for new or modernized laboratories to include 
data on patients to be served, disease incidence 
statistics, and number of patients referred else- 
where. 

VA concurred with this recommendation and indicated that 
new catheterization laboratories will be established only 
when specifically justified by patient care requirements and 
when they met Federal guidelines. Also, laboratories will 
be upgraded only when there is a sufficient workload of appro- 
priate disease categories. As of April 1979, VA stated that 
new catheterization laboratories would be established only 
when specifically justified by patient care requirements and 
when they meet Federal guidelines. 

As discussed previously (see p. 33), the Federal Health 
Resource Sharing Committee's Subcommit£e4 on Cardiac Cathe- 
terization report, containing guidelines and criteria for 
this specialized medical resource, had not been issued as of 
June 1979. 

(b) Close VA cardiac catheterization laboratories 
that are underused because of insufficient patient 
demand or because they duplicate services at nearby 
facilities. 

VA has been evaluating the utilization of certain of 
its laboratories for several years. As of June 1979, none 
of the VA laboratories had been closed although several 
have operated below the VA utilization standard. 

(c) Establish sharing or contractual arrangements to 
provide this medicallservice where laboratories 
are closed° 
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According to VA officials, when a VA laboratory is 
closed necessary steps will be taken to assure that cardiac 
catheterization care is provided to veterans who need it 
through transfer to other VA medical centers, to other Fed- 
eral hospitals, or to private sector hospitals with sharing 
or contract agreements. VA stated that as of April 1979 
sharing laboratory capabilities was still being explored, 
but no sharing agreements had been arranged. (The subject 
of sharing cardiac catheterization among Federal agencies is 
the subject of Report 1 (see p.! 30). 

14. TITLE: "Potential for Reducing U.S. Financial Support 
and Ending VA Involvement in Medical Program 
for Filipino Veterans," HRD-77-95, May 20, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

VA conducts a medical care program in the Philippines, 
which was originally established as a temporary 5-year program 
in 1948. ~ The program has been legislatively extended, fund- 
ing has been changed from grants to reimbursable contracts, 
and benefits have been extended to include nonservice- 
connected illnesses. In 1976 about 96 percent of the care 
provided under this program was to treat nonservice-connected 
illnesses. By limiting care to service-connected illnesses 
and by funding through fixed-sum grants, about $1.7 million 
could be saved and the need for VA involvement Would end. 

VA bel~ieved that reducing ~the program would adversely 
affect U.S./Philippines relations and the quality of medical 
care. In our opinion, the reductions would be consistent 
with the intended temporary nature of the program, the 
Philippin4s' growing self-reliance, and the Philippines' 
increased ability to pay these costs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) We recommended that the Senate Subcommittee on 
HUD-Independent Agencies, Committee on Appropria- 
tions, take appropriate steps to not fund the 
medical care program after September 30, 1978. 

Public Law 95-520 authorized a 3-year extension through 
September 30, 1981, for VA medical care to be provided to 
eligible Filipino veterans. As a result, the Congress pro- 
vided VA with $500,000 for this program in fiscal year 1979 
and authorized appropriations Of $1.35 million in fiscal 
year 1980 for this program. 
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We believe our recommendation is still valid and that 
no further funding should be approved by the Congress for 
this program. 

(b) Because of the U.S. commitment to provide medical 
treatment of Filipino veterans for service-connected 
illnesses, we recommended that the Senate Appropri- 
ation Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies 
take action to change the basis of program funding 
from a reimbursable contract to a fixed-sum grant 
to provide annual funding for only service-connected 
care. 

No actions have been taken to implement this recommenda- 
tion to date. We believe that reducing the medical program 
and VA involvement would be consistent with 

--the temporary nature of theprogram, 

--the U.S. position that the Philippine Government 
would eventually assume full responsibility for 
the hospital, 

--the Philippine Government's policy of increased 
self-reliance and nationalism, 

--the U.S. and Philippine desires to move away from 
the "special relationship" of the past, 

--the Philippine Government's increased ability to 
absorb program costs and maintain the hospital, and 

--the U.S. policy of minimizing its presence abroad. 

Therefore, we believe our recommendation should be icted on. 

15. TITLE: Letter report on: "VA's Process to Determine Bed 
Size of New and Replacement Health Care Facili- 
ties," HRD-77-104, May 20, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Our report described the results of our analysis of the 
construction plans for the VA's Bay Pines, Florida; Little 
Rock, Arkansas; and Richmond, Virginia; medical centers. The 
total construction costs for these three hospitals were esti- 
mated to be $334.4 million. 
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Using a computer-based model for determining the number 
of acute care beds needed in medical centers, our estimate 
of the number of beds required at the three medical centers 
was about the same as VA had estimated. However, our analysis 
showed that the mix of beds was improper--VA was planning too 
many acute care beds and too few nursing home care beds. 
There are signi{icant cost differences in constructing acute 
care beds versus nursing home care beds, and costs could be 
reduced if the mix of beds was determined on the basis of 
our model. Furthermore, annual operating costs could be 
reduced over the life of the facilities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Revise the bed mix of the three proposed facilities 
as developed by our model, and withdraw the VA 
current hospital sizing methodology and adopt the 
GAO hospital sizing model. 

VA did not concur with our recommendation, and took the 
position that its estimates were considerably more comprehen- 
sive and specific than those provided in our model. VA 
stated that, in the absence of congressional direction to 
proceed otherwise and because of probable increased costs 
and penalties caused by planning delays, it would proceed 
with constructing the three medical centers as planned. The 
VA Administrator, however, stated that VA was prepared to 
work with us in developing a health care facilities planning 
model for future projects, which would incorporate VA's 
requirements. 

/ 

VA agreed to carefully assess our model when developing 
estimates for hospital bed needs. Where the estimate derived 
from our model differed from VA's estimates using its own 
methods, VA would provide the Congress with a detailed jus- 
tification explaining the differences. We have been working 
with VA to develop a bed estimating model to project the 
number and types of medical center beds needed by VA. Full 
agreement has not been reached on an appropriate model. We 
are continuing to work with VA. 

(b) Congress should consider the extent to which VA 
medical centers constructed in the future should 
provide treatment for veterans with nonservice- 
connected illnesses. 
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No action had been taken on this recommendation as of 
June 1979. We believe the Congress should specifically 
delineate its intent on this matter to VA as soon as 
possible. Uncertainty within VA on this matter can cause 
future unnecessary costs to VA's health system. 

16. TITLE: "Operational and Planning Improvements Needed 
in the VA Domiciliary Program for the Needy and 
Disabled," HRD-77-69, Sept. 21, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

VA's domiciliary program provides housing, medical 
treatment, food, clothing, and other services to eligible 
disabled, ambulatory veterans residing in VA facilities 
called "domiciliaries." During fiscal year 1976 VA operated 
18 domiciliaries and provided care to an average of 9,090 
veterans each day. This program cost about $62 million--an 
average daily cost of $18.61 for each veteran. 

Because of inadequate management by VA's central office, 
domiciliaries did not properly consider whether veterans 
should receive other types of care, did not normally identify 
veterans with potential to return to community living, and 
did not in many cases develop individualized restoration 
goals/plans involving community resources. Also, VA had not 
planned its proposed domiciliary construction and renovation 
program adequately. Planning should have included analyses 
of veteran demand, matched with available and projected VA 
resources. VA's projected demand based on population data 
was not adequate for supporting its planned multimillion 
dollar investment. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Before proceeding with VA's long-range construction 
plans (i) determine the extent to which existing 
domiciliary facilities can be modernized, (2) better 
define current domiciliary demand, (3) develop ade- 
quate information to project future domiciliary care 
demand, and (4) clearly define staffing and operat- 
ing guidelines for new domiciliary facilities to 
assure that required services from nearby VA 
hospitals are received. 

VA reported in April 1979 that our recommendations con- 
cerning modernization of facilities and an adequate projection 
of future demand for domiciliary care were being implemented. 
VA stated it had undertaken a major study to more accurately 
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identify the number of beds currently needed in all extended 
care programs. Also, a major survey of the domiciliary popu- 
lation and program was in progress. VA said that staffing 
and operational guidelines were being prepared. The staffing 
guidelines will not result in mandatory application by man- 
agement at VA medical centers, but will state VA policy. 
Subsequent program reviews and analysis of automated infor- 
mation system reports by VA will indicate whether adequate 
staffing support is provided to domiciliaries. 

Until these actions are completed, savings attributable 
to our recommendation cannot be estimated. 

17. TITLE: "Constructing New VA Hospital in Camden, New 
Jersey Unjustified," HRD-78-51, Feb. 6, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

As part of its construction program, VA planned to con- 
struct a new VA medical center in Camden, New Jersey. VA's 
methodology to determine the need for and size of the medical 
center was reviewed, and its assumptions in planning the hos- 
pital were found to be not valid. Consequently, the pro- 
posed medical center was not justified and, by not building 
it, VA could save about $70 million in construction funds and 
$32 million a year in operating expenses. 

VA's justification for the new medical center used 
several invalid assumptions and invalid data purporting to 
show that admissions to the Philadelphia VA Medical Center 
were constrained by a low bed supply. Information we devel- 
oped, however, showed that the Philadelphia VA Medical Center, 
located 7 miles from the site of the proposed Camden VA medi- 
cal center, could support the 1985 medical and surgical re- 
quirements of veterans in the area. However, construction 
or acquisition of a new nursing home care unit in the Camden 
area may be needed. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) We recommended that the Subcommittee on HUD- 
Independent Agencies, Senate Committee on Appro- 
priations, require that VA justify all new hospital 
construction proposals in terms of priority on the 
basis of a clear and explicit set of objective cri- 
teria before funding is approved. VA should use the 
criteria to evaluate and compare the current level 
of adequacy of VA hospitals nationwide in meeting 
the medical needs of veterans. 
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This requirement had not been imposed on VA by the Sub- 
committee as of June 1979. Implementation of a priority 
system utilizing an explicit set of objective criteria would 
allow VA to explain why one location in the United States 
versus another location had a more immediate need for a VA 
facility. In this instance, VA could not explain, from a 
priority standpoint, the basis used to select the Philadel- 
phia/Camden area for a new VA hospital rather than some 
other location. 

(b) The Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies not 
approve funding for construction of a new VA medi- 
cal center in Camden. 

In its fiscal year 1979 budget submission to the Con- 
gress, VA proposed that the Camden project be eliminated and 
indicated it planned to build an outpatient clinic in Camden 
and a nursing home care unit in Philadelphia. Although the 
Congress did not provide construction funds for the Camden 
facility, House and Senate Committee reports stated that VA 
should proceed with planning and design of a new hospital at 
Camden. In its fiscal year 1980 budget submission, VA re- 
quested $67.8 million to begin construction of a medical 
center. 

I 

We believe our prior conclusions are still valid and 
the construction of the proposed medical center in Camden 
remains unjustified. 

18. TITLE: Letter report regarding: "Outpatient Surgery 
and Preadmission Testing Program in VA," 
HRD-78-85, Apr. 4, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

The concept of outpatient surgery is not new, having 
been performed for many years in hospitals, generally as a 
part of emergency services. Outpatient surgery has been 
developed for patients who need minor surgery, using either 
local or general anesthesia, and who are able to go home the 
same day. Preadmission testing, screening, and presurgical 
workup prior to hospitalization is used to reduce preopera- 
tive hospital stays for elective surgery cases that cannot 
be handled as outpatient surgery. This concept can be used 
for diagnostic procedures as well as routine laboratory and 
X-ray examination required prior to surgery. 

Opportunities exist, through increased use of outpatient 
surgery and preadmission testing programs, to eliminate the 
need to hospitalize some veterans and reduce the length of 
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hospitalization for others. As of May 1979 the average 
cost per patient day in a VA facility was $138, compared to 
an average outpatient cost per day of $41. Although some 
problems currently impede increased use of these programs, 
the reduction in hospital days and related costs that can be 
achieved make it essential that the program be more fully 
implemented. 

Generally, the costs of providing outpatient care are 
lower than the costs of providing inpatient care. Therefore, 
any services VA provides on an outpatient rather than on an 
inpatient basis should result in a reduction of service costs. 
The resulting Savings, whether in terms of money, staff time, 
or space, could then be used to treat more veterans with. 
existing resources or to reduce the total costs of veteran 
care. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Develop a systemwide policy for outpatient surgery 
and preadmission testing, based on the results of 
VA studies, and implement the policy in all general 
medical and surgical hospitals in the VA system. 

VA devised a pilot study to evaluate outpatient surgery 
in four affiliated hospitals. The pilot study was to deter- 
mine whether high quality surgical procedures could be 
delivered in an outpatient setting. It was scheduled for 
implementation in November 1979. However, funds for the 
study have been delayed until at least fiscal year 1981. In 
the meantime, minor surgery outpatient operating rooms are, 
according to VA, being encouraged for renovation programs, 
for new hospitals, and for all ambulatory care programs where 
space, staff, and funds can support outpatient surgery. 

According to VA, a study was undertaken during the first 
quarter of fiscal year 1979 to emphasize preadmission screen- 
ing in 40 VA medical centers. VA expects to publish a policy 
letter directing maximum preadmission surgical workup as a 
result of this study. 
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19. TITLE: "Inappropriate Number of Acute Care Beds Planned 
by VA for New Hospitals," HRD-78-102, May 17, 
1978. 

FINDINGS: 

VA's plans to construct replacement medical centers in 
Martinsburg, West Virginia; Portland, Oregon; Seattle, Wash- 
ington; and Baltimore, Maryland; were evaluated. VA's pro- 
posed approach would result in the construction of (i) the 
wrong combination or mix of acute care beds and less critical 
care hospital beds and (2) too few lower cost options (such 
as nursing home care and outpatient facilities). VA's plan- 
ning model relied on past experience in determining the types 
of beds needed, thereby maintaining the inefficient system of 
the past. Moreover, VA's model does not adequately consider 
expected changes in the size and age mix of the veteran popu- 
lation. 

We developed a computer-based model which analyzed past 
practices and determined the different levels of care that 
should have been provided. In applying this model to pro- 
jected veteran population data, we found that a different 
mix of medical facilities was needed from that proposed by 
VA to make available the range of health care options con- 
sistent with modern medical practice. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) The Congress should require VA to justify and prior- 
itize all new and replacement hospitals based on 
clear and explicit objective criteria before ap- 
proving funding. 

As of June 1979 the Congress had not imposed this re- 
quirement on VA. We believe £his recommended action should 
be taken for the same reason the recommendation was made in 
an earlier report. (See p. 57.) 

(b) VA and the Congress, when contemplating the construc- 
tion of replacement hospitals, should, among other 
things, consider the extent to which VA should con- 
tinue to provide treatment to veterans with 
nonservice-connected illnesses and the availability 
of beds in nearby community and other Federal hos- 
pitals because each could significantly affect 
future bed needs. 
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No action has been taken by the Congress or VA on these 
matters. We still believe that action by the Congress and 
VA is necessary. Currently, service-connected veterans re- 
ceive top priority in admission to VA hospitals, while those 
with nonservice-connected illnesses are admitted only on a 
space available basis. The report of the Senate Committee 
on Veterans'-Affairs on the Veterans' Omnibus Health Care Act ~ 
of 1976 stated: 

"The VA hospital system, since its establishment 
more than 50 years ago, has had as its primary 
mission the provision of first class medical care 
to service-connected veterans. Its secondary 
mission has been to provide care for nonservice- 
connected veterans, but only to the extent that 
facilities are available so as to bring about a 
patient population size which would promote effi- 
cient utilization of resources." 

Therefore, whether new and replacement facilities should 
be sized to accommodate the entire current workload of 
nonservice-connected illnesses on a space available basis 
needs to be addressed. It is unclear as to whether new VA 
hospitals should be sized to meet all, some, or none of this 
demand. 

Also, while the Government bears the cost (construction, 
equipment, staffing, etc.) of new VA hospital beds, it is 
also sharing the increased costs resulting from excess com- 
munity hospital beds. Many were constructed with Federal 
support; the unnecessary costs associated with excess bed 
capacity are paid for, in part, through Medicare, Medicaid, 
and other Federal health benefit programs. 

20. TITLE: "Better Service at Reduced Costs Through an 
Improved 'Personal Care' Program Recommended 
for Veterans," HRD-78-107, June 6, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

As part of providing outpatient care for veterans, VA 
operates a community care program in which veterans live in 
residences other than their own under VA supervision. 
Within the community care program, the personal care resi- 
dence program functions as an alternative to long-term 
institutionalization of psychiatric, medical, and surgical 
patients. A personal care residence, or foster home, is a 
residence where a sponsor or caretaker provides or arranges 
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for varying degrees of personal supervision, personal care, 
and persona I relationships for the veteran. 

This program is not covered by specific legislation. VA 
operates the program under its broad legislative authority 
to provide medical care and treatment to eligible veterans. 
Veterans must pay for their own living arrangements. During 
fiscal year 1977, VA reported that the program was active at 
129 VA hospitals and that about 20,000 veterans participated. 
VA costs to administer the program primarily included sa- 
laries, travel of staff, and ancillary hospital services. 

We concluded that the personal care residence program 
is practicable and that VA has effectively used the program 
as an alternative to institutional care for patients. How- 
ever, more can be done to expand the program and to assure 
adequate services and facilities for veterans in personal 
care residences. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Expand the use of the personal care residence 
program to all VA hospitals and other facilities 
capable of implementing the program. 

In responding to our report in September 1978, VA 
agreed that the personal care residence program should be 
expanded. The VA Administrator stated that the program 
already had high priority in VA's psychiatric hospitals, 
and he strongly endorsed establishing the program in general 
medical and surgical hospitals. He said VA would continue 
to develop the program in those facilities which did not 
have one, but pointed out that activating new programs will 
depend on the availability of staff and the existing prior- 
ities at each facility. 

In April 1979 VA stated that 

--a program guide had been drafted and is being coor- 
dinated within the agency; 

--VA is continuing to gather data on the existing pro- 
gram to use in monitoring and evaluating program 
effectiveness, and it expects to establish an auto- 
mated management information system for this purpose 
in the near future; and 

--VA completed a program survey in December 1978, and 
the findings will be used for further long-range 
planning. 
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RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(b) The Congress should provide specific legislative 
authority (i) for VA's personal residence care pro- 
gram and (2) to pay for indigent patients' personal 
care when other funds are not available. 

The Congress has not enacted such legislation. VA has 
developed a legislative proposal to the Congress which re- 
quests specific authority for the program and sufficient 
staff to operate it. The proposal is currently under review 
by OMB. However, VA does not concur with that portion of 
our recommendation which would provide VA with the authority 
to pay for personal care when other funds are not available. 
Any legislation resulting should incorporate our recommenda- 
tions. 
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STATUS AS OF JULY 1979 OF 

IMPLEMENTATION OF GAO RECOMMENDATIONS 

TO CONTROL UNNECESSARY HEALTH FINANCING COSTS 

Summary Table 

Purpose of 
recommendation 

Modify method of 
paying providers 

Recommendation number (note a) 

Partially 
implemented 

26a,39a,39b 

Not 
implemented 

Agency Congress 

42f 39c,47a, 
47b 

Reduce unneeded 
, utilization 

36a,36b,42b None None 

Emphasis on use 
of more cost- 
effective or lower 
cost providers 

21a,24a,24b, 
24c,24d,26b, 
42a,42e,44a, 
44b,44c 

44d None 

Deter fraud, 
abuse, and 
waste 

25a,30a,37a, 25b,40c, 40a 
37b,42c,42d 40d,40e, 

40f 

Improve program 
management 

22a,31a,33a, 22b,38a, 46a,46b 
34a,35b,45a 38b,38c, 
1 38d,40b 

Reduce administra- 
tive costs 

27a ~7b 23a 

Make collections 31b,31c,32a, None None 
32b,34b,35c 

Other 35a 29a,38e, 28a,28b, 
38f,38g, 38h 
40g,40h, 
40i,40j, 
40k,41a, 
43a 

a/The reports are numbered sequentially after this summary 
table. The number represents the report and the letter 
represents the recommendation. 
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MULTIPROGRAM REPORTS 

21. TITLE: "Home Health Care Benefits Under Medicare and 
Medicaid," B-164031(3), July 9, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

Home health care, while not a substitute for appropriate 
institutional care, is generally a less expensive alterna- 
tive when such care would meet the patient's needs. The 
Congress and health professionals have realized that alter- 
natives are needed to institutional care. 

We found that home health care was not being used much 
under the Medicaid program because: 

--Services covered under the States' programs varied 
significantly. 

--Some States had adopted Medicare eligibility criteria 
which are more restrictive than intended by Medicaid. 

--States' payment rates for home health care had not 
been adequate. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a). Encourage the States to establish payment rates for 
home health care at a level that will stimulate 
greater utilization of Medicaid home health care. 

HEW emphasized the importance of realistic payment rates 
as a means of encouraging more frequent use of home health 
care services. A survey showed that more States were switch- 
ing to the Medicare cost reimbursement system for determining 
the rate of reimbursement. 

An Interagency Task Force on Home Health Services 
studied the methods of reimbursement for home health serv- 
ices by various State Medicaid agencies. 

In 1970 15 States utilized a system of fixed fees, 
negotiated rates, or schedule of allowances to reimburse 
home health agencies. 

HEW's April 1979 report to the Congress on home health 
care, required by section 18 of Public Law 95-142, stated 
that 24 States have adopted Medicare cost reimbursement 
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principles and that 2 States have cost reimbursement systems 
which differ from Medicare. The report also stated that 
most States which do not pay for home health services on a 
cost basis pay less than Medicare does--some States pay up 
to 50 percent less than Medicare. Thus, the low reimburse- 
ment problem still exists. 

Paying reasonable rates for home health care encourages 
more home health agencies to participate in the program and, 
thus, reasonable rates make the service more available. 

22. TITLE: "Need to More Consistently Reimburse • Health 
Facilities Under Medicare and Medicaid," 
B-164031(4), Aug. 16, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

There was no systematic exchange of audit information 
between the Medicare and Medicaid programs where a common 
audit agreement did not exist or where audits were not made 
by the same organization functioning as a Medicare interme- 
diary and as a Medicaid fiscal agent. Thus, problems dis- 
covered by one program were not always communicated to the 
other. • 

Intermediaries, using the same published Social Security 
Administration (SSA) guidelines, made different interpreta- 
tions about whether and how much of certain costs were allow~ 
able or reimbursable by Medicare. In some cases, the incon~ -.~ 
sistent treatment resulted in overpayments for several years. 
Of the 30 hospitals and skilled nursing facilitiesreviewed, 
we identified Medicare and Medicaid overpayments of•~$1,000 or • 
more totaling about $648,000 at 18 institutions. 

Although these overpayments had occurred for a variety 
of reasons, we noted instances where overpayments might have 
been avoided or discovered earlier by an intermediary had " 
SSA's advice to one intermediary on a specific reimbursement 
question been made available to others. 

/ 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED • 

(a) Require a full exchange of Medicare and Medicaid 
audit information when no common audit agreement 
has been reached between a Medicare intermediary 
and a Medicaid State agency or its fiscal agent. 
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In responding to our recommendation for the full exchange 
of Medicare and Medicaid audit information, HEW stated: 

"Progress in persuading States to adopt the common 
audit has been due in large part to the fact that 
participation in common audits would be less 
costly to them than separate Medicaid audits or 
the charge that Medicare could impose for access 
to its hospital audit information. If we were to 
tell those States that have not yet agreed to the 
common audit that we will furnish Medicare audit 
information and results to them free-of-charge, 
it would be very unlikely that they would agree 
to join in the common audit and to share in the 
costs of those audits. Moreover, those States 
which already use the common audit would probably 
want to reconsider and perhaps abandon it. In 
short then, under present circumstances, we be- 
lieve the common audit program and its continued 
use and growth is contingent upon our decision ~ 
to charge State Medicaid agencies, that do not 
join in common audits, for any Medicare audit 
information they request." 

Proposed legislation is currently under consideration 
by theCongress which would require States to have common 
audit agreements with Medicare. Also, such a provision was 
passed by both the House and Senate during the 95th Congress 
but a conference on the differing versions of the bills con- 
taining the provision was not held before adjournment. If 
our recommendation was implemented or the proposed legisla- 
tion becomes law, the identification and recovery of over- 
payments to providers under both Medicare and Medicaid would 
be enhanced because both programs would have all the infor- 
mation available on the providers. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(b) HCFA should catalog and make available on request 
to intermediaries, Medicaid State agencies, pro- 
viders, and the Provider Reimbursement Review 
Board all HCFA decisions or specific interpreta- 
tions affecting determination of Medicare's share 
of hospital or skilled nursing facility costs. 

HEW has taken no action to implement this recommendation 
because HEW disagreed with us about its usefulness. We 
still believe that implementation of the recommendation 
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--would help prevent varying interpretations of the 
Medicare law, regulations, and instructions; 

--would better insure that institutions are treated 
equally under similar circumstances; and 

--could result in savings to the Medicare program. 

23. TITLE: "History of the Rising Costs of the Medicare and 
Medicaid Programs and Attempts to Control These 
Costs: 1966-1975," MWD-76-93, Feb. ii, 1976. 

FINDINGS: 

The primary reason for the $10.4 billion rise in the 
cost of Medicare and the $9.8 billion rise in Medicaid be- 
tween fiscal years 1967 and 1975 was inflation (and probably 
the use of more extensive types of services) plus increases 
in the number of people covered by each program and in the 
use of services. In addition, covering additional types of 
services resulted in increased costs, especially for Medicaid. 

We had made 83 recommendations in reports to the Con- 
gress, its committees and members, and the Secretary of HEW 
designed to control unnecessary Medicare and Medicaid costs. 
While in most cases HEW has taken at least some action to 
carry out these recommendations, many of them had not been 
fully implemented. 

HEW had often been .slow to implement by regulation 
laws passed by the Congress to help control Medicare and 
Medicaid costs. ~ 

In a prior report we discussed the unnecessary ~xpendi" 
ture of administrative funds caused by the Railroad Retire- 
ment Board contracting for the processing of Medicare claims 
for railroad beneficiaries. Since railroad beneficiaries 
only represented about 4 percent of total Medicare benefici- 
aries, we questioned the use of a separate carrier for these 
beneficiaries. We estimated that $2.8 million in administra- 
tive costs could be saved if the railroad beneficiary claims 
were processed by the carriers used by SSA. Therefore, we 
recommended that SSA withdraw its delegation of authority to 
contract from the Railroad Retirement Board and arrange to 
have railroad beneficiaries' claims processed by the carriers 
handling all other Medicare beneficiary claims. 
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However, the Congress subsequently enacted a law 
(section 263(d)(5) of Public Law 92-603) which gave the Rail- 
road Retirement Board the authority to contract with carriers. 
Therefore, SSA could not implement our recommendation. 

The use of a separate carrier to process and pay claims 
for a special, small group of beneficiaries seems inherently 
duplicative in administrative costs. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) The Congress should repeal the law authorizing the 
Railroad Retirement Board to contract with carriers. 

The Congress has not acted regarding this recommenda- 
tion. In our report to the Congress on Medicare claims proc- 
essing (HRD-79-76, June 30, 1979), which Public Law 95-142 
required us to prepare, we again made this recommendation. 
That report estimates annual savings of $6.6 million if 
railroad retirees use normal Medicare carriers. 

24. TITLE: Letter report on: "Use of Administratively 
Necessary Days Under £he Medicare and Medi- 
caid Programs," HRD-76-142, June 29, 1976. 

FINDINGS: 

Administratively necessary days of hospitalization are 
those days spent in a hospital while awaiting transfer to a 
lower level of care--skilled nursing or an intermediate care 
facility. This occurs with patients who do not need to be 
hospitalized but do need institutional care. Although the 
percent of total Medicare and Medicaid hospital days classi- 
fied as administratively necessary was small--varying from 
0.5 to 2.6 percent in the three States surveyed--the cost of 
these days is high because of the large cost per hospital 
day. Medicaid costs were $1.3 million higher during a 
6-month period in the three States than they would have been 
if the patients had been placed in the appropriate lower 
level of care during the administratively necessary days. 

The Medicare and Medicaid programs were paying for 
thousands of days of care in hospitals when care in lower 
cost facilities was appropriate. Our review indicated that 
HEW officials did not know the number of such days paid for 
under the programs or the specific reasons for their approval. 
We believe that program officials should have this informa- 
tion and should determine whether more beds in lower cost 
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facilities can be made available to Medicare and Medicaid 
patients needing other than hospital care. 

The three States reviewed used different reasons for 
approving administrative days. Medicaid did not have regula- 
tions or guidelines for approving administrative days, other 
than permitting payment for hospital care when a skilled 
nursing facility bed was not available. Medicare authorized 
payment for administrative days only when a patient required 
skilled care and a skilled nursing facility bed was not 
available. 

We believe that there should be a standard system for 
reporting administratively necessary days and uniform criteria 
for authorizing payment under both programs. The States and 
fiscal intermediaries should be required to report to HEW 
the reasons for approving administrative days and the type 
of facility which could provide'appropriate care. 

We also believe that the issuance in final form of 
HEW's April 19, 1976, draft memorandum to PSROs on approving 
administratively necessary days should help identify admin- 
istrative days. The data on administrative days should be 
evaluated to determine ways to reduce them. Also, the data 
on these days should be provided to appropriate health system 
agencies or other area health planning groups in geographic 
areas where a large number of administrative days might in- 
dicate a lack of beds in certain lower cost facilities. 

A later review of Ohio's Medicaid program showed that 
hospitalization of patients who could be adequately cared for 
at a lower level of care was still a problem. (See pp. 76 
and 77 for a discussion of this problem.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Establish regulations identifying those situations 
where Medicaid payment for administratively neces- 
sary days is authorized, although acute hospital 
care is not medically necessary. 

In most hospitals, PSROs are now responsible for deter- 
mining the medical necessity of continued stays. PSROs are 
permitted to authorize payment for 3 additional days after 
the day it is determined that a patient no longer requires 
hospitalization, if these days are required for locating a 
bed for the patient at an appropriate level of care. Under 
these rules, a maximum of 3 administratively necessary days 
could be authorized for a patient. However, our work in Ohio 
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(see p. 76) and other data from New York (which indicate 
that 3,961 patients who could be cared for at lower levels 
of care were in hospitals on February 28, 1979) indicate that 
PSROs are approving, as medically necessary days, days that 
under previous terminology would have been called adminis- 
tratively necessary days. This results because, if a patient 
needs institutional care at a level below that of a hospital 
but a bed is not available at the lower level, it becomes 
medically necessary that the patient be hospitalized. Also, 
a number of PSROs, including the one in the District of 
Columbia, have indicated that the inability to find beds in 
nursing homes results in expenditures for unnecessary hospi- 
tal days. 

(b) Require the States and fiscal intermediaries to 
identify payments for all administratively 
necessary days and report the reasons for these 
days. 

(c) Evaluate data collected on administratively 
necessary days to determine ways to reduce the 
delay between the time acute hospital care ends 
and the time a patient is placed in an available 
lower cost facility. 

(d) Provide data on administratively necessary days 
to appropriate health system agencies or other 
health planning groups in geographic areas where 
a large number of these daYs might indicate a lack 
of beds in certain lower cost facilities. 

In January 1979 PSROs were directed by HEW to begin 
collecting data on days authorized as medically necessary 
because Medicare and Medicaid patients were awaiting the 
location of an available bed at a lower level of care. These 
data are to be reported quarterly. Now that HEW is receiving 
this information, it should have the data necessary for im- 
plementing our recommendations in this report and the Ohio 
report (p. 77), which we believe will save hundreds of 
millions of program dollars. 

25. TITLE: "Investigations of Medicare and Medicaid Fraud 
and Abuse--Improvements Needed," HRD-77-19, 
May 23, 1977. • 

FINDINGS : 

Medicare abuse cases--mostly involving complaints about 
physicians who violate agreements to accept the amount allowed 
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by Medicare as the full charge, other improper billing prac- 
tices, or unnecessary services--were usually closed when 
complaints were satisfactorily resolved. 

Fraud cases--usually involving complaints about bill- 
ings for services that were not rendered or about duplicate 
billings--received further investigation if the complaints 
appeared valid. 

Medicare investigations were usually begun as the result 
of complaints; little work had been self-initiated. 

No system setting out priorities had been developed for 
directing the investigations. HEW had a system that only 
ranked the importance of complaints to be investigated if 
there was a backlog. 

HEW recognized the need for evaluating its work and for 
more self-initiated work, especially regarding fraud and 
abuse by hospitals, nursing homes, and home health agencies. 

Most fraud complaints appeared to result from misunder- 
standings or honest mistakes. However, some fraud may have 
gone undetected because of inadequate investigations. 

Some fraud complaints at HEW's San Francisco and Kansas 
City regional offices were closed prematurely because: 

--No s~ampling, or inadequate s~mpling, was done to 
determine whether an improper billing was an error 
or was part of a pattern which could point to fraud. 

--Investigations were inadequate. 

--Contractors (private organizations helping to admin- 
ister Medicare) tended to seek recovery of overpay- 
ments on specific complaints rather than to look for 
fraud. 

Because HEW's sampling procedures did not require an 
adequate sample size, fraudulent practices could go un- 
detected. A larger sample was needed. 

Personnel conducting investigations generally did not 
have prior investigative training or experience. However, 
this did not appear to cause the inadequacies we noted. 
HEW recognized that personnel with specialized skills would 
be needed to expand its fraud and abuse effort. 
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The administrative system for controlling and reporting 
complaints was unduly burdensome. Adequate control over 
complaints could be maintained without keeping details on all 
complaints at the region and headquarters. About half of 
the Medicare fraud cases referred to U.S. attorneys had been 
prosecuted--usually successfully. However, U.S. attorneys 
were often slow in deciding whether or not to prosecute, and 
some decisions appeared to be based on factors other than the 
merits of the cases. 

Medicare fraud cases usually involve elderly witnesses 
who may die, be ill, or forget facts by the time a trial is 
held. The defendants are usually respectedmembers of the 
community. These factors may make U.S. attorneys reluctant 
to prosecute doctors for Medicare fraud. 

The basic responsibility for Medicaid investigations 
has been left to the States. Limited reviews of Medicaid 
investigations in two States showed a wide variance in the 
emphasis placed on investigations. 

California spent considerable resources on investiga- 
tions; however, because of a large volume of cases and high 
production standards, self-initiated work was limited and 
recovery of overpayments, rather than prosecution, was 
stressed. Missouri's investigations were limited. 

Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse investigations 
were not well coordinated. Medicare and the two States 
visited coordinated to some extent; however, Medicare and 
the Social and Rehabilitation Service (responsible for 
Medicaid at the Federal level before March 8, 1977) gen- 
erally did not. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Work with Missouri Medicaid officials to establish 
a more active program for investigating Medicaid 
fraud and abuse. 

Missouri's Medicaid agency does have an investigative 
unit. However, this unit does not meet the requirements of 
Public Law 95-142 for Medicaid fraud control units, which 
the Congress believes, and we agree, would result in a more 
effective antifraud program. According to HEW, as of July 
1979 legislation was pending in Missouri which would permit 
the State to establish a fraud control unit. 
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RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(b) Establish statistical sampling procedures that will 
better detect fraudulent billing practices. 

A pathern of fraudulent billings must be established 
to develop a fraud case. For physician billings, HEW,s 
sampling procedures provide for a sample of I0 beneficiaries 
to be contacted for a suspected fraud case; if no potential 
fraudulent billings are identified, no additional benefici- 
aries need to be contacted. 

We believe this sample size is too small because fraud 
would not be detected unless a high percentage of the physi- 
cians' bills are fraudulent. HEW did not concur with this 
recommendation because of investigative staffing considera- 
tions and other reasons, and it has not changed the sample 
size requirement. HEW also said the 10-beneficiary sample 
size is not intended to be a universal procedure for all 
cases. ~ • 

26. TITLE: 

FINDINGS: 

"Ohio's Medicaid Program: Problems Identified 
Can Have National Importance," HRD-78-98A, 
Oct. 23, 1978. 

Many Medicaid and Medicare patients who should have been 
transferred to skilled nursing facilities (SNFs) remained in 
hospitals primarily because SNFs were unwilling to accept 
them. There was general agreement that this problem occurs 
because the State's maximum rate of $26 per patient day was 
not enough to cover the cost of skilled care and, therefore, 
a SNF found it more profitable to fill beds with intermediate 
care patients, whose costs were adequately reimbursed by 
Medicaid. The availability of SNF services to Medicaid and 
Medicare patients in Ohio had been adversely affected because 
of the State's relatively low limits on SNF reimbursement. 
Medicare was affectedbecause nursing homes feared Medicare 
patients would become Medicaid patients after using up their 
Medicare benefits of i00 days. Millions of dollars in extra 
program costs for hospital services resulted. 

l 

We believe that the same problem may exist in other 
States. Many States have placed relatively low upper limits 
on nursing home reimbursement rates; this could affect the 
States' and Medicare's abilities to transfer hospitalized 
recipients to SNFs when that level of care is appropriate. 
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Nursing homes were reluctant to accept Medicare patients 
because they feared these patients would eventually become 
Medicaid patients. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Assist Ohio in improving its reimbursement system 
for skilled nursing services in order to increase 
their availability after assuring an adequate utili- 
zation review program for SNFs is in place. 

HEW responded to this recommendation by stating that, 
beginning in 1979, it would, through its Chicago Regional 
Office, provide technical assistance to Ohio to improve the 
State's skilled nursing facility reimbursement system in 
order to assure that sufficient beds are available and to 
assure that an adequate utilization review program is devel- 
oped. When completed, these actions should result in an 
increased availability of skilled nursing facility services 
to Ohio Medicaid and Medicare patients and thereby save these 
programs millions of dollars per year in hospital costs. 

(b) Determine if other States' reimbursement systems 
for skilled nursing care are resulting in problems 
like those in Ohio and assist any State with these 
problems in improving their skilled nursing serv- 
ices program. 

HEW said that it plans to review States' reimbursement 
systems for skilled care to determine if they resulted in 
adequate reasonable cost-related payment rates and to deter- 
mine the effec~ of State payment rates on such areas as pro- 
vider costs, Program expenditures, and patient care. HEW 
also said it plans to review selected States' reimbursement 
systems to'determine if they result in problems similar to 
Ohio. Technical assistance will be provided to help States 
overcome any problems identified during the reviews. HEW 
said a Financial Review Section would be added (expected in 
May 1979) to its State Assessment Guide in order to assist 
with reviewing reimbursement systems for skilled nursing 
facilities. 

When these efforts are completed they should result in 
greater availability of skilled nursing facility beds for 
Medicaid and Medicare patients and thereby reduce hospital 
costs for these programs by millions of dollars each year. 

( 
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27. TITLE: "Opportunities to Reduce Administrative Costs of 
Professional Standards Review Organizations," 
HRD-78-168, Oct. 12, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSROs) are 
designed to assure that health care services provided under 
Medicare and Medicaid are delivered in the most effective, 
efficient, and economical manner possible. We reviewed recent 
increases in the salary schedules established for executive 
and medical directors (who are the top administrators of 
these organizations) and compared their current salaries 
with salaries of similar positions in the Medicare/Medicaid 
administrative complex. 

Salary schedules issued by HEW in November 1977 to 
guide PSROs in establishing executive director salaries 
appeared inflated. Criteria and data on which the salary 
schedules were based do not appear to be consistent with the 
experience and backgrounds of most executive directors. 

These positions seem to relate more closely to similar 
positions in nonprofit organizations. Salary increases based 
on rates paid to similar positions in nonprofit organizations 
would be about 8 to i0 percent lower than the current HEW 
salary schedules. 

Current salary levels for PSRO executive directors 
generally are equal to, or higher than, salaries of similar 
positions in the Medicare/Medicaid administration complex. 

We also noted similarities in the administrative hier- 
archy within~each organization and concluded that opportuni- 
ties exist in States with more than one PSRO to consolidate 
similar administrative functions which could result in cost 
savings. 

Average total salaries paid to administrative staffs 
at 13 organizations were over $256,000. Because there are 
164 organizations in the 21 States that have more than one 
PSRO, HEW will spend over $40 million for administrative 
staffs when these 164 organizations are fully operational, i 

Not all organization areas can or should be consolidated 
into a one-per-State situation, but it would seem that the 
potential for eliminating duplication and realizing the 
resulting savings could be significant if the total number 
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of organizations can be consolidated (even on a limited basis) 
or if sharing basic administrative support services such as 
data processing and data management could be accomplished. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Identify organization areas where administrative 
staff and functions can be combined, paying parti- 
cular attention to situations where nonperforming 
PSROs are replaced, and encourage the sharing of 
support services. 

HEW said it considers consolidating PSRO areas, and 
thereby administrative staff and functions, when it termi- 
nates PSROs that fail to perform and in instances where it 
is clearly demonstrated that, due to small size, a PSRO 
cannot be cost effective. HEW also said that it is en- 
couraging PSROs to investigate the possibility of sharing 
administrative activities, and it cited examples in Cali- 
fornia and Maryland where PSROs have begun to consolidate 
data processing activities. Significant administrative 
cost savings should result if these actions prove effective 
in getting PSROs to share. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(b) Rescind the executive director salary levels 
published by the Health Standards and Quality 
Bureau in November 1977, and establish new salary 
levels based on salaries paid comparable positions 
innonprofit organizations. 

HEW said it would not rescind the November 1977 salary 
levels because it believed PSRO executive directors were not 
being overpaid (as of June 1979) because of increases in all 
salary levels nationwide. HEW did say that it would reexamine 
PSRO salary levels by July 1979 to determine if business or 
nonprofit scales would be most appropriate. HEW also stated 
that it would abide by the President's wage guidelines by 
limiting the salary increases of all PSRO employees to an 
average increase of no more than 7 percent. 

It is still our view that the use of the nonprofit 
organizations salary indexes would make the PSROs more com- 
patible with the rest of the Medicare/Medicaid administrative 
complex handled by the private sector. 
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MEDICARE REPORT 

28. TITLE: "Potential Effects of National Health Insurance 
Proposals on Medicare Beneficiaries," HRD-76-129, 
Feb. 24, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Many national health insurance proposals introduced in 
the Congress would affect Medicare's methods of reimbursing 
beneficiaries for their costs of medical care. This report 
looked at several prominent health insurance proposals and 
analyzed features of each and how they would affect Medi- 
care's methods of reimbursement. We also analyzed the 
effect of each proposal on a number of beneficiaries. 

Medicare's benefit structure is complicated, and bene- 
ficiaries do not understand it. Medicare's inpatient hos- 
pital benefits are based upon a benefit period or "spell of 
illness" which begins when a beneficiary is admitted to a 
hospital and ends when the beneficiary has been out of a 
hospital or skilled nursing facility for 60 consecutive days. 

Medicare's hospital cost-sharing charges (which begin 
with the 61st day of hospitalization) and limitations on 
covered days have had a negligible effect on discouraging 
hospital use. Only about 2 percent of the hospitalized 
beneficiaries used more than 60 days in a benefit period. 
Less than 1 percent used more than 90 days. 

The system has created administrative problems--for the 
Government, for intermediaries (such as the Blue Cross Asso- 
ciation), and for hospitals--because of the need to determine 
the days used in a benefit period and when hospitals should 
charge for deductible amounts and cost sharing. 

Provisions of various national health insurance proposals 
which would simplify the program include: 

--Eliminating the inpatient hospital day limitations. 

--Using credit cards. Providers would be paid by Medi- 
care on behalf of beneficiaries, and Medicare would 
collect the beneficiaries' share of costs. 

--Replacing the present inpatient deductible and cost 
sharing amounts with a fixed, daily charge to the 
hospitalized beneficiary. 
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Proposals which would increase administrative problems 
and related costs include 

--introducing various levels of cost sharing based on 
income and 

--using credit cards to pay providers. 

If Medicare cost sharing were based on individual or 
family income, then that income would have to be determined 
individually. The cost to make these determinations could 
be substantial. 

Using credit cards for Medicare inpatient hospital 
services would involve about 6,900 hospitals and 8 million 
transactions. The accounting and collecting of the cost 
sharing for other services would involve over 400,000 phy- 
sicians and other professionals, and i00 million transac- 
tions. Bad debts, under such an arrangement, could be 
substantial. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PENDING 

(a) In its deliberation on national health insurance 
proposals for changing Medicare's benefit structure, 
we recommend that the Congress carefully explore 
whether the benefits of introducing an income test 
would justify the resultant added administrative 
problems and related costs. 

(b) If cost sharing for inpatient hospital services is 
believed desirable, we recommend that the Congress 
provide for a fixed, daily copayment for inpatient 
hospital services. 

The Congress has not as yet deliberated on national 
health insurance. Several committees have considered or 
plan to consider national health insurance proposals. 
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MEDICAIDREPORTS 

29. TITLE: "Medicaid Expenditures for Ineffective or Pos- 
sibly Effective Prescription Drugs," B-164031(2), 
Feb. 15, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

In December 1970 the Surgeon General requested all 
agencies within HEW to prohibit the use of Federal funds for 
ineffective and possibly effective prescription drugs, and 
in May 1972 we recommended that the use of Medicaid funds 
for them be prohibited. However, based on data for September 
1973, we estimated that California, Ohio, and Texas were 
expending funds at an annual rate of about $8.3 million for 
drugs which the Food and Drug Administration had classified 
as ineffective or possibly effective. 

In December 1974 the Chairmen of the Senate Committee 
on Finance and the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce sent letters to the HEW Secretary asking why our 
recommendations had not been implemented. The Secretary 
replied that regulations implementing the recommendation 
would be published shortly. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Expedite publication of regulations prohibiting the 
use of Federal funds for the purchase Of ineffective 
and possibly effective drugs under Medicaid and 
establish procedures for providing the States and 
drug providers lists of drugs classified as ineffec- 
tive or possibly effective and lists of all identi- 
cal, related, and similar drugs. 

Although HEW agreed with the recommendation, it has taken no 
action to implement the recommendation. 

In the more than 7 years since our initial recommenda- 
tion was made, most drugs have received final classification 
by the Food and Drug Administration, and those classified as 
ineffective have been removed from the market. However, 
final action has not been taken on all drugs, so our recom- 
mendation is still applicable. If our recommendation was 
implemented Federal Medicaid funds would be more effectively 
used and the health care of Medicaid recipients would be im- 

proved through the substitution of drugs having evidence of 
effectiveness for drugs having little or no evidence of 
effectiveness. 
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30. TITLE: "Improvements Needed in Medicaid Program Manage- 
ment Including Investigations of Suspected Fraud 
and Abuse," MWD-75-74, Apr. 14, 1975. 

FINDINGS: 0 

The system for paying claims under Medicaid in Illinois 
needed improvement. Manual processing, cumbersome work opera- 
tions, and other management problems delayed payment to 
Medicaid providers for long periods. The following problems 
in the system needed correction: 

--Lack of accountability of claims. 

--Unnecessary manual processing. 

--Ineffective use of computers. 

--Inaccurate files of those eligible to receive 
Medicaid. 

--Insufficient provider and employee training. 

States are required to have utilization review systems 
for institutional and noninstitutional (physicians, pharma- 
cists, etc.) services provided under Medicaid. 

Illinois' utilization review system for noninstitutional 
services did not provide a continuous evaluation of the neces- 
sity for and quality of services provided under Medicaid. 
Illinois did not routinely generate or evaluate profiles of 
services received by patients and profiles of services fur- 
nished by providers. 

According to Illinois officials, theState now routinely 
generates and evaluates needed profiles. They said that 
Illinois planned to implement a Medicaid Management Informa- 
tion System which should improve the State's capability to 
perform utilization reviews. The cost of developing and 
installing such a system will be funded primarily by the 
Federal Government. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Insure, before approving Medicaid Management Infor- 
mation Systems, that State proposals for such 
systems provide data needed to perform effective 
utilization reviews and provide for an efficient 
system for paying claims under Medicaid. 
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Our 1978 report on Medicaid Management Information 
Systems discusses many deficiencies in the areas covered by 
this recommendation. (See pp. 105 to 108.) 

31. TITLE: "Need for Closer Monitoring by the Social and 
Rehabilitation Service of State Reimbursements 
of Hospitals for Inpatient Services Furnished 
Under Medicaid," MWD-75-78, May 9, 1975. 

FINDINGS: 

States were not complying with HEW regulations on reim- 
bursements for inpatient hospital services, and HEW has not 
taken effective action to assure that States comply. At the 
end of 1972, 15 of the 28 States We were able to obtain infor- 
mation from had outstanding overpayments of $20.4 million, 
and 8 States had underpayments of $16.6 million. Also, 4 of 
the 29 States from which we obtained data on settlement pro- 
cedures had never made final cost settlements, 8 States had 
not made tentative settlements, 2 States did not require 
hospitals to submit cost reports, and 14 States had either 
incomplete or no statistics on over- or underpayments. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) More closely monitor State activities regarding 
reimbursement for inpatient hospital services by 
insuring that tentative and final settlements are 
made with hospitals as required by Federal regu- 
lations and, where appropriate, retroactive adjust- 
ments are made. 

(b) Take action to recover amounts due the Federal 
Government because of States' failure to reduce 
Medicaid claims to consider the nursing salary 
cost differential. 

(c) Insure that outstanding overpayments and underpay- 
ments discussed in this report are collected or paid. 

In response to our recommendations, HCFA regional 
offices were instructed to assign a priority to reviewing 
State reimbursements for inpatient hospital services paid 
for by Medicaid and to inform HCFA when any overpayments or 
underpayments are collected or paid. In March 1979 HEW 
directed its regional offices to review during fiscal year 
1979 (i) State collections of overpayments to providers 
and (2) the submission, audit, and settlement of hospital 
cost reports. 
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When these recommendations are fully implemented by 
HEW, it should help assure that hospitals are not over- or 
underpaid by the States and that States do not improperly 
claim Federal sharing. Implementation should also assist 
hospitals with outstanding underpayments by fully reimburs- 
ing them for the services provided. 

32. TITLES: "Deficiencies in Determining Payments to Pre- 
paid Health Plans Under California's Medicaid 
Program," MWD-76-15, Aug. 29, 1975. 

"Information About The Foundation Community 
Health Plan, Sacramento, California," HRD-78-62, 
Mar. 6, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Our 1975 report stated that the Auditor General of the 
State of California reported in July 1974 that the State had 
made inappropriate payments under the Medicaid fee-for-service 
system totaling $4.2 million for services to recipients 
enrolled in prepaid plans during the period January i, 1971, 
through December 31, 1973. The prepaid health plans were 
liable for these payments, so the State was paying twice for 
the services. He concluded that such payments resulted from 
inadequate procedures to assure that health care services 
for Medicaid recipients in prepaid health plans were provided 
and paid for by the plan. We concluded that, under the 
State's approved Medicaid plan, the Federal Government is 
not obligated to share in these duplicate payments, and HEW 
should make sure that it has not. Furthermore, any Federal 
sharing in duplicate payments should be recouped. 

The 1975 report also pointed out that Federal and State 
regulations prohibit paying more to prepaid plans,than the 
services would cost under the fee-for-service system. Cali- 
fornia's negotiated monthly rates for fiscal year 1973 and 
1974 for t~e Community Health Plan of the Medical Care Found- 
ation of Sacramento exceeded by $4.6 million the State's 
estimates of providing comparable services under the Medi- 
caid fee-for-service system. TheState could not document 
or substantiate the basis for its determination to pay 
higher rates to the Foundation Plan. Our analysis of the 
data available to the State at the time of its determination 
indicated that the State's conclusions were not valid. 
Therefore, we concluded HEW should determine the amount of 
Federal sharing in payments to the Foundation Plan that were 
in excess of amounts allowable under HEW regulations and 
recoup or withhold the excess amounts. 
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HEW, State, and Foundation Plan officials agreed that 
the State had not justified its payment of rates to the 
Foundation Plan that exceeded the estimated per-capita fee- 
for-service costs. In February 1976 HEW awarded a demons- 
tration project grant to California to develop a rate-setting 
methodology for prepaid health plans and a model quality 
assessment and cost control system for use by State Medicaid 
agencies. One purpose of the grant was to determine if the 
Foundation had been overpaid. 

Our 1978 report analyzed the results of the State's 
study. We concluded that the State had failed to justify 
paying rates to the Foundation exceeding those that would 
normally have been paid to a prepaid health plan. The burden 
of justification rests with the State when it decides to 
deviate from regular procedures and regulations, and the 
State has failed to meet this burden. Accordingly, we con- 
cluded that HEW should implement our prior recommendation 
and recoup the Federal share of all excess payments made to 
the Foundation through fiscal year 1975. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Recoup from California the Federal share of payments 
made to the Foundation Community Health Plan which 
exceeded those allowable under the State's normal 
payment procedures. 

On May 30, 1978, the HCFA Administrator upheld a dis- 
allowance of $0.8 million for sharing excessive payments to 
the Foundation Plan. This disallowance was based on a State 
auditor study covering a different time period and using a 
different methodology than we used. California appealed the 
Administrator's decision to the HEW Grant Appeals Board on 
June 29, 1978. As of July i, 1979, no decision had been 
rendered by the Board. 

We determined that the Foundation Plan was paid $4.6 mil- 
lion during fiscal years 1973 and 1974 (Federal share of 
$2.3 million) in excess of what would have been paid using 
normal State procedures. We did not determine the amount of 
excess payments in fiscal year 1975 but recommended that HEW 
do so. HEW officials told us that, if the $0.8 million dis- 
allowance is upheld by the Board, HEW will make a further 
disallowance based on our recommendation. 
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(b) Determine the amount of duplicate payments to pre- 
paid health plans and fee-for-service providers 
made by California and recover the Federal share 
of such duplicate payments. 

The HEW Audit Agency determined that about $800,000 of 
these duplicate payments were made in 1975, and HEW disallowed 
the Federal share. The State appealed the disallowance to 
the HEW Grant Appeals Board on February 20, 1979, and as of 
July i, 1979, no decision had been rendered. 

33. TITLE: "Federal Payments Made for Medical Services 
Provided to Ineligible People Under Medicaid 
in Illinois and New York," MWD-76-45, 
Oct. 17, 1975. 

FINDINGS: 

Using automated information systems available at the 
Federal and State levels which included information on 
employee earnings and benefits, we tested whether persons 
whose medical bills were paid by Medicaid were actually 
eligible for Medicaid. We tested 586 paid claims in New York 
City and 548 paid claims in Illinois. Of these, 130 payments 
were made on behalf of people either totally or partially 
ineligible for Federal Medicaid benefits. In New York, the 
Federal Medicaid program was erroneously charged for: 

--60 payments, totaling $199,945, for recipients who 
were ineligible for Federal participation. Most 
erroneous charges were caused by a computer program 
error that converted payments on behalf of State 
home-relief recipients to the Federal old-age 
assistance category. From July 1973 through July 
1974 this error resulted in about $36 million in 
payments on behalf of home-relief recipients being 
improperly claimed; the Government's share was about 
$18 million. 

--29 payments, totaling $21,534, to providers, on behalf 
of medically needy persons, without considering the 
recipients' obligation to pay some of their medical 
expenses. 

--13 payments, totaling $5,450, on behalf of people 
whose incomes were higher than the reported amount 
and, thus, were ineligible for assistance. 
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In Illinois, the Federal Medicaid program was charged 
for payments made on behalf of 28 people who were ineligible 
because their actual incomes exceeded allowable amounts. In 
these cases the State's automated eligibility records showed 
incomes lower than each person's actual income. 

During January 1974 providers received an estimated 
$2.8 million on behalf of beneficiaries ineligible for 
Federal participation in New York and Illinois. 

New York City did not maintain the required internal 
controls over its Medicaid computer operations. Moreover, 
neither New York State nor HEW took the necessary steps to 
assure the City's compliance with its own internal control 
standards for automatic data processing systems. New York 
City was also not complying with Federal laws and regula- 
tions applicable to its spend-down program. 

The quality control requirements applicable to the 
medically needy, instituted by HEW in 1975, should help 
States identify eligibility problem areas in their Medicaid 
programs. However, HEW should also encourage States with 
similar systems to follow Illinois' example and verify income 
by using available State Department of Labor data to facili- 
tate the identification of ineligible Medicaid cases. 

RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Require HEW regional offices to review the internal 
controls over States' Medicaid automated claims 
processing systems. 

HEW said that it was reviewing State automated claims 
processing systems and providing technical assistance to 
States. HEW now conducts State Medicaid management assess- 
ments which address this area. HEW also said that its model 
Medicaid Management Information System, when implemented by 
the State, would correct the control problems presented in 
the report. Our 1978 report on State Medicaid Management_ 
Information Systems (HRD-78-151, see pp. 105 to 108) showed 
that problems still exist in State claims processing systems. 
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34. TITLE: 

FINDINGS: 

"State Audits to Identify Medicaid Overpayments 
to Nursing Homes," HRD-77-29, Jan. 24, 1977. 

Nursing homes submit reports of their costs for each 
year to agencies of their respective states. These reports 
are used to determine how much these homes will be reimbursed 
by Medicaid. 

The most prevalent unallowable costs identified by 
State and our audits involved: 

--Nursing homes failing to offset certain costs with 
related income. For example, a county-owned nursing 
home inNew York failed to report $166,000 in income 
from Medicare for inhouse physician services to 
Medicaid patients, but claimed the full cost of the 
physicians' salaries as a reimbursable Medicaid 
expense. 

--Costs not related to patient care. At one for-profit 
nursing home in Florida, for example, State auditors 
disallowed costs for luxury automobiles and travel 
expenses. 

--Unsupported or "paper" costs. In Massachusetts, a 
city-owned nursing home claimed as a reimbursable 
cost a "paper" property tax bill from the city for 
$123/000 which was not actually paid. 

In the 340 desk and field audits we analyzed, covering 
about $300 million in total costs submitted by nursing homes, 
the States did not allow about 3 percent--almost $9 million. 
An additional 2.4 percent of costs claimed by nursing homes 
(approximately $7 million), were not allowed because of State 
maximum payment limits, or ceilings. However, State audits 
uncovered allowable costs of over $2 million which had been 
understated by the nursing homes. 

In addition, we performed field audits involving about 
$35 million in claimed costs and identified $0.4 million in 
costs erroneously claimed and $0.4 million inreported costs 
exceeding the applicable State ceilings for nursing home 
reimbursement. Our findings of erroneous costs were in 
addition to findings in State audits for those same nursing 
homes. 
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Field audits were productive in identifying costs that 
were claimed by nursing homes that should be disallowed. 
Field audits were productive regardless of whether the home 
was nonprofit, for profit, or public. At the time of our 
visits in mid-1975 the States varied substantially in their 
field audit efforts. 

--Florida had not issued any field audit reports on 
nursing homes since the State Medicaid program began 
in January 1970. By May 1976 Florida had issued 
audit reports on 23 of the State's 261 nursing homes. 

--Massachusetts' policy was to field audit all nursing 
homes each year, but the State had a 2-year backlog. 

--New York had completed field audits of only 98 of 
540 skilled nursing facilities since the State Medi- 
caid program began in May 1966. The State limited 
its field audits to for-profit skilled nursing homes. 

In addition, law enforcement officials in Massachusetts 
and New York had used field audits to get several convictions 
of nursing home Operators for fraudulently claiming costs to 
the Medicaid program. 

On July i, 1976, HEW issued regulations requiring all 
States to field audit all nursing homes over a 3-year period 
unless the State already has an acceptable field audit pro U 
gram. 

The cost of State field audits will be justified if the 
States can prevent overpayments and recoup overpayments iden- 
tified. Of the four States reviewed only Virginia appeared 
to have an effective program for recoverSng overpayments. 

% 

Massachusetts and New York had $13.6 million in over- 
payments outstanding and problems in recovering it. Florida 
had no recoupment program, had never recovered any payment 
from a nursing home for any reason, and yet claimed it could 
recoup overpayments. 

Public Law 92-603, enacted on October 30, 1972, required 
States to reimburse nursing homes on a cost-related basis. 
The ~implementation of the cost-related reimbursement require- 
merit undoubtedly will cause some States and the Federal 
Governmen:t to spend more money on nursing home services. 
However, the regulations contain features--such as authoriz- 
ing reimbursement limitations and requiring field audits-- 
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that could enable the States to reduce the financial burden 
of changing reimbursement systems. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Assess periodically whether each State identifies 
and reports promptly overpayments to nursing homes 
as required. 

In fiscal year 1978 HCFA began conducting State management 
assessments--onsite reviews by HCFA staff of the major areas 
of Medicaid management. One of the areas normally covered 
by these assessments is payments for long-term care, including 
State audits, in order to assure that States follow appro- 
priate procedures. These assessments should help HCFA keep 
abreast Of the status of overpayments. 

However, in an ongoing review we have identified millions 
of dollars of collections which States have made but failed 
to report to HCFA. Thus, it appears that reporting problems 
still exist. 

(b) Deny Federal participation in overpayments when 
States dQ not establish an effective recoupment 
program promptly. 

HCFA obtained an opinion from HEW's General Counsel 
which states that HEW can and, moreover, is required by law 
to disallow Federal sharing in payments made'by the State 
which HEW determines to be overpayments, regardless of whether 
the State has recovered the funds. Action based on this 
opinion should implement our recommendation. 

35. TITLE: "The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Should Determine Whether States Are Billing the 
Government for Amounts That Should Be Paid by 
Medicaid Recipients," HRD-77-43, Feb. 3, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

The medically needy may have all or part of their medical 
expenses paid by Medicaid. Those medically needy whose 
income and resources are above a State-prescribed level must 
first incur a certain amount of medical expense--the "spend- 
down" amount--before they can receive assistance under Medi- 
caid. Federal regulations provide that the payment of this 
spend-down amount is a matter between the medically needy 
and the provider of medical assistance. These amounts are 
not eligible for Federal financial participation. 
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s New York and Illinois had been paying providers for, 
~nd claiming Federal financial assistance for, spend-down 
amounts which were the responsibility of medically needy 
recipients. Procedures existed in both States for establish- 
ing eccounts receivable and attempting to collect spend-down 
amounts from the medically needy; however, the collections-- 
which were credited to total Medicaid costs--represented only 
portions of the Federal Government's share of amounts improp- 
erly claimed. In addition, both States had made direct 
refunds for portions of the amounts incorrectly claimed; 
however, New York had made no:refund for periods after 
September 1972 and Illinois continued to improperly claim 
Federal financial assistance for spend-down amounts which 

. , ! 

were the. responsibility of medically needy reclplents. 

New York State had been improperly claiming Federal fi- 
nancial assistance for spend-down amounts relating to medical 
expenses incurred by the medically needy at municipal and 
voluntary hospitals in New York City. Such improper claiming 
amounted to about $i million for voluntary hospitals during 
fiscal year 1975. Based on actual spend-down amounts billed 
by municipal hospitals for the 6-month period (October 1975 
through March 1976) we estimated that improper Federal fi- 
nancial assistance to municipal hospitals for a 12-month 
period was about $3 million. A State Comptroller's report 
of November 26, 1973, estimated that, since the inception 
of the Medicaid program in 1966 .through September 1972, the 
Federal Government had paid about t$3.7 million for these in- 
eligible costs. New York State subsequently adjusted its 
December 1973 quarterly expenditures claim by $3,701,500. 

The HEW Audit Agency issued a report dated December 23, 
1975, on the Illinois Medicaid program. The Audit Agency 
reported that the majority of the spend-down amount for 
medically needy recipients was not.being applied toward their 
medical costs. / Instead, the State was paying these costs 
and claiming them for Federal financial participation with 
only a reduction for amounts actually collected from the 
recipients. The HEW Audit Agency estimated that Illinois 
had claimed at least $626,000~in ineligible costs (Federal 
share $313,000) which should have been paidby medically 
needy recipients. This amount was recovered by HEW from the 
State. However, we verified that the State was continuing 
to improperly claim sharing and did not intend to correct 
the problem until its Medicaid Management Information System 
became operational, then expected in early 1978. As of 
April 1979 it was expected that the system would be opera- 
tional sometime in fiscal year 1980. 
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HEW discovered that New York and Illinois were billing 
the Federal Government for amounts that should be paid by 
medically needy recipients. As of June i, 1976, 32 States 
and jurisdictions were providing assistance to the medically 
needy; 5 additional States had spend-down programs solely 
for the aged, blind, and disabled. Because of the substan- 
tial dollar value of the ineligible claims in New York and 
Illinois, we believed HEW should determine whether other 
States were billing the Federal Government for amounts that 
should be paid by medically needy recipients. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Assure that the Federal Government does not reim- 
burse New York and Illinois for amounts that are 
not eligible for Federal financial participation. 

(b) Evaluate the procedures of the other States and 
jurisdictions for billing for services provided 
to the medically needy, and where necessary, 
take actions to assure that the Federal Government 
does not reimburse States for amounts that are 
not eligible for Federal financial participation. 

(c) Compute the amount of Federal financial partici- 
pation claimed which should have been paid by 
medically needy recipients in Illinois, New York, 
and other States and adjust the States' claims for 
Federal financial participation. 

HEW said that it would have its regional offices review 
and monitor actions taken by the States to correct deficien- 
cies in claiming for Medicaid recipients with spend-down 
amounts. HEW also said that the Medicaid quality control 
procedures would provide data to the States to correct spend- 
down problems. In addition, the State Medicaid management 
assessment reviews normally cover the spend-down program, 
and HEW should uncover problems through these reviews. 
Finally, HCFA said it would request the HEW Audit Agency to 
determine the amount of improper claiming of Federal funds 
in New York and Illinois. 

HEW told us that it has reviewed New York City's revised 
claims payment system and that it appears that the problem 
of accounting for spend-down amounts has been corrected. 
HEW said it will continue to monitor the situation. Also, 
the HEW Audit Agency determined that improper claiming of 
Federal funds cost the Government about $ii million from 
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October 1972 through April 1978. An HEW official said this 
amount was recouped from the State in March 1979. 

Because Illinois was depending on installation of a 
Medicaid Management Information System to correct its spend- 
down problems and because implementation is not now expected 
until sometime in fiscal year 1980, Illinois may still have 
the problems. 

Our recommendations will have been implemented when the 
actions taken by HEW and the States are completed. This 
should result in better control over the spend-down program 
and save substantial amounts for the Medicaid program. 

36. TITLE: "Compliance with Medicaid Requirement that 
States Providing Long-term Care Have an Effec- 
tive Program of Control Over Use of Such 
Services," HRD-77-56, Mar. i, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Section 1903(g) of the Social Security Act requires 
States which provide long-term care under Medicaid to have 
effective programs to control the use of these services Or 
else suffer a reduction in Federal Medicaid sharing in pay- 
ments for long-term care. 

On June i, 1976, we reported to the HEW Secretary that, 
for Quarterly Statements of Expenditures submitted by States 
on or after July i, 1976, which covered quarters beginning 
April I, 1976, we would invoke the authority contained in the 
Budget and Accounting Act, as amended, and the provisions of 
31 U.S.C. 82c by holding the appropriate accountable officer 
or officers of the Federal Government responsible if they made 
payments for long-term care which have not been supported by 
required showings of compliance with section 1903(g) and a 
statement by the HEW Secretary or her designee that these 
showings are satisfactory. 

We continued to monitor compliance with section 1903(g), 
and this report presented our conclusions about the States' 
compliance with and HEW's implementation of the section's 
requirements. 

HEW had taken action to make certain that States submit 
required certifications of compliance with section 1903(g) 
which are satisfactory to the Secretary. HEW reduced funds 
for Delaware when it did not submit the required certification. 
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Accordingly, we believed that, since the States' submissions 
were satisfactory to the Secretary, payments for long-term 
care for the quarters starting April 1 and July i, 1976, 
had been supported as required by section 1903(g)(i). 

HEW also required States to submit lists of medical re- 
views and independent professional reviews made each quarter, 
which provides improved support that States are complying 
with section 1903(g)(i). 

HEW's limited validation survey for fiscal year 1975 
showed that 27 States had not performed all required medical 
reviews, and the Social and Rehabilitation Service's Admini- 
strator proposed, among other alternatives, that the Secre- 
tary reduce long-term care funds for these States by about 
$375 million. 

In 1977 HEW's plans for future validation surveys rep- 
resented a significant improvement over its fiscal year 1975 
validationsurvey. These plans needed to be modified to in- 
clude visits to institutions, including hospitals, as required 
by law. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Make certain that upcoming validation surveys include 
visits to institutions, including hospitals, on a 
sample basis as required by law. 

\ 

HEW has not been consistent in implementing this recom- 
mendation. The validation survey for the quarter ended 
December 31, 1977, did not include onsite visits, while the 
survey for the quarter ended March 31, 1978, did. We believe 
it is important to perform onsite validation surveys in order 
to obtain all the information necessary for insuring that 
the requirements of the Act have been fully implemented by 
the States. This should help ensure that maximum benefits, 
including cost saving benefits, are received from utilization 
review efforts. 

(b) Revise the regulations to require more specific 
information in medical review reports, indgpendent 
professional review reports, and plans of care. 

HEW has not as yet revised the regulations as we recom- 
mended. However, HEW is revising its regulations related to 
long-term care facilities. We were informed by an HEW offi- 
cial that HEW hopes to implement our recommendation during 
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this overall revision. The official said that drafting the 
revisions should be completed in 1980. If our recommendation 
is implemented, it should provide HEW with better information 
on which to base its determinations of the effectiveness of 
State long-term care utilization review. 

37. TITLE: "Problems in Carrying Out Medicaid Recovery 
Programs from Third Parties," HRD-77-73, 
May 2, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

States have been required to carry out third-party 
recovery programs under Medicaid since March 1968. Third 
parties--health or automobile accident insurance companies-- 
may be liable to pay part or all of the medical costs of 
injury, disease, or disability of a Medicaid applicant or 
recipient. 

The HEW Audit Agency and consultants repeatedly reported 
inadequacies in State recovery programs. Recommended improve- 
ments were not always made. 

The six States reviewed used various procedures and 
approaches to identify liable third parties, to recover or 
avoid costs applicable to them, and to account for and report 
recoveries or cost avoidances. Only California, as a matter 
of policy, paid claims covered by other health insurance and 
assumed responsibility to collect from liable third parties. 
However, between April 1975 and July 1976, California col- 
lectedonly $3.5 million on billings of over $119 million to 
private health insurers--only about 2.9 percent of amounts 
billed. 

On the basis of California's experience, we questioned 
the wisdom of States assuming such collection responsibility, 
unless such an approach is tested and its feasibility 
(compared to a policy of cost avoidance) is demonstrated. 

In areas where SSA determines Medicaid eligibility 
for aged, blind, and disabled individuals, third-party 
information was provided for approximately 7 cents per name. 
The information, however, consisted of a simple yes or no as 
to whether third-party resources exist, so the State Medicaid 
agency must obtain more information on third-party resources. 
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For States that have contracted with HEW to make Medi- 
caid eligibility determinations for the aged, blind, and 
disabled, we believe SSA should obtain whatever information 
is needed on third-party resources during the eligibility 
determination process to be compatible with the States' 
third-party recovery systems, if the States will use the 
information. 

SSA and HCFA officials disagreed about the merits of SSA 
obtaining additional information about recipient insurance 
coverage at the time of Medicaid eligibility determinations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Ask States having eligibility determination agree- 
ments with HEW to (i) identify the information they 
believe is needed from aged, blind, and disabled 
individuals during the eligibility process and 
(2) decide whether the information would be com- 
patible with their third-party system and used in 
administering their programs. SSA should then pro- 
vide the necessary information the States agree 
to use in their third-party systems. 

HEW formed a task group to study what HEW could do to 
provide useful third-party information to the States. The 
study group has designed a survey form to send to the States 
to determine which types of data SSA could provide to the 
States. Action taken would be based on the results of the 
survey. As of June i, 1979, the survey form had not been 
sent to the States. 

If SSA provides the States with more and better infor- 
mation regarding third-party coverage for SSI recipients, 
State th~ird-party recovery programs should be enhanced and 
significant amounts of savings should accrue. 

(b) Require California to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of its health insurance collection policy as com- 
pared with States emphasizing cost avoidance. If 
the effectiveness of California's approach cannot 
be supported by empirical evidence, it should be 
abandoned or HEW should decline Federal financial 
participation on the uncollected claims for which 
third parties are liable. 

HEW plans to initiate an evaluation of the economic 
benefits of the two methods of handling third-party 
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liability--making Medicaid payments and attempting to collect 
from the third party or requiring the provider tocollect 
from third parties before billing Medicaid. As of June i, 
1979, this study had not begun. 

Such a study would be the first step in implementing 
our recommendation. As discussed above, California had 
collected only about 3 percent of the $119 million it had 
billed to third parties. 

38. TITLE: "Medicaid Insurance Contracts--Problems in 
Procuring, Administering, and Monitoring," 
HRD-77-106, Jan. 23, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Some States, trying to have better control over Medicaid 
costs, used insurance contracts I/ for administering their 
Medicaid programs. However, the insurance contracts had not 
solved States' Medicaid funding and budgeting problems. 

Many private firms have declined to participate in 
Medicaid programs under insurance contracts due to the lack 
of accurate, reliable program cost and utilization data, and 
to the inability to predict recipient eligibility. This made 
the venture too risky. 

Several firms that did enter into insurance contracts 
experienced severe financial difficulties. They charged that 
inaccurate, unreliable, and incomplete Medicaid program data 
caused them to underbid. These firms then terminated their 
agreements, refused to extend them, or pressured the State 
to renegotiate the contract in the contractor's favor so 
that they could avoid losses and reduce their underwriting 
risk. 

HEW reviewed and approved contracts for Federal financial 
participation; however, weaknesses in the review resulted in 
its approving 

I 

!/Medicaid insurance contracts are contracts under which a 
State buys insurance coverage for some or all types of 
services provided under Medicaid. For a predetermined 
monthly per-capita payment, the insurer agrees to pay for 
all covered services received by eligible recipients. 
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--one contract that contained a loss recoupment pro- 
vision in violation of existing Federal regulations, 

--one contract that included estimated costs of 
$3.7 million ineligible for Federal sharing, and 

--Federal sharing at incorrect rates on costs of 
about $181,000 under two approved contractsj. 

HEW also failed to make certain that a State complied 
with conditions placed on approval of a contract. 

In the procurement actions, States generally did not 
follow Federal Medicaid standards when obtaining their in- 
surance contracts. Open and free competitive practices were 
no£ followed, contractors' proposals were not adequately 
evaluated, and contract negotiation records were not main- 
tained. In addition, they did not evaluate various alter- 
natives to insurance contracts, such as State administration 
and fiscal agent arrangements. 

There had been little Federal contract monitoring and 
no contractor financial assessments because HEW regional 
officials responsible for administering Medicaid programs 
believed that these functions were State responsibilities. 
HEW got involved only if the States requested its involvement. 

Most States, however, had not assigned sufficient staff 
for adequately performing these functions. They were relying 
on unverified financial and program data provided by contrac- 
tors for assessing contractor performance, negotiating con- 
tracts, and determining the State and Federal Governments' 
share of contract savings. This information contained in- 
accurate and unreliable data. In some instances it did not 
fully disclose overall contract results, because some con- 
tract revenues and costs were excluded. 

We reviewed the financial performance of one nonprofit 
contractor who had six Medicaid insuring agreements. Its 
affiliated, for-profit subcontractor realized an average 
profit of 32 percent of costs. Five of the six contracts 
included provisions whereby the State would share in con- 
tractor profits. However, since almost all profits accrued 
to the affiliated subcontractor, the States could not share 
them. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Require prior approval of changes to insurance- 
type contracts and that HEW officials not approve 
changes which would have the effect of eliminating 
or reducing the underwriting risk assumed by the 
contractor under the terms of the initial contract 
approved by HEW. 

(b) Develop Procedures which delineate the role and 
responsibilities of HEW regional offices in moni- 
toring Medicaid insuring agreements so that the 
Federal interest is protected. 

(c) Develop and submit to the appropriate HEW contract- 
approving authority an acceptable plan for monitor- 
ing Medicaid insurance contracts and evaluating 
contractors' financial performance under the con- 
tracts. 

(d) Include language in Medicaid insurance contracts 
which would make the contractor and all subcontrac- 
tors subject to Federal procurement standards (45 
C.F.R. 74.150 et seq.) and Federal cost principles 
(45 C.F.R. 74.170 et seq.) 

(e) Issue regulations prohibiting the use of percentage- 
of-revenue agreements between Medicaid contractors 
and their subcontractors. 

(f) Issue regulations requiring that all subcontracts 
assigning substantial portions of the contractor's 
responsibilities to a subcontractor be submitted 
along with the contract at the time of request for 
contract approval. ! 

(g) Revise Medicaid regulations to require (i) State 
insuring agreements to address interest earned or 
equivalent benefits to be accured by contractors 
on premium payments and accumulated reserves and 
(2) the consideration of such interest and benefits 
in establishing premium rates and profit-sharing 
arrangements. 

HEW has not taken final action on these recommendations. 
However, a HCFA official stated that HCFA has drafted regula- 
tions addressing recommendations (a) and (d). These draft 
regulations had not been published for comment. Also, a bill 
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reported by the Senate Committee on Finance (H.R. 934) con- 
tains a provision prohibiting most percentage-of-revenue 
agreements under Medicaid. 

We believe that all of these recommendations, if imple- 
mented, would improve Medicaid contracting which should help 
contain program costs. 

(h) The Subcommittee on Health, Senate Committee on 
Finance, should develop legislation to amend the 
Medicaid law to preclude Federal sharing in the 
cost of Medicaid contracts where State laws have 
restricted competition or provided potential con- 
tractors with a competitive advantage. 

No action has been taken on this recommendation. 

We believe that such a provision, if enacted, would 
help assure that maximum competition for Medicaid contracts 
is obtained which should, in turn, help assure that reason- 
able contract pricing is obtained. 

39. TITLE: "Savings Available by Contracting for Medicaid 
Supplies and Laboratory Services," HRD-78-60, 
July 6, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Under the Medicaid law, recipients are entitled to 
choose the provider of their health care services. In the 
past, this provision has been the basis for challenging 
State or local efforts to competitively contract or other- 
wise directly provide equipment items (such as wheelchairs 
and laboratory tests) because recipients would be limited in 
their selection of providers. 

For example, in 1975 New York City attempted to contract 
on a competitive basis for exclusive Medicaid laboratory 
services Which would have reduced its annual costs by about 
$5 million; however, the contracts were never executed because 
the projectwas enjoined in court under the freedom-of-choice 
issue. Also, the State of Washington's program to operate a 
medical equipment pool for the loan and reuse of such items 
by Medicaid recipients has been questioned. 

We compared prices paid for eyeglasses, oxygen, and 
wheelchairs by various State and Federal agencies and found 
that competitive buying produced worthwhile savings. 
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--During 1976 California paid $7.2 million for Medicaid 
eyeglasses based on vendors' usual charges; however, 
based on Washington's competitively awarded contract 
prices the costs would have been about $3.9 million. 

--During 1976 Oregon paid, on the average, $6.15 per 
i00 cubic feet of oxygen based on vendors' charges; 
however, under Washington's competitively awarded 
contract the comparable price was $3.70. 

--Because California usually pays manufacturers' sug- 
gested list prices for wheelchairs, its purchases of 
such items generally averaged about 3 percent under 
the list prices. VA, through negotiated or competi- 
tive purchasing arrangements, acquires wheelchairs 
for its beneficiaries at prices ranging from 7 to 
29 percent lower than list prices. 

State Medicaid programs pay higher prices for clinical 
laboratory services than other purchasers even though Medi- 
caid is a volume user. 

New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts paid $12.50, 
$7.50, and $i0.00, respectively, for a battery of tests. 
Fees were generally based on what a private individual had 
to pay on the open market. At selected laboratories for 
the same tests, the Federal Government paid from $4.40 to 
$5.25, physicians paid from $5.20 to $7.00, and a New York 
City Family Planning agency, through direct contracting, 
paid $3.75. 

HEW had taken initiatives to encourage savings in ac- 
quiring Medicaid supplies and laboratory services, including 
implementing the lowest reasonable charge criteria for labora- 
tory services which are common to elderly Medicare benefici- 
aries. Under these criteria, payment under Medicare is 
limited to the lowest charge levels consistently and widely 
available within a geographic area. However, the lists of 
Medicare tests did not include some tests common to Medicaid. 

Also, the Congress had been considering legislation 
which would (i) permit competitive bidding for Medicaid 
laboratory services on an experimental basis and (2) prevent 
Medicaid from paying a laboratory more than other purchasers 
for such services. We believed the Congress should enact 
such legislation. 
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The issue of whether or not direct contracting by States, 
to minimize Medicaid costs, is consistent with the freedom- 
of'choice provisisons of the Social Security Act was unclear. 
However, in May 1977 during testimony before the Senate Sub- 
committee on Monopoly and Anticompetitive Practices of the 
Select Committee on Small Business HEW officials said that a 
State's right to purchase eyeglasses in volume from manufac- 
turers, which were to be furnished to qualified providers, 
was not in conflict wi£h a Medicaid recipient's right to 
free choice of providers. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Publish regulations which encourage States to pur- 
chase eyeglasses, oxygen, wheelchairs, and such 
common items of durable equipment through agree- 
ments with suppliers (by means of competitive bids 
or competitive negotiation) to the extent permitted 
by existing law. 

On May 25, 1979, HEW published proposed regulations on 
reimbursement for hearing aids and eyeglasses which would 
require States to pay for these items on the basis of 
(i) provider acquisition costs, (2) a volume purchase plan, 
or (3) a combination of the two methods. HEW estimated that 
the revised regulations, when finalized, would save $5 mil- 
lion per year--which represents 5 percent of the amount ex- 
pended for the items. 

When these proposed regulations are finalized; HEW will 
have fully implemented our recommendation with respect to 
eyeglasses and hearing aids. However, as discussed in the 
report, the same principles could and should be applied to 
additional items to save additional millions of dollars. 

In June 1978 the Senate Committee on Finance agreed to 
reportrto the Senate a provision which authorizes States to 
competitively award contracts for laboratory services and 
durable medical equipment. We support this legislation. 

Furthermore, on October 23, 1978, HEW sent an informa- 
tion letter to the States which stated that, in HEW's opinion, 
States could centrally procure medical supplies through com- 
petitive bidding and require providers, to obtain supplies 
from the selected suppliers. HEW said the States are free 
to require opticians, optometrists, and pharmacies to obtain 
their drugs, lenses, and frames from designated suppliers 
which have agreed with the States to furnish such supplies 
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for a specified price. This is because the law permits 
Medicaid recipients to choose freely among qualified pro- 
viders, but it does not permit recipients to have any voice 
in the provider's choice of suppliers. The letter also 
stated that the States could purchase durable medic~al equip- 
ment and loan it to recipients while retaining title to it. 

(b) Expand Medicare's proposed lowest charge regula- 
tions to include laboratory tests which are the 
most commonly ordered under Medicaid. 

Medicare's proposed lowest charge regulations were pub- 
lished in final form on July 26, 1978, and cover 12 common 
laboratory tests and 2 items of durable medical equipment. 
Because of a requirement in the Medicaid law, these regula- 
tions also apply to Medicaid. On January 24, 1979, HEW pub- 
lished for comment a proposed list of seven additional 
laboratory tests commonly used under Medicaid which it in- 
tends to include under the lowest-charge-level criteria. 
HEW said it would periodically review other items and serv- 
ices for inclusion on the list. As of July i, 1979, this 
proposal had not been finalized. 

When HEW finalizes the January 1979 proposal, and as it 
includes additional items under the lowest charge level 
criteria, millions of dollars in savings should accrue over 
the years. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(c) To remove any doubt that competitive purchases of 
Medicaid supplies are authorized, the Congress 
should amend the Medicaid law to specifically 
exclude eyeglasses, hearing aids, oxygen, and 
selected items of equipment from the freedom-of- 
choice provision. 

The congress had not enacted such legislation as of 
July i, 1979. However, the Senate Committee on Finance 
agreed in June 1979 to report to the Senate a provision 
which would implement this recommendation. 
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40. TITLE: "Attainable Benefits of the Medicaid Management 
Information System Are Not Being Realized," 
HRD-78-151, Sept. 26, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

HEW approved Medicaid Management Information Systems in 
Michigan, Ohio, and Washington. We reviewed these systems 
and found systems that were 

--underdeveloped, 

--underused, and 

--not in compliance with all legal requirements. 

The systems--integrated computer processing operations-- 
are used by States to (i) process and pay bills for health 
care services given Medicaid recipients, (2) store and re- 
trieve service and payment data for monitoring and analyzing 
program activitY, and (3) generate management reports. 

By law, HEW pays 90 percent of a State's cost to develop 
a system and, after approval, 75 percent of the operating 
cost. Since developing and operating systems involve large 
Federal expenditures--many through contractual arrangements-- 
there is concern about whether these expenditures were justi- 
fied and reasonable. 

The full potential of the system was not being realized 
by either the States or the Federal Government. None of the 
three State systems we reviewed fully complied with require- 
ments of legislation or implementing regulations, even though 
HEW approved them as being operational. This noncompliance 
stemmed from weaknesses in HEW's system approval process and 
system design criteria. A fundamental change in Federal 
administrative cost sharing is needed. States should be 
reimbursed for operating a system that meets certain perform- 
ance standards of efficiency and effectiveness--not for merely 
having an approved system. 

Increased administrative funding should be provided by 
HEW only for meeting performance standards which have sig- 
nificant program effects (such as cutting costs or increas- 
ing service availability). 
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Lack of a clear definition of the kinds of information 
systems' costs for which States can claim 75-percent sharing 
had caused confusion among both HEW and State personnel, and 
it had hampered HEW's ability to effectively monitor and 
control costs. 

Likewise, HEW could not effectively monitor or control 
Medicaid administrative expenditures because of limitations 
in cost-reporting requirements. 

HEW had not required States to develop or report the 
cost of operating information systems in detail. Without 
this requirement HEW cannot adequately compare costs among 
States. Further, costly or inefficient administrative pro- 
cedures were obscured in the method of cost reporting, and 
the reasonableness of such procedures went unquestioned. 

In contrast, HEW required its Medicare claims process- 
ing agents to report costs on a functional basis and had 
been able to identify agents whose costs were out of line. 

The Surveillance and Utilization Review subsystem and 
Management and Administrative Reporting subsystem are inte- 
gral parts of the information systems. The review subsystem 
should provide information that (i) assesses the level and 
quality of care provided to Medicaid recipients and (2) re- 
veals and facilitates the investigation of suspected instances 
of fraud or abuse by Medicaid providers and recipients. The 
reporting subsystem should provide necessary information to 
support decisionmaking. 

The review subsystem had accomplished neither of its 
purposes effectively. It was underdeveloped, ineffective in 
identifying potential misutilization, and of unproven value. 
States generally were not reviewing the quality of care pro- 
vided Medicaid recipients as required, and the subsystem was 
not providing thedata needed to help States do so. Overall, 
States were still using a trial and error approach to produc- 
ing and/or using the subsystem and its reports. 

States generally used outputs from the management report- 
ing subsystem in the manner intended, and they were satisfied 
with the results. 

We believed the review subsystem needed further develop- 
ment and a thorough evaluation to assure that its approach 
is sound and effective. An available alternative-'Utah's 
Physician Ambulatory Care Evaluation program--was addressing 
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the quality-of-care issue, as well as limiting potential 
overuse of services. 

The Medicaid information systems' data base was often 
incompatible with the mechanized payment systems used by 
Medicare carriers--thus hindering timely, accurate, and mech- 
anized exchange of payment data. Because many people have 
both Medicare and Medicaid coverage, the lack of compatibility 
causes Medicaid administrative ineffectiveness and reduces 
control over the payment of Medicaid claims. To qualify for 
75-percent funding, the systems are required by law to be 
compatible. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) To enable HEW to better manage and control the 
information systems, the Congress should consider 
amending title XIX of the Social Security Act to 
require HEW to establish systems performance 
standards and to require that HEW periodically 
reevaluate approved systems to determine if they 
continue to meet Federal requirements. ) 

A bill (S. 731) has been introduced which is intended 
to implement this recommendation. As of July I, 1979, no 
action had been taken on S. 731. We believe that enactment 
of legislation as we recommended would have tremendous poten- 
tial for cost savings by assuring that Medicaid information 
systems detect and prevent fraud, abuse, and waste in the 
Medicaid program. 

(b) Develop written approval procedures for use by HEW 
personnel in approving State information systems, 
including specific criteria for testing the systems 
in operation to assure that minimum standards are 
met. 

(c) Update the General Systems Design and the program 
regulation guide to reflect system experiences to 
date, with emphasis on greater uniformity and use 
of proven processing techniques in systems developed 
by the States. 

(d) Assist the States in developing medically acceptable 
definitions of medical practice which correlate medi- 
cal diagnosis, procedure, age, and/or sex so that 
States can use the computer to check billings for 
consistency among these factors. 
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(e) Undertake a demonstration project to de£ermine 
whether the review subsystem can be further de- 
veloped and refined so that it is more effective. 

(f) Continue development and evaluation of alternative 
utilization review systems, such as the Utah 
program. 

(g) Clearly define the kinds of information systems' 
cost that HEW will reimburse at the 75-percent 
sharing level. 

(h) Develop and implement a functional cost-reporting 
system for Medicaid claims processing, similar to 
that used under Medicare, to facilitate cost com- 
parisons among the States. 

(i) Develop a uniform identification numbering system 
for providers and recipients and adopt standard 
coding systems for medical procedures, diagnoses, 
drugs, and medical supplies for use by the Medicare 
and Medicaid programs. 

(j) Provide liaison between States and Medicare carriers 
to resolve conflicts which preclude free exchange 
of payment data. 

(k) Enforce the statutory requirement that Medicaid and 
Medicare information systems be compatible. 

As of July i, ~ 1979, HEW had not submitted to the Congress 
its statement of actions taken or planned in response to these 
recommendations (required by section 236 of the Legislative 
Reorganization Act of 1970). Therefore, we do not know the 
official position on our recommendations. However, we did 
note that HEW proposed draft regulations on Medicaid infor- 
mation systems which addressed some of the recommendations, 
and it formed a task force on these systems which was to 
consider our recommendations. As discussed above, the 
potential for savings by implementing our recommendations is 
great. 
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CHAMPUS REPORTS 

41. TITLE: "Department of Defense Charges to Military 
Dependents for Inpatient Care," B-133142, 
Apr. i0, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

The CHAMPUS legislation requires that program benefici- 
aries participate in the cost of the program. For inpatient 
care for dependents of active-duty personnel, in civilian 
facilities, the cost share was originally set at $1.75 per 
day (the daily subsistence rate for military personnel in 
1956) or $25.00 per admission, whichever was higher. The 
daily cost share rate is now increased periodically to coin- 
cide with the currently established subsistence rate ($4.65 
for 1979). Although military pay and hospital costs have 
increased and the beneficiaries' daily share of inpatient 
costs has increased, no increase has been made in the $25 
minimum. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) DOD should initiate a study of the desirability of 
increasing the $25 minimum cost share for inpatient 
care for dependents of active duty members in civil- 
ian hospitals and, if it is concluded that an 
increase is justified, Congress should be given 
suggested legislation to do so. 

We estimated in 1974 that increasing the minimum to $50 
would result in program savings of $5.5 million annually. 
Because military pay and hospital costs have continued to 
increase and the daily cost share has been increased, we 
believe our recommendation continues to be valid. 

The Office for CHAMPUS, which administers the program, 
is considering proposing legislation to change the CHAMPUS 
cost-sharing provisions to i0 percent of the costs of covered 
services with a maximum payment of $i,000 for any consecutive 
12-month period. This would apply to all categories of bene- 
ficiaries and for both inpatient and outpatient care and 
handicap care. Although this change would result in active- 
duty dependents paying more for inpatient care (up to the 
limit), the change would increase program costs because it 
reduces the cost share for all other categories of dependents 
and places a maximum limit on the amount of cost share paid 
in a particular period. CHAMPUS estimated the increased costs 
to the program from the change would be around $80 million 
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annually. CHAMPUS officials stated that the proposal was in 
a very preliminary stage, and they did not know if or when 
it might be approved. 

42. TITLE: "Management of the Civilian Health and Medical 
Program of the Uniformed Services Needs 
Improvement," MWD-76-48, Nov. 21, 1975. 

FINDINGS: 

This report followed up on five previous reports. In 
our report on the physician component of the CHAMPUS program, 
we found that 

--greater use of the available capabilities of VA and 
military hospitals and lower cost civilian psychiatric 
facilities would cut Government costs; 

--fiscal agents lacked utilization review guidelines 
for evaluating quality, quantity, promptness, or 
necessity of medical care; and 

--CHAMPUS was using claims forms that did not provide 
for positive certification as to the possible exist- 
ence of additional insurance coverage. In December 
1973, of 524 claims returned bY one fiscal agent, 
39 percent had to be returned b~cause of inaccuracies 
or omissions concerning other insurance. 

We said that these three problems persisted in our 
followup report. 

Also, controls over the issuance and recovery of identi- 
fication cards were still inadequate. Also, no action had 
been taken to make arrangements to permit CHAMPUS benefici- 
aries to purchase lower cost medical equipment from Govern- 
ment sources rather than from civilian vendors. A subsequent 
review of payments made for care provided to dependents of 
active-duty personnel no longer eligible for such care 
because the active-duty member separated from the service 
showed that about $780,000 of such improper payments were 
made over a 26-month period. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Continue to study ways to achieve greater use of 
available Government facilities for both inpatient 
and outpatient psychiatric care of dependents, and 
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establish means to encourage use of lower cost 
civilian facilities whenever medically feasible. 

\ 

(b) Provide utilization-review guidelfnes to fiscal 
agents, and review, approve, and monitor 
utilization-review systems. 

(c) Revise the claim form to provide positive certifi- 
cation as to whether other insurance exists, and, 
if so, details on that insurance. 

CHAMPUS has partially implemented these recommendations. 
For example, CHAMPUS now uses participation agreements with 
civilian facilities that require that CHAMPUS patients be 
charged the lowest rates charged to other agencies. Addi- 
tionally, in January 1979 CHAMPUS issued instructions to 
implement in stages the professional review process for sur- 
veillance of long-term inpatient care. CHAMPUS also issued 
instructions requiring (i) preauthorization of all psychia- 
tric inpatient admissions (with the exception of admissions 
to institutions that qualify as hospitals, infirmaries, or 
Christian Science sanitariums) and (2) recertification of 
all long-term inpatient care after 30 days. In regard to 
the claims forms revision, in 1978 CHAMPUS adopted a new 
form for professional services designed to provide CHAMPUS 
fiscal agents with information on whether beneficiaries have 
insurance coverage besides that which CHAMPUS provides. 

Partial implementation of these recommendations has had 
positive effects, and further implementation of the recom- 
mendations is desirable. The participation agreements, for 
example, help assure that CHAMPUS pays lower charges, and 
the preauthorizations and recertifications help assure that 
CHAMPUS pays only for covered services. DOD has yet to take 
action on opportunities to use lower cost Government facili- 
ties. The claim form revision should help save money by 
enabling more effective coordination of benefits with other 
insurance companies. In addition to revising the claim form 
for professional services, CHAMPUS is revising its claim 
forms for other types of services (such as outpatient serv- 
ices), and these forms will also require information on other 
insurance coverage. 

(d) Strengthen procedures to insure proper issuance and 
recovery of identification cards or establish other 
controls to guarantee that benefits are provided 
only to eligible beneficiaries. 
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(e) Make arrangements to permit CHAMPUS beneficiaries 
to purchase medical equipment from Government 
sources. 

As of May 1979 DOD expected to issue in the near future 
revised procedures for issuing and controlling identification 
cards. The new procedures would be responsive to our recom- 

mendation and would, we believe, lessen the amount of improper 
payments resulting from inadequate identification card 
control. 

CHAMPUS is drafting legislation to implement our recom- 
mendation on purchasing medical equipment from Government 
sources. It is not known if the legislation will be pro- 
posed. We found that medical equipment purchased by CHAMPUS 
beneficiaries was frequently available from Government sources 
at considerably lower prices than from civilian vendors. We 
believe that the potential for reducing CHAMPUS costs by 
purchasing medical equipment from Government sources still 
exists. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(f) Limit total payments to physicians when CHAMPUS 
payments are combined with other insurance pay- 
ments, to the reasonable charges for the services 
rendered. 

As of May 1979 CHAMPUS was drafting implementing in- 
structions for this recommendation, but it could not provide 
us an estimate of when the instructions would be issued. 
Limiting total payments to reasonable charges when more than 
one insurance entity is involved would help save the program 
money, and it would assure that patients or physicians were 
reimbursed for total reasonable charges. 

43. TITLE: "Greater Assurances Are Needed That Emotionally 
Disturbed and Handicapped Children Are Properly 
Cared for in Department of Defense Approved 
Facilities," HRD-76-175, Oct. 21 ', 1976. 

~INDINGS: 

The CHAMPUS legislation provides that costs of care are 
to be shared by the beneficiary and the Government. Cost- 
sharing requirements are intended to provide some assurance 
that beneficiaries obtain only necessary care since they 
must share in the cost. Facilities' failure to collect the 
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sponsor's share not only eliminates the sponsor's incentive 
to be concerned about lengths of stays and appropriateness of 
admissions, but also may result in higher facility charges, 
which are passed on to CHAMPUS to compensate for amounts not 
paid by sponsors. 

Many facilities we visited were not collecting amounts 
due from sPonsors. Facility officials usually saidthat 
sponsors' shares were not collected because of financia! 
hardship. However, facilities often made little effort to 
determine if sponsors could afford to meet cost-sharing 
requirements. Many facilities had no documentation to show 
that they had attempted to collect sponsors' shares. 

The effect of not collecting sponsors' shares can be 
illustrated by a case at a facility which waived 60 percent 
of the sponsors' charges. This facility charged $370 per 
month per patient. If the facility had charged properly, a 
captain would have paid his full share of $45 and CHAMPUS 
would have paid $325. However, since the facility waived 
60 percent of the sponsors' share, a captain paid only 
40 percent of $45 ($18) and the facility billed CHAMPUS the 
maximum of $350 in order to recover as much of the unpaid 
amount ($352) as possible. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Require that facilities attempt to collect sponsors' 
shares as provided in the laws authorizing benefits 
and require the facilities to document such attempts. 

Although DOD generally concurred with this recommenda- 
tion, DOD said priority has been given to other program 
changes considered to be more important in view of the large 
decrease in the overall cost. of the handicap program--from 
about $17 million in 1974 to about $i million for fiscal year 
1979. We believe the recommendation is still appropriate 
and could help contain CHAMPUS costs. 

44. TITLE: "Savings to CHAMPUS from Requirement to Use 
Uniformed Services Hospitals," HRD-79-64, 
Dec. 9, 1978. 

FINDINGS-. 

CHAMPUS saved over $30 million during the 12-month 
period following implementation of the requirement that bene- 
ficiaries residing within 40 miles of uniformed services 
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hospitals obtain available nonemergency inpatient care there, 
rather than at civilian hospitals. According to DOD, a 
serious shortage of military physicians limits thepotential 
for significant additional benefits from the requirement. 
However, some further savings could be realized through 
improvements in administration of the requirement. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Clearly define what is meant by the excessive wait- 
ing time exception to the 40-mile rule and imple- 
ment instructions for more strict and consistent 
application of the continuity-of-care reason for 
issuing nonavailability of care statements. 

(b) Require periodic exchanges of medical capability 
listings between hospitals within overlapping 
40-mile radii. 

(c) Require case-by-case coordination between hospitals 
when availability of needed medical services for 
which a nonavailability statement is requested can- 
not be determined from medical capability listings. 

DOD agreed with these recommendations and is drafting 
a document requiring the Navy to develop a program that will 
implement them throughout the uniformed services. Refine- 
ments to the 40-mile rule should save program funds as 
initial implementation of this rule did. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(d) Establish procedures for approval by higher DOD 
levels, such as the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Health Affairs), of alteration to the 40-mile radii 
now decided upon by hospital commanders, to exempt 
certain beneficiaries from the requirement to obtain 
nonavailability statements. 

DOD said it did not favor this recommendation because, 
among other things, local commanders had better knowledge 
of local conditionsthan did centrally located staff. We 
continue to favor implementation of this recommendation 
because we found instances where local commanders had altered 
the 40-mile radius in ways that did not appear to conform to 
the law or to DOD's instructions regarding excessive cost 
and limited access. Reviews of alterations to the 40-mile 
radius by higher commands would help assure compliance with 
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the intent of law, assure equitable treatment of benefici- 
aries, and assure maximum savings. 

FEHB REPORTS 

45. TITLE: "Information on Unresolved Audit Exceptions 
With Federal Employees Health Benefit Carriers," 
B-164562, Nov. 7, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

As of August 31, 1974, Office of Personnel Management 
(OPM) audit exceptions to charges made by health insurance 
carriers for the FEHB program totaled about $10.1 million. 
Of this amount about $9.4 million related to Blue Cross/ 
Blue Shield plans; as of December 31, 1978, the Blue Cross/ 
Blue Shield amount was about $9.3 million. 

We reported that OPM was negotiating with Blue Cross/ 
Blue Shield concerning the following problems identified by 
OPM's audit: 

--The applicability of the Federal Procurement Regula- 
tions to OPM's contract with Blue Cross/Blue Shield. 

--The extent of OPM's audit authority and responsi- 
bility. 

--The resolution of Blue Cross/Blue Shield "national 
issues" that have applicability to many of their 
local plans. 

--The allowability of charges to the FEHB program for 
State statutory reserve requirements. 

--The appropriateness of accounting adjustments made in 
1973 by Blue Cross/Blue Shield for prior years. 

The resolution of these problems could significantly 
affect the allowability of certain charges against the FEHB 
program. Moreover, the course of OPM's audit activities 
depend heavily on the outcome of the negotiations concerning 
these problems--particularly those related to the applicabil- 
ity of the Federal Procurement Regulations to FEHB contracts 
and the extent of OPM's audit authority and responsibility. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) This report contained no formal recommendations, 
but we suggested that the Subcommittee discuss 
several issues, including those stated above, 
with OPM. On May 19, 1975, the Subcommittee held 
hearings to discuss our report. 

OPM stated in the hearings that $3 million of the 
$9 million of audit exceptions with Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
haa been resolved. Furthermore, an administrative disputes 
process had been agreed to by OPM and Blue Cross/Blue Shield. 

OPM (successor to CSC) officials told us in June 1979 
that they had resolved the issue of prior-year accounting 
adjustments to their satisfaction. 

Since the hearings, OPM has broadened its audit scope 
to include evaluations of some aspects of management as well 
as purely financial reviews. Although OPM and Blue Cross/ 
Blue Shield have continued to discuss the issues of (i) appli- 
cability of the Federal Procurement Regulations, (2) resolu- 
tion of the "national issues," and (3) allowability of charges 
to the FEHB program for State statutory reserve requirements, 
none of these issues has been resolved. In June 1979 OPM 
officials told us that several of the issues were being re- 
solved, either through the Armed Services Board of Contract 
Appeals or by negotiation. There is, however, no specific 
timetable for resolution. OPM said that cases presented to 
the Board can take up to 4 years for resolution. Although 
the total amount of unresolved audit exceptions has fallen 
by about $200,000 since we issued our report, the amounts 
attributable to "national issues" and State statutory reserve 
requirements have risen from $3.9 million to $8.5 million. 

46. TITLE: "More Civil Service Commission Supervision 
Needed to Control Health Insurance Costs for 
Federal Employees," HRD-76-174, Jan. 14, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Local Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans and Aetna (the two 
largest FEHB carriers) had frequently made payments that did 
not appear to be in accordance with contracts:and/or carriers' 
policy requirements. Also, certain systems designed by the 
carriers to eliminate excessive payments were not always 
functioning properly. 
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We reported, too, that the contracts negotiated by CSC 
provided no incentives for the carriers to control benefit 
payments and contained no provisions under which CSC, either 
through audit or other means, could exercise sufficient con- 
trol over the allowability of benefits paid by the carriers. 
In this regard, CSC had experienced difficulties auditing 
certain carriers' activities under the FEHB contracts. These 
difficulties appeared to stem from the lack of a contractual 
basis for questioning--and perhaps disallowing--carriers' 
payments of benefits under the contracts, disagreements 
between CSC and at least one carrier--Blue Cross/Blue Shield-- 
regarding the extent of CSC's audit authority, and CSC's ap- 
parent lack of themedical expertise needed to challenge 
carrier actions and to sustain audit findings concerning 
questionable benefit payments. 

CSC needed to improve its efforts to assure that health 
insurance carriers controlled benefit costs which, for the 
two carriers, amounted to more than $1.4 billion in 1975. 
We recognized that, if CSC developed and applied strict cost- 
control provisions and enforced such provisions, enrollees 
could react adversely because they might incur liabilities 
for charges not paid by the carriers. However, without cost- 
control programs, the carriers would continue to provide 
benefits not covered under the contracts, which would result 
in higher premium costs for both the enrollees and the 
Government. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: ~ NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) CSC should include in its contracts specific cost- 
control programs which the carriers must follow. 
We also recommended that if CSC did not adopt this 
recommendation, the Subcommittee on Retirement and 
Employee Benefits, House Committee on Post Office 
and Civil Service, should consider developing leg- 
islation to require CSC to include specific cost- 
control and/or incentive provisions in contracts 
with the FEHB program carriers. 

(b) CSC should revise its health insurance contracts to 
provide incentives to the carriers to control costs. 
We also recommended that if CSC did not adopt this 
recommendation, the Subcommittee should consider 
developing legislation to provide CSC with some 
flexibility in contracting with Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield for the Service Benefit Plan. 
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CSC responded that our report stressed the control of 
FEHB health insurance costs and did not address the control 
of health costs. CSC stated that tighter claims administra- 
tion would undoubtedly result in higher out-of-pocket health 
costs for Federal employees. CSC believed that the most pro- 
ductive form of health care cost containment would be the 
result of carefully developed benefit packages. CSC said 
it was continuing to attempt, in its contract negotiations 
with the carriers, to provide a health benefits plan design 
more conducive to reducing costs; for example, the use of 
free-standing facilities, surgi-centers, and dialysis centers, 
which provide care at less cost than inhospital care and the 
use of second surgical opinion programs. 

CSC said it had considered including incentives in its 
contractswith carriers to stimulate more efficient contract 
administration, but noworkable plan for doing so had been 
developed. CSC believed that it should not be necessary to 
provide any additional incentives to achieve contract compli- 
ance because carriers have a legal, contractual responsibility 
to administer the FEHB program in accordance with the terms 
of the contract. CSC believed it had the authority to exclude 
local Blue Cross or Blue Shield plans from participation in 
the Service Benefit Plan. CSC said it would continue to study 
the feasibility of including incentives in the contracts. 

In a June 1979 meeting, OPM officials stated that they 
still believed that benefit package design was an important 
way to control health insurance costs. To date, no legisla- 
tion which would require specific cost control and/or incen- 
tive provisions in contracts with the FEHB program carriers 
has been enacted. 

OPM officials also stated that, while they had modified 
FEHB program contracts somewhat to provide incentives for 
more effective budget processes or claims processing, they 
still maintained that the contracts were not generally amen- 
able to incentives to control benefit payments. Because OPM 
maintained it could exclude a particular local Blue Cross or 
Blue Shield from participating in the Service Benefit Plan, 
legislation was not needed to provide contracting flexibility. 

We continue to believe that implementing these recommen- 
dations would help control costs in the FEHB program. The 
contracts with the two governmentwide carriers remain essen- 
tially noncompetitive, negotiated instruments. While the 
contracts set administrative expense limits, they contain no 
incentives or specific measures to help control benefit pay- 
ments, which represent over 90 percent of the program costs. 
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47. TITLE: "Civil Service Should Audit Kaiser Plans' 
Premium Rates Under the Federal Employees 
Health Benefits Program to Protect the 
Government," HRD-78-42, Jan. 23, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Although the FEHB Act requires that rates charged under 
the health plans' contracts reasonably and equitably reflect 
the cost of benefits provided, OPM had not comprehensively 
audited the two California Kaiser plans' rates or determined 
whether these two plans' rates were reasonable and equitable. 
It is important that OPM determine if these two plans' rates 
are reasonable because they, along with the rates of four 
other plans, are used to calculate the Government's contribu- 
tion to the FEHB program. A small rate error can have a large 
effect on the Government's cost; for example, a $2 error in 
the biweekly rate would have increased Government costs by 
$15 million in 1977. 

We reported that one reason OPM auditors had not compre- 
hensively audited the Kaiser plans may have been that OPM 
lacked criteria for evaluatingthe reasonableness of the 
Kaiser rates. Unlike many Federal employee health plans and 
the other four plans used in calculating the Government's 
contribution to the program, the Kaiser plans are community 
rated; that is, premium rates are based on projected health 
care experience (cost and utilization) of all groups expected 
to be enrolled in the plan, including non-Federal enrollees. 
The other four plans are experience rated; that is, premium 
rates are based only on the experience of the Federal parti- 
cipants. Although community rating is an accepted method of 
determining premiums and is required by the Health Mainte- 
nance Organization Act of 1973, it does result in non-Federal 
groups affecting the amount the Government and Federal em- 
ployees pay for health insurance. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

We recommended that OPM 

(a) develop criteria to evaluate the reasonableness and 
equity of rates of community-rated, comprehensive 
health plans like the Kaiser plans and 

(b) comprehensively audit the California Kaiser plans 
to determine whether their FEHB program rates 
reasonably and equitably reflect the cost of pro- 
viding benefits to FEHB participants. 
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OPM did not concur with our recommendation for a number 
of reasons, including the problems associated with auditing 
community-rated plans which would involve audit of records 
pertaining to plans other than the FEHB program. OPM stated 
it was referring most of the questions raised in the report 
about community rating to HEW because the question about 
community rating must be viewed from the standpoint of 
broader health policy. However, in a June 1979 meeting OPM 
officials said that, although they had not implemented our 
recommendations, their reviews of comprehensive, community- 
rated pians did include a determination of whether a claimed 
community rate was, in fact, a community rate. 

We have recognized the difficulties associated with 
auditing the premium rate of a community-rated plan. In our 
report we said that community rating makes it more difficult 
to determine if a rate is reasonable and equitable, as the 
FEHB Act requires. Nonetheless, because the rates of the 
two California Kaiser plans are used in determining the 
Government's contribution to the FEHB program and because 
OPM has never made a comprehensive audit of these plans, we 
believe the recommendations should be implemented. 
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STATUS AS OF JULY 1979 OF 

IMPLEMENTATION OF GAO 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONTROL COSTS OF 

FEDERAL HEALTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

Purpose of 
recommendation 

Recommendation number (note a) 

Partially 
implemented 

Not 
implemented 

Agency ' Congress 

Require grantees and 
contractors to change 
practices or procedures 
through issuing regu- 
lations, policies, or 
standards or through 
revising legislation 

51c,51e,52d, 
53a,53b,53c, 
53d,53e,53f, 
58a,59a,59b, 
59c 

52d,55e, 52e,59d, 
55f 60a 

Help grantees and contrac- 
tors become more effi- 
cient through technical 
assistance 

49a,49b,49c, 
50a,50b,50c, 
51d,52b,55a, 
55b,58b 

58g None 

Monitor grantees and con- 
tractors to assure com- 
pliance with efficiency 
requirements in laws, 
regulations, policies, 
or standards 

48a,51a,51b, 58c,58d, None 
52c,56a 58e 

Improve internal management 
of HEW to develop cost- 
saving remedies 

52a,54a,55c, 58f,58h None 
57a 

Other 57b None None 

a/The reports are numbered sequentially after this summary 
table. The number indicates the report and the letter 
indicates the recommendation. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF REPORTS 

48. TITLE: "Review of Selected Communicable Disease Control 
Efforts," B-164031(2), June i0, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

A nationwide gonorrhea control program was initiated in 
fiscal year 1972. The program guidelines require that 
grantees (i) establish screening programs for diagnosing the 
disease in females in a variety of health care settings and 
(2) interview males reported to have gonorrhea to identify 
and treat their contacts. 

Because funds available for controlling gonorrhea are 
limited, it is vital that grantees maintain an appropriate 
mix between the two control approaches to realize the full 
advantage of each approach. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Periodically review the results being achieved 
under gonorrhea control projects to determine 
whether the projects are being carried out in the 
most advantageous way and, if not, require grantees 
to make changes in the projects. 

CDC stated that its headquarters staff constantly moni- 
tors the results being achieved through gonorrhea control 
projects. CDC officials said that this monitoring permits 
evaluation of all the various methodologies being used and 
enables CDC to help grantees adjust methods in the most cost 
effective manner. We noted, however, that CDC had insuffi- 
cient data to accurately assess the relative cost-benefits 
of each control program component. Therefore, it may not be 
maximizing the reduction of the incidence of gonorrhea to 
the extent possible and may not be using the most cost- 
effective process. 

49. TITLE: "Need for More Effective Management of Community 
Mental Health Centers Program," B-164031(5), 
Aug. 27, 1974. 

FINDINGS: 

The National Institute of Mental Health, the States, and 
the Community Mental Health Centers needed to improve per- 
formance substantially in some program areas for continued 
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progress toward program objectives. These areas include 
centers' ability to operate without continued Federal 
assistance, monitoring and evaluation, and coordination of 
center activities. 

We reported that, without continued Federal assistance, 
some services, especially those which provide little or no 
revenue, would probably be curtailed or eliminated at many 
centers. The alternative financial resources available could 
not realistically replace Federal funds in total. Insurance 
coverage for outpatient mental health services was usually 
quite limited. Some centers could increase revenues by im- 
proving their billing and collection systems, butthe in- 
crease overall would probably not be substantial because of 
their patients' low income and limited insurance coverage. 

Program evaluation efforts at most of the centers 
reviewed were almost nonexistent because the centers placed 
little emphasis on this activity, as did the National Insti- 
tute of Mental Health during the early years of theprogram. 

Evaluations made by private contractors for the National 
Institute were of little value because of problems with time- 
liness and quality of the work. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Provide technical assistance to the centers in 
developing self-sufficiency financial plans and ~ 
in improving their billing and collection systems. 

(b) Consider and, if deemed appropriate, work toward 
expanding coverage provided by third-party payment 
programs for mental health outpatient services and 
services provided by nonp~ysicians. 

(c) Insure that program evaluation contracts are 
effectively monitored and that evaluation results 
are made available to centers. 

The thrust of these recommendations Was to provide the 
means necessary for centers to become more self-sufficient. 
HEW agreed with these recommendations and pointed out a number 
of actions it was taking in response to the recommendations. 
However, major legislative changes were made in the program 
in 1975. This legislation (which placed a number of addi- 
tional requirements on grantees) and a lack of Federal 
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staff have hampered efforts to implement the recommendations. 
An HEW official stated that the staff needed to provide the 
required monitoring of grantees or to provide technical 
assistance is not available. These and other problems are 
discussed in another report on the centers issued on May 2, 
1979 (HRD-79-38). 

We believe that, had these recommendations been fully 
implemented, the centers could have received more third-party 
reimbursements, which would decrease the need for Federal 
funds and would bring many centers close to self-sufficiency. 

50~ TITLE: "Progress and Problems in Training andUse of 
Assistants to Primary Care Physicians," 
MWD-75-35, Apr. 8, 1975. 

FINDINGS: 

A new profession has been introduced into the health 
care system--the assistant to the primary care physician 
(commonly referred to as the physician extender). Physician 
extenders are trained to do tasks that must otherwise be 
done by physicians. The use of extenders permits physicians 
to better use their time and, therefore, can increase the 
availability of care and help control health costs. From 
1969 to 1974 HEW funded about i00 training programs for 
physician extenders through grants to universities and other 
nonprofit organizations. We reviewed 19 of the i00 training 
programs. The program was not effective because of 

--varied program concepts, training methods, and back- 
grounds of trainees resulting from the fact that HEW 
had essentially left program direction to individual 
program sponsors; 

--confusion and variance at the State level over the 
legal status of physician extenders; and 

--inadequate efforts within some programs to place 
physician extenders in geographical areas of greatest 
need. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) HEW should work with the States to develop the 
necessary legislation to clearly define the role of 
physician extenders and provide a legal framework 
enabling them to carry out the duties for which 
they have been trained. 
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(b) HEW should also work closely with professional organ- 
izations and State licensure boards to determine the 
most appropriate manner of granting official recogni- 
tion to physician extenders. 

(c) To derive maximum benefit from physician extenders 
by deploying them to areas of health care shortages 
and to insure the mobility necessary for such deploy- 
ment, HEW should work closely with the States in 
developing criteria specifying training and experi- 
ence qualifications acceptable to all States. 

I 

The thrust of these recommendations was to have HEW de- 
fine the role of physician extenders in the health delivery 
system and to have the States enact consistent laws that 
would enable extenders to fulfill that role, thereby realiz- 
ing their potential access to care and cost control benefits. 
In commenting on the draft report, HEW concurred with the 
need for a clear definition of the role of physician ex- 
tenders and stated that, in accordance with the Social 
Security Amendments of 1972 (Public Law 92-603) and the 
Health Training Improvement Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-519), 
a single set of standards was being developed to define the 
physician extender role. According to HEW, although the 
standards would guide the States with developing legislation, 
the jurisdictional authority for practice rests entirely with 
the individual States. 

At that time, HEW also concurred with the recommendation 
that it work closely with professional organizations and State 
licensing boards to determine the most appropriate manner of 
granting offical recognition to physician extenders. It 
stated that such recognition would be provided by the na- 
tional certifying examination, which provides assurance that 
extenders have the minimal degree of competence necessary 
for insuring that the public's health, safety, and welfare 
are reasonably protected. 

In 1976, HEW's Division of Associated Health Professions 
awarded a contract to the American Academy of Physician 
Assistants. A major purpose of this contract was to analyze 
the tasks performed by physician assistants. HEW anticiPated 
that the role delineation would establish the profession's 
perspective of practice in terms of performance requirements. 
HEW believed that the refinement of the extender's role would 
identifv the level of competence needed by extenders and 
delineate how extenders can best be used by physicians. 
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In May 1979 HEW stated that its proposed regulations for 
implementing section 783(a)(i) of the Public Health Service 
Act, "Grants for Physician Assistant Training Programs," out- 
line how programs receiving support under this section must 
train physician extenders. Grantees will be required to 
submit copies of all applicable laws and regulations pertain- 
ing to the practice of physician assistants in the State or 
States in which the extenders' supervised clinical practice 
will be conducted and in which graduates of the program will 
be encouraged to work. 

We were also advised that HEW's Bureau of Health Man- 
power now works closely with professional organizations and 
individual program directors on State legislation and cer- 
tification matters. In the future, HEW anticipates that the 
State legislation currently being collected through federally 
funded programs will be analyzed, and the best features will 
be documented and published for use by the States. This 
will be done in conjunction with the professional physician 
assistant organizations. 

HEW is encouraging programs to work closely with the 
States in the development of the enabling legislation and 
regulations. However, HEW advised us that it has taken the 
position that licensure is a State prerogative and, therefore, 
active intervention in the process has been ruled out. 

51. TITLE: "Improving Federally Assisted Family Planning 
Programs," MWD-75-25, Apr. 15, 1975. 

FINDINGS: 

Welfare caseworkers were not adequately complying with 
a requirement to offer family planning services to welfare 
recipients. HEW was not adequately monitoring State imple- 
mentation of the requirement and, therefore, was unable to 
enforce a penalty provision for States failing to comply. 
Family planning projects had not established procedures for 
giving priority to low income persons. Coordination between 
local welfare offices and family planning projects was inade- 
quate. 

Family planning clinics were not maximizing potential 
revenues from fees or third-party payment sources, such as 
Medicaid. Some family planning 91inics had high drop-out 
and broken appointment rates. Some clinics did limited or 
no followup. 
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The average cost per patient visit varied substantially 
among family planning clinics. HEW had neither established 
criteria for family planning projects to measure the reason- 
ableness of costs for services, nor performed sufficient 
audits to evaluate project efficiency. 

HEW's national family planning reporting system was 
generally considered to be of little value. A number of 
projects did not report regularly. Reports submitted were 
often incomplete, inaccurate, and tardy. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Establish a system and provide adequate staffing to 
determine compliance and permit enforcement of the 
one percent penalty provision and require States to 
report information needed for determining compliance. 

In February 1976 HEW issued instructions to its regional 
offices on reviewing State fiscal year 1975 family planning 
program activities. Regional office staffs reviewed family 
planning activities in all States and recommended penalties 
for three States. HEW decided no penalties could be imposed, 
however, because of questions concerning the validity of 
sampling procedures and the uniformity of the review process 
among the States. Unless HEW monitors State actions to pro- 
vide family planning services to welfare recipients and has 
appropriate incentives to assure compliance, welfare recipi- 
ents needing family planning services may not receive them. 

(b) Establish criteria for use in monitoring and evalu- 
ating the costs and performance of family planning 
programs; an HEW audit effort should be increased and 
grantee responsibility for subcontractor operations 
clarified. 

In March 1979 HEW established administrative efficiency 
indicators for ambulatory health care projects that have 
been in operation for at least 2 years. The average cost 
per medical encounter (excluding laboratory, X-ray, and 
pharmacy) should not exceed $24. HEW required family plan- 
ning grantees to be responsible for subcontractor operations, 
but it made no systematic effort to increase its audit effort 
aimed at family planning program grantees. Such audits are 
needed to better assure cost-effective operation of the 
grantees. 
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(c) Direct projects to perform adequate and prompt 
followup on missed appointments and patient 
drop outs to assist in patient retention. 

HEW recently completed a study of the reasons why adoles- 
cents discontinue seeking family planning services. Although ~ 
the study revealed that HEW could not take action on many 
reasons, it plans to issue guidelines to grantees for address- 
ing those reasons which could be affected by grantee efforts 
(such as information and education). HEW has also developed 
a model for analyzing patient flow. By reducing the time 
patients must spend at clinics, HEW hopes to encourage more 
patients to continue seeking services. To better assure 
that needed services are provided, HEWneeds to expedite 
these efforts. 

(d) Encourage States to establish coordination between 
local welfare offices and federally-assisted 
projects so that recipients interested in family 
planning can be identified, enrolled, and followed 
up to ensure that they receive desired services. 

In response to our report, HEW said that it was empha- 
sizing the importance of coordination between the State 
welfare departments and federally assisted family planning 
grantees. However, no recent specific HEW efforts to encour- 
age such coordination could be identified. HEW cited the 
rapid turnover of caseworkers and updating caseworkers on 
the availability of family planning services as major ob- 
stacles to coordination. Coordination is essential to pre- 
cluding.duplication of effort and to better assuring that 
the intended program beneficiaries receive available services. 

(e) Require family planning projects to establish 
procedures aimed at enrolling low income persons, 
especially welfare recipients. 

J 

HEW requires applicants to describe in their program 
plans how they intend to recruit and enroll clients. However, 
HEW has not issued requirements or instructions to family 
planning projects to develop procedures for enrolling welfare 
recipients. HEW interprets the priority requirement in 
legislation to mean that, if two persons request family plan- 
ning services and a clinic can only serve one, the low income 
person gets priority. About 55 percent of all women served 
in 1976 were at or below poverty level incomes; 78 percent 
were at 150 percent or less of poverty levels. About 16 per- 
cent of all clients were reported to be welfare recipients, 
ranging from 4 percent in Nevada to 30 percent in Louisiana. 
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52. TITLE: "Returning the Mentally Disabled to the 
Community: Government Needs to Do More," 
HRD-76-152, Jan. 7, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Care and treatment of the mentally disabled in communi- 
ties rather than in institutions has been a national goal 
since 1963. We reported that care and treatment of mentally 
disabled persons in communities can be an effective and less 
costly alternative to institutional care. However, many 
mentally disabled persons have been released from institutions 
before sufficient community facilities and services were 
available and without adequate planning and followup. Others 
enter, remain in, or reenter institutions unnecessarily. 

There was no overall plan and management system to set 
forth specific steps needed to accomplish deinstitutionali- 
zation; define specific objectives and schedules; define 
acceptablelcommunity-based care; or provide central direc- 
tion and evaluation. OMB, Federal regional councils, and 
the President's Committee on Mental Retardation are respon- 
sible for directing and coordinating the efforts of Federal 
agencies. The first two had not taken action on deinstitu- 
tionalization, and the President's Committee had been only 
partly effective in coordinating the work of Federal agencies. 

HEW's approach to deinstitutionalization was disorganized: 

--Plans to make community placement work had not been 
made. 

--Instructions to constituent agencies had not been 
issued. 

--No one organization had been assigned responsibility 
for overseeing deinstitutionalization. 

Problems we identified with individual programs included: 

--The developmental disabilities programs in the five 
States reviewed provided funds to develop and expand 
community resources and worked productively with 
other agencies. But success was not commensurate 
with need. Greater commitment and cooperation from 
federally supported State and local programs was 
needed. 
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--Increased services available from community mental 
health centers and clinics had not always reduced 
unnecessary admissions to mental hospitals or pro- 
vided services to people released from mental hospi- 
tals. Medication was the only service provided to 
many patients. The mental health centers program 
has developed separately from the public mental hos- 
pital system, making integration of the two difficult. 

--Lacking alternatives, local programs used money pro- 
vided by the Medicaid program to place the mentally 
disabled in nursing homes. Many homes were not 
staffed or prepared to meet the special needs of the 
mentally disabled or were not the best setting for 
persons so placed. People were also placed in nurs- 
ing homes or elsewhere without any release plans, with 
plans that did not identify all services needed, or 
without adequate provisions for followup services. 
HEW had started to improve the quality of care nurs- 
ing homes provide, but it had not dealt specifically 
with the specialneeds of the mentally disabled in 
those homes. 

--Medicare provides insurance for only limited outpatient 
care for the mentally ill. Because of this, many 
people may be placed unnecessarily in mental hospitals. 
HEW monitored State surveys of mental hospitals for 
compliance with Medicare standards (including those 
on discharge planning) but this was limited. 

--Although Supplemental Security Income helped mentally 
disabled people return to communities, some of these 
people were placed in substandard facilities, placed 
without provision for support services, or placed 
inappropriately. Standards on group housing for 
Supplemental Security Income recipients were not 
required; this aggravated the problem. Supplemental 
Security Income payments were reduced or not author- 
ized when public agencies helped maintain or operated 
community residential facilities for the mentally 
disabled. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

The report contains 57 recommendations to the Congress, 
OMB, HEW, HUD, and Labor on actions they could take to help 
resolve the problems involved in returning the mentally dis- 
abled to the community. Following are the recommendations 
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to HEW with direct cost implications which have not been 
fully implemented. 

(a) Determine what changes need to be made in the Medi- 
caid program or other Federal programs to give 
States incentive to (i) place mentally disabled 
and other persons needing housing, income mainten- 
ance, some supervision, and support services, but 
not always medical care, in the most appropriate 
setting and (2) avoid unnecessary placements in 
SNFs and ICFs. 

(b) Require HEW agencies to help States develop alter- 
native facilities or provide services to those 
persons identified by independent medical or pro- 
fessional review teams to be inappropriately placed 
or not receiving appropriate ~services. 

(c) Monitor and enforce compliance with Medicaid regu- 
lations requiring that: 

(i) States (i) document instances in which persons 
are placed in ICFs because of the unavailability 
of community alternatives and (2) actively 
seek alternatives. 

(2) Federal Medicaid funds not be used for mentally 
ill persons under 65 in SNFs and ICFs considered 
to be institutions for mental disease. 

(d) Require States to effectively implement utilization 
controls and make sure that they accomplish intended 
results through HEW's validation surveys. 

In late 1977 HEW established a departmentwide task force 
on deinstitutionalization to address the problems identified 
and recommendations made in this report. The task force 
established liaison with other Federal agencies, including 
the Departments of Housing and Urban Development and Labor. 
In June 1978 HEW and HUD launched a joint demonstration pro, 
gram to provide housing and support services to chronic 
mental patients in communities. It was estimated that be- 
tween 400 and 600 housing units would be developed under the 
demonstration program. In September 1978 the task force sub- 
mitted an interim report and recommendations to the Secretary 
of HEW, but no action had been taken on a departmentwide 
basis. 
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Several HEW regional offices have initiated action to 
enforce a provision which precludes the use of Federal Medi- 
caid funds to help pay for the cost of care for mentally ill 
persons under 65 in nursing homes considered to be institu- 
tions for mental diseases. For example, HEW has found a 
substantial number of mentally ill persons under 65 in 
several California nursing homes considered to be institu- 
tions for mental diseases, and as of May 1979 was quantify- 
ing the amount of Federal Medicaid funds it believes HEW 
should recover from the State. An HEW Region V Medicaid 
official said that his agency had identified such improper 
placements in three States, and it plans to determine whether 
the problem exists in other States in the region. An HEW 
Region X Medicaid official stated that one State in his 
region had recently agreed to return about $500,000 in Fed- 
eral Medicaid funds improperly used for the care of mentally 
ill persons in a nursing facility considered to be an insti- 
tution for mental diseases. Opportunities for cost reduction 
through appropriate placement of patients are being lost, and 
Medicaid funds are being used for unintended purposes. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(e) The Congress should consider amending section 1833(c) 
of the Social Security Act to increase the amount 
of outpatient mental health coverage available under 
Medicare. This could be done by increasing the 
$250 limit, the percent of Federal reimbursement, 
or both, or by authorizing a combined limit on in- 
patient and outpatient mental health care to en- 
courage outpatient care. 

A number of bills have been introduced in the House and 
the Senate to increase Medicare reimbursements for outpatient 
mental health care. However, no action has been taken by 
the Congress to increase such benefits as of July 1979. The 
Government may, therefore, be incurring costs for institu- 
tional care for persons who do not need it. 

53. TITLE: "Fundamental Improvements Needed for Timely 
Promulgation of Health Program Regulations," 
HRD-77-23, Feb. 4, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

Some HEW programs operate for years without the regu- 
lations required by enabling legislation, the Administrative 
Procedures Act, or department policy. Of 14 regulation s 
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studied by us, none were published in the Federal Re~ister 
within 6 months after enactment of enabling legislation, as 
departmental policy required. Publication was delayed for 
one or more of the following reasons: 

--Policy issues were not addressed and resolved on a 
priority basis. 

--Extended delays occurred in developing a regulation 
due to limited staff and resources. 

--Some offices ignored established processing dates and 
placed a low priority on reviewing proposed and final 
regulations. 

--Responsible officials did not take effective measures 
when a proposed or final regulation was delayed for 
one or more of the reasons stated above. 

A delay in publishing regulations often results in delays 
in implementing the law. In many cases the provisions of the 
law were enacted to control program costs. Thus, potential 
cost savings can be lost. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Develo p sufficient manpower and resources to parti- 
cipate in developing and processing regulations, as 
well as fulfilling other responsibilities. 

HEW has established a Regulations Management Unit in its 
Executive Secretariat and comparable units in each agency's 
Executive Secretariat to oversee regulation development and 
processing. The number of staffmembers handling regulations 
in HEW's office of General Counsel has increased as well in 
order to speed up HEW's ability to put regulations out 
quickly. HEW does not have full-time regulation writers 
within its agencies; however, the number of people working 
on regulation development within the agencies has increased. 

(b) Request comments from appropriate congressional 
committees on proposed and final regulations 
published in the Federal Register. 

According to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health 
Legislation, regulations which are known to be of particular 
interest to certain congressional committees are informally 
sent to the committees for comment before publication in the 
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Federal Register. Judgment dictates which regulations are 
forwarded for comment. A formal procedure does not exist 
whereby all regulations are routinely submitted for review. 

(c) Require that the computerized system for monitoring 
processing of regulations within the Office of the 
Secretary be modified to include both developing and 
processing. Also, consideration should be given to 
delegating to responsible officials the authority 
to take effective measures, when necessary, to 
avoid delays in promulgating regulations. 

HEW's computerized monitoring system for tracking regula- 
tions has been modified to include some information about the 
status of regulations during their development. Specifically, 
the system shows the date on which development was approved 
and the target date set for delivery to HEW's Executive 
Secretariat for review and approval. Summary statistics show 
the number of regulations that are overdue grouped by agency 
and type of regulation. However, the system does not show 
precisely where a regulation is in the development phase. 

(d) Highlight revisions made on unresolved issues or 
questions on program criteria or proposed regula- 
tions so that subsequent review can focus on those 
provisions. 

According to an official in HEW's Regulations Management 
Unit, critical issues or questions are highlighted when regu- 
lations are passed from one review level to the next. How- 
ever, because the time lapse between reviews can be con- 
siderable (when revisions to a regulation are made after a 
public comment period, for example), it is generally not 
reasonable to expect a reviewer to focus only on changes 
without also reexamining the general context in whichthe 
changes are being made. This usually means that the entire 
regulation must be reviewed, at least briefly. Additional 
actions by HEW are needed to preclude delays in issuing 
regulations. 

(e) The Congress should consolidate programs with 
similar objectives and place them in the same 
agencies so that a corresponding consolidation in 
implementing regulations would result. 

The Congress has not consolidated HEW programs. Howeyer, 
HEW, through administrative actions, has reorganized some 
of its agencies. Medicare was placed with Medicaid under 
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HCFA. The Public Health Service has been reorganized so that 
all staffing programs are handled by the same bureau and all 
institutional programs by the same agency. Also, according 
to an official in HEW's Regulations Management Unit, as of 
May 1979 HEW was consolidating the administrative require- 
ments for Public Health Service grant programs. 

(f) The Congress should include in legislation requir- 
ing regulations a maximum time limit by which the 
Secretary must publish such regulations. 

Since the report's issuance, some provisions enacted 
into law have included specific dates by which HEW is required 
to issue regulations. We believe that the Congress is moving 
in the proper direction. Compliance with the laws should 
provide opportunities for the agencies to improveprogram 
efficiency and economy. 

54. TITLE: "The Swine Flu Program: An Unprecedented Ven- 
ture in Preventive Medicine," HRD-77-115, 
June 27, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

The swine flu program was the Federal Government's first 
attempt at immunizing the entire U.S. population. For any 
future immunization effort as large or as concentrated as the 
swine flu program, the many preventive health care questions 
that arose will likely have to be considered again. The solu- 
tions devised for the swine flu program were not intended as 
a pattern for future efforts. Many problems, including the 
continued absence of a reported outbreak of swine flu, were 
encountered but the program continued without reevaluation 
of the decision for mass innoculation. 

HEW used only informal procedures to develop the consent 
forms used for the program, and it had no plan to assure that 
informed consent procedures and requirements were adequately 
implemented. Adequate form content and administration may 
protect theGovernment from liability suits based on inade- 
quate vaccine risk-benefit statements in consent forms. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Develop criteria and standard procedures for draft- 
ing informed consent forms, and a plan to systemat- 
ically assure that informed consent procedures and 
requirements are implemented at projects and clinics. 
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HEW has taken steps to improve procedures for develop- 
ing consent forms. During the development of these forms-- 
now called information forms--for the 1978-79 flu program, 
HEW obtained comments from health care providers who use the 
forms, theNational Commission for the Protection of Human 
Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, and others 
both inside and outside HEW. However, this procedure does 
not require HEW to respond to each comment and to revise all 
the forms on the basis of comments from groups outside the 
agency, when this is warranted. Also, HEW is not required 
by law or regulation to obtain comments from anyone. 

For ongoing immunization programs, HEW has delegated to 
the States under program grants the duty to warn vaccinees 
of the potential benefits and risks of vaccination. Thus, 
the States must assure that the forms are properly adminis- 
tered. ~HEW periodically checks State procedures, but has 
made no plans for more extensive followup if another nation- 
wide pandemic flu program occurs. HEW has agreed to give 
particular attention to developing better monitoring of 
State procedures for future programs. Such monitoring could 
better assure adequate form administration. 

55. TITLE~ "Preventing Mental Retardation--More Can Be 
Done," HRD-77-37, Oct. 3, 1977. 

FINDINGS: 

In November 1971 the President established a national 
goal to reduce by half the incidence of mental retardation 
by the end of the century. 

Of the many causes of mental retardation which have 
been identified, we selected a few for which preventive 
techniques were available to determine what else could be 
done. Preventing mental retardation saves a great deal of 
money that would be spent for treatment, care, and education 
of retarded citizens by such programs as special education, 
rehabilitation services program, and Medicaid. Mental re- 
tardation caused by inherited metabolic disorders can often 
be prevented if the afflicted infant is identified and 
treated shortly after birth. Almost all Sta£es had pro- 
grams for testing a blood sample from newborn infants to 
detect phenylketonuria. Improvements were needed in many of 
these programs to reach all newborn infants. Also, only 
a limited number of States were testing for six other treat- 
able metabolic disorders which can be identified from the 
same blood sample. 
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Chromosome abnormalities are estimated to account for 
about 16 percent of the clinically caused cases of mental 
retardation. Down's syndrome, one of the commonest of such 
abnormalities, appears in about 5,000 births each year. 
Treatment of chromosome abnormalities is limited; thus, 
medical genetics concentrates on preventing retardation 
through genetic counseling and testing. However, only a 
small portion of those who could benefit from these services 
received them. Neither HEW nor the States attempted to find 
out if persons needing the service were screened or served. 
Geneticists interviewed generally thought that a dispropor- 
tionately small number of those who obtain genetic services 
were from lower socioeconomic groups. 

Federally funded family planning programs and possibly 
others could provide the needed outreach, identification, 
and services to lower income families. Federally funded 
maternity and infant care projects were referring high-risk 
clients for genetic services; however, the family planning 
programs generally did not. 

Mental retardation caused by rubella and measles can be 
prevented by aggressive vaccination programs. But, because 
rubella and measles immunization levels were low, expanded 
efforts to immunize children and test women of childbearing 
age for susceptibility to rubella were needed. Better data 
were needed on immunity levels in local areas. 

HEW estimates that 600,000 children have elevated blood 
lead levels. More widespread screening was needed to deter- 
mine the extent of the lead poisoning problem. A recent 
breakthrough in testing techniques has made it possible to 
do more testing inexpensively. However, except in certain 
known high-risk areas, lead poisoning was not recognized as 
a problem, and screening was not routinely done. Reporting 
requirements were inadequate for determining the extent of 
screening or the results in locales where screening was done. 

Mental retardation and other complications caused by Rh 
hemolytic disease can be prevented by identifying women with 
Rh negative blood types and providing them with immunoglobu- 
lin when theY bear Rh positive children or have abortions. 
Although the extent of the problem was not known, many women 
apparently were not receiving the immunoglobulin. 

States needed comprehensive systems for testing pregnant 
women for Rh incompatibility, reporting disease incidence, 
and reporting immunoglobulin utilization. Only five States 
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had mechanisms for fully monitoring Rh hemolytic disease, 
only seven required either premarital or prenatal blood typ- 
ing, and only six had special programs for reporting immuno- 
globulin use. In lieu of State laws requiring such tests, 
the family planning programs could assist by including Rh 
blood typing as a routine part of family planning services. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Encourage and support expansion of newborn screening 
to include treatable metabolic disorders in addition 
to phenylketonuria. 

(b) Encourage and assist States to cooperate to esta- 
blish cost-effective regionalized metabolic screen- 
ing programs. 

HEW has encouraged the States to expand their newborn 
screening programs, and it awarded 21 screening grants and a 
grant to Colorado to establish a regional screening program. 
HEW will need to continue to encourage and assist the States 
with their newborn screening programs. Until the recommenda- 
tions are fully implemented there will continue to be the 
loss of lives or unnecessary costs of care and treatment 
from ~a lack of detection of metabolic disorders. 

(c) Instruct CDC to determine if the incidence of Rh 
disease is lower in States having mechanisms for 
monitoring Rh disease and immunoglobulin use. If 
such surveillance mechanisms are effective, encour- 
age States to develop comprehensive systems to test 
all pregnant women for Rh incompatibility and report 
incidence of Rh hemolytic disease and use of Rh im- 
munoglobulin to CDC, thereby establishing a national 
program for monitoring the incidence of the disease. 

HEW agreed with this recommendation and pointed out that 
CDC is involved in the monitoring and surveillance of Rh 
disease. CDC offers consultation to States upon request by 
helping them determine the nature of the problem and offer- 
ing possible solutions. 

A CDC official advised us that CDC has increased its 
efforts by analyzing data and assisting States. CDC has not 
determined if the ~ncidence of Rh disease is lower in States 
having mechanisms for monitoring Rh disease and immunoglobulin 
use. By not doing this, CDC may be losing an opportunity to 
demonstrate to other States the savings possible by improved 
mechanisms for monitoring Rh disease. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(d) Require federally funded family planning and other 
appropriate programs to include rubella susceptibil- 
ity testing and immunizations, where appropriate, 
among their routine services. 

HEW originally stated that the federally funded family 
planning program would include rubella susceptibility testing. 
However, HEW has since reversed its decision and will not re- 
quire family planning grantees to routinely perform rubella 
susceptibility testing because of the cost, which ranges from 
$4 to $20. Also, HEW does not plan to require family plan- 
ning grantees to provide rubella immunizations to adolescents. 
Providers must have parental consent before immunizing minors 
and, therefore, minors seeking family planning services would 
need to obtain parental consent, thus losing confidentiality. 
HEW will require family planning grantees to obtain and docu- 
ment immunization history and refer adolescents elsewhere for 
immunization. By not implementing this recommendation, more 
women will continue to be at risk of contracting rubella 
during pregnancy and having retarded children. 

(e) Require federally supported family planning programs 
to include Rh blood typing as a routine part of 
family planning services. 

Although HEW originally agreed with our recommendation 
and had planned to implement it, it has now decided that Rh 
blood typing will not become a routine part of family plan- 
ning services. HEW officials advised us that Rh blood typing 
requires testing both male and female partners. Because many 
unmarried females frequently change partners and do not desire 
pregnancy, it would not be cost effective to require family 
planning grantees to provide this service to all clients 
routinely. Rh blood typing will be required for persons 
seeking infertility services and for women who want to become 
pregnant. 

We continue to believe that, since family planning 
clients received blood tests as a routine service, blood 
typing could be done at very little additional expense. This 
information should be a part of a woman's basic health knowl- 
edge, especially since the chances are 85 to 95 percent that 
the male partner will be Rh positive. A CDC official stated 
that the greatest Rh problems occur after abortions. There- 
fore, since (I) most family planning clients do not wish 
to become pregnant, (2) almost 30 percent of clients are 
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teenagers, and (3) a high proportion of teenage pregnancies 
result in abortions, these clients would appear to need such 
information. We, therefore, believe our recommendation is 
still valid and should be completely implemented. By not 
implementing the recommendation, family planning clients may 
not be aware of the risks they may face. 

(f) Direct federally supported family planning programs 
to routinely include screening for individuals who 
are "high risk" for genetic disorders and refer 
such individuals to diagnostic and counseling 
services. 

HEW concurred in principlewith our recommendation but 
stated that universal screening could not be mandated until 
more capacity for effective screening and counseling is 
available. Family Planning Program Guidelines recommend 
these as clinic services where available. We agree that 
identification of high risk clients may not be feasible if 
diagnostic and counseling services are not available; how- 
ever, to the extent such services are available and referral 
services are not provided, high risk clients may continue to 
be unaware of the need for or availability of such services. 

56. TITLE: "Review of Grant Funds Awarded to The Counseling 
" HRD-78-33, Dec 21, 1977 Center, Bangor, Maine, • • 

FINDINGS-. 

We reviewed theuse of Federal funds by the Counseling 
Center (a community mental health center) at the request of 
Senator William Hathaway. We found that the Center's finan- 
cial management practices and procedures were inadequate-- 
especially its timekeeping, payroll, and cost allocation 
systems. Prior to July 1977 the Center did not segregate 
grant revenues and expensesby program. TheCenter's time- 
keeping system was still not used to support its payroll at 
the time of our review. 

We also found that the Center overcharged Federal grants 
by about $81,000 for the periods we reviewed. Most of the 
overcharge was caused by reporting as expenditures the amounts 
in the grant applications when the Center's actual expendi- 
tures were less. 
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RECOMMENDATION: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Require that an audit be made of the grants not 
covered by our review and that the overcharges 
discussed in the report be recovered. 

The HEW Audit Agency has begun reviewing all grants to 
the Center. Action to collect the overpayments identified 
in our review has been postponed until the current audit is 
completed. When the audit is completed, the overpayments 
will be collected. 

57. TITLE: "Are Enough Physicians of the Right Types 
Trained in the United States," HRD-77-92, 
May 16, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

No system exists in the United States for assuring that 
the number and type of physicians trained is consistent with 
or related to the approximate number needed. Instead, deci- 
sions on the types and sizes of graduate medical training 
programs are usually made by individual program directors in 
the hundreds of medical schools and hospitals located through- 
out the Nation based on the availability of funds, the need 
to provide balanced training within a medical school, and the 
patient care needs of training institutions. 

Under the present medical education system, it appears 
that too many physicians are being trained within certain 
specialities (such as surgery, cardiology, neurosurgery, and 
urology) and too few are being trained as primary care physi- 
cians. 

Moreover, considerable debate continues over whether a 
sufficient aggregate supply of physicians exists in the 
United States. Some believe there are not enough physicians 
in the Nation, while others believe the country may soon be 
producing more physicians than it needs. 

In addition, - VA by law is moving to increase the number 
of medical schools and the aggregate supply of physicians at 
a time when concern is growing that the United States may 
soon have too many physicians. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) The Secretary, HEW, should meet with representatives 
of the Coordinating Council on Medical Education 
(CCME) and explore the possibility of its engaging 
in national studies of physician and physician ex- 
tender manpower supply and requirements under a 
mutually agreeable contractual arangement. HEW's 
Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Com- 
mittee should (i) play an active role in monitoring 
their progress and (2) review indepth the Coordi- 
nating Council's completed studies and provide the 
Secretary with its detailed comments and recommen- 
dations. At a minimum, these studies should involve 
the collection and analysis of the following types 
of data: morbidity and mortality information; num- 
ber and type of patients seeking physician care in 
various specialties; number, ages, and geographic 
location of practicing physicians by specialty and 
subspecialty; numbers and types of procedures ac- 
tually performed by physicians in various subspe- 
cialties; the ways various specialists interrelate; 
number of physician extenders and other types of 
paraprofessionals entering the medical field and 
the duties they perform; likely imminent changes in 
the various specialties because of technological 
breakthroughs; and reimbursement mechanisms, pos- 
sible changes thereto, andtheir impact on physician 
specialty choices. 

On March 17, 1979, HEW commented that it concurred in 
the need to work with the Coordinating Council on Medical 
Education, but it stated that, in HEW's view, the Coordinat- 
ing Council is not the only appropriate source for conducting 
the studies and analyses needed to determine an appropriate 
supply of physician specialists. However, HEW stated it will 
continue to meet with the Coordinating Council on areas of 
mutual interest in exploring the Nation's need for physicians, 
and will obtain the assistance of the Coordinating Council, 
as well as other appropriate professional organizations, in 
the process related to this issue. 

HEW, through its Graduate Medical Education National 
Advisory Committee, is currently engaged in conducting studies 
of the future supply and requirements for physicians and 
physician extenders (among other issues), and their final 
report, expected in 1980, will include recommendations and 
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short- and long-term strategies for changing medical manpower 
production. HEW agreed that it should solicit viewpoints of 
the Coordinating Council, as well as other interested bodies, 
in their process. 

Until these studies are finalized, HEW cannot ensure 
that the number and type of physicians being trained in the 
United States are consistent with the approximate number 
needed. 

(b) Until the overall need for additional physicians is 
more precisely determined, the Congress should ex- 
plore whether it wants the Veterans Administration 
to continue providing Federal grants either to estab- 
lish new medical schools or increase thecapacity of 
existing ones, as provided under Public Law 92-541. 

Commenting on the draft report, the VA Administrator 
stated that, after clearance is obtained from OMB, VA plans 
to request deletion under Public Law 92-541 for support of 
both new medical schools and the expansion of existing ones. 
VA did submit a legislative proposal to substantially amend 
extension of Public Law 92-541 authorities. Specifically, 
in its fiscal year 1980 budget submission, VA did not propose 
an extension of the legislative authority for this program-- 
which expires on September 30, 1979. It is unclear at this 
time, however, what action the Congress will take in this 
regard. 

Until this issue is resolved, VA's staff training pro- 
grams may contribute to what many believe will be an excess 
supply of physicians in the United States. It should be 
noted that a similar recommendation to the Congress was made 
in another report, "The VA Health Manpower Assistance Program: 
Goals, Progress, and Shortcomings" (HRD-79-8, Mar. 6, 1979). 

58. TITLE: "Are Neighborhood Health Centers Providing 
~Services Efficiently and to the Most Needy?" 
HRD-77-124, June 20, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Centers are overstaffed for the number of patients being 
treated. This underuse of physicians, dentists, support per- 
sonnel, and services is costing the six centers reviewed more 
than $i million annually. HEW records indicate that many 
other centers have similar costly inefficiencies. Anticipated 
patient demand on which staff levels were originally based 
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has not materialized, and staffs have not been reduced to 
levels consistent with demand. 

Demand for health services from the 112 neighborhood 
health centers funded by HEW is not likely to increase beyond 
present levels, and demand could decline because the popula- 
tion growth of the areas that the centers serve has either 
stabilized or other sources of health care have become avail- 
able. 

HEW has not made sure that centers are serving residents 
of medically underserved areas. HEW does not know the number 
and percentage of users of the centers who live in these 
areas. 

HEW no longer requires centers to become financially 
self-sufficient. However, its emphasis on having centers 
obtain as much revenue as possible from non-Federal sources 
may be having an adverse effect on the main objective--serving 
the medically underserved. Some centers have dropped boundary 
and residency requirements to attract patients who can pay 
for their services. 

The Public Health Service Act requires centers to provide 
preventive health care services. Patient responsiveness--the 
basic ingredient necessary for success--is lacking. Most 
patients use the health centers for curing illness, not for 
prevention. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Develop criteria for measuring the productivity of 
dentists. 

HEW concurred with this recommendation, and it has stated 
that it established productivity criteria for dentists, a 
part of which is a new ratio of one dental provider for every 
1,000 to 1,500 patients. HEW also stated it has begun test- 
ing the criteria. 

We do not know if the ratio is appropriate, but HEW's 
study should provide an answer. When appropriate criteria is 
applied, dental provider staffing levels will be consistent 
with patient demand. 

(b) Continue to encourage and assist centers to bill 
and collect money when it is due them and make 
sure that centers concentrate on serving the 

C 
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medically underserved rather than seeking to serve 
patients in other areas that do not have a short" 
age of personal health services simply to increase 
revenue. 

HEW concurred with this recommendation. In fiscal year 
1979 it plans to devote an estimated one-third of its tech- 
nical assistance contract efforts for the centers to project 
financial management. Major emphasis will be on such things 
as the development of accounts receivable systems. This 
should improve collection efforts. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(c) Better enforce compliance with existing productivity 
and staff size criteria. 

Although HEW concurred with this recommendation and 
stated that it had changed its physician productivity indi- 
cator from 2.7 encounters per hour to 4,200 encounters per 
year, this change will not affect productivity and staff 
size. A physician working 220 days per year, 7 hours per 
day, and treating 2.7 patients pe r hour would have about 
4,200 encounters per year and, thus, no real change has 
occurred in the staffing criteria. As a result, excess 
staffing levels and the resultant excess operating costs 
will continue. The unnecessary staffing costs could total 
as much as $4.2 million. 

(d) In addition to using cost criteria to control 
supporting and general service costs, assure close 
evaluation of the reasonableness of such costs at 
each center in relatfon to the level of service 
provided. 

HEW concurred and stated that the sum of administrative 
housekeeping and maintenance costs should not exceed 20 per- 
cent of total operating costs instead of the former 25 per - 
cent. HEW stated also that it changed the ratio of medical 
support staff to the number of physicians from 4 to 1 ~ to 
3 to 2. We have noted that, although both of these criteria 
imply a closer scrutiny to accomplish increased efficiency, 
certain cost elements previously included in calculating the 
25-percent factor were excluded from consideration (HEW 
lowered the percent but also lowered the pool of cost ele- 
ments to be considered in calculating the percent). Wealso 
noted that, in regard to the medical support staff to physi- 
cian ratio, HEW similarly removed certain categories of staff 
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from consideration in determining the number of medical 
support staff. Therefore, excess administrative housekeep- 
ing and maintenance costs continue. 

(e) Compile and maintain records to identify the number 
of center registrants who live in medically under- 
served areas and identify centers whose registrant 
workload is not primarily from those areas. 

(f) Stop funding centers which serve only or primarily 
people who do not live in medically underserved 
areas, particularly where the residents have access 

.to other health care providers. Funds to centers 
should be reallocat~d to medically underserved areas 
whose residents will be the center's primary work- 
load, so asto achieve the greatest coverage with 
resources available. 

HEW does not concur with these recommendations. HEW 
contends that it would not be cost beneficial to promulgate 
a series of data gathering and maintenance requirements to 
verify that community health centers serve medicallly under- 
served areas. In addition, HEW contends that it should 
serve individuals in need of medical services regardless of 
whether or not they live in an area designated as medically 
underserved. 

We believe that collection of such data would be cost 
beneficial in allocating available funds to meet the health 
needs of residents in underserved areas who have little or 
no access to health care. We also believe that such data 
will provide information to assure that the centers serve 
the population intended by the Congress. 

(g) ~Have health centers promote participation of the 
center users in preventive health care services. 

(h) Use some health centers as sites for demonstration 
projects authorized under the recently enacted 
National Consumer Health Information and Health 
Promotion Act of 1976. 

HEW concurred with these recommendations when comment- 
ing on a draft of the report and stated that it plans to 
actively pursue these efforts. However, it has not initiated 
any action, and the benefits of preventive health services 
are not being realized to the extent possible. 
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We still believe it would be cost beneficial for HEW to 
concentrate the use of its resources for residents of those 
areas in which there is no or limited access to health 
services. 

59. TITLE: "Can Health Maintenance Organizations Be 
Successful? An Analysis of 14 Federally 
Qualified HMOs," HRD-78-125, June 30, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

Our review showed that, although relationships with 
related organizations may aid HMOs by providing financial 
assistance or entrepreneural initiative, the relationships 
may also present opportunities for abuse. 

HEW was slow to issue final regulations and guidelines 
for implementing and enforcing requirements of the HMO Act, 
as amended. HEW also had not issued a formal, uniform 
loan policy for administering the loan program. 

Bills pending in the Congress at the time of our review 
required HEW to determine Medicare and Medicaid payments to 
HMOs by estimating (i) the cost of providing Medicare and 
Medicaid services in the fee-for-service sector in each 
HMO's service area and (2) a community rate for each HMO, 
adjusted for age and sex characteristics. Our review 
questioned HEW's ability to make these estimates. In the 
first instance, HEW's Medicare and Medicaid cost data were 
as much as 2 years old. And in the second instance, HEW 
had not issued any guidelines to translate the act's commun- 
ity rating requirement into a rate structure. Also, HEW 
appeared to be unable to monitor the activities of HMOs 
serving Medicare and Medicaid enrollees because HEW had not 
developed an effective compliance function. We found in- 
adequacies in planning, marketing management, financial 

management, and utilization control among developing HMOs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

(a) Issue in final form all regulations and guidelines 
needed to administer the nationwide HMO program, 
more effectively and uniformly, particularly for 
compliance, open enrollment, community rating, and 
fraud and abuse. 
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HEW has made progress toward issuing final regulations 
and guidelines needed to administer the nationwide HMO pro- 
gram. For example, final regulations on monitoring HMOs in 
light of the HMO Amendments of 1976 were published on 
July 25, 1978. Also, HEW published an HMO Compliance Plan 
on February i, 1979. 

Proposed regulations were issued on September Ii, 1978, 
concerning open enrollment and community rating, among other 
things. They were revised and published as interim regula- 
tions on July 18, 1979. 

Guidelines on open enrollment were being revised, but 
according to an HEW official they could not be completed in 
conjunction with corresponding regulations because there were 
numerous, complex issues to be resolved. A policy paper on 
community rating has been approved by the HEW Office of 
General Counsel and will be available when the revised regu- 
lations are published to provide additional guidance on the 
subject. Regulations are~being prepared concerning financial 
disclosure requirements, and the HMO Compliance Plan addresses 
the detection and correction of abuses such as unreasonable 
payments to parties in interest, unethical marketing prac- 
tices, and the fraudulent diversion or misallocation of funds. 
According to an HEW official, HMO staff are working with 
staff from HCFA to develop standards for detecting unethical 
practices of HMOs serving Medicaid clients. 

Despite HEW's progress, most regulations and guidelines 
needed to operate the HMO programs are still not final. 
Consequently, the program continues to lack clear, uniform 
guidance on matters vital to its efficient and effective 
operation. 

(b) Issue a formal, uniform loan policy for administer- 
ing the loan program. 

HEW published the first part of a Loan and Loan Guaran- 
tee Manual on April 26, 1979. The first issuance contained 
chapters on general provisions for operating loans and loan 
guarantees, loan monitoring, and defaults and remedies. 
Chapters concerning special provisions for direct loans and 
loan guarantees, and general provisions for planning and 
initial development loan guarantees and for loans and loan 
guarantees to finance the acquisition and construction of 
ambulatory health care facilities, still remain to be pub- 
lished. HEW's target date for completing the manual was 
August 31, 1979. In the meantime, no consistent policy 
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guidance will be available on the issues contained in the 
sections still unpublished. \ 

(c) The Congress should defer action on proposals that 
would institute new methods to pay HMOs for services 
provided to Medicare and Medicaid clients because 
HEW has not (i) demonstrated that it can accurately 
determine feerfor-service costs per enrollee, 
(2) issued community rating guidelines, or (3) estab- 
lished an effective compliance function. 

The HMO Amendments of 1978 require the Secretary to 
promulgate regulations regarding the enrollment of members 
who are entitled to Medicaid benefits. The HMO Offices' 
position has been that HCFA should assume lead responsibil- 
ity for preparing the regulations. According to an HMO 
official, the two agencies have been cooperating on the 
project. 

The 1978 amendments did not institute new payment methods 
for Medicaid clients. Also, as noted in connection with 
recommendation (b), HEW has prepared community rating guide- 
lines and has improved its compliance function. However, 
the adequacy of its new compliance function has not yet been 
tested. 

RECOMMENDATION: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(d) The Congress should defer action on proposals to 
increase total loans available to individual HMOs 
until HEW demonstrates that it can effectively 
administer the existing loan program by developing 
a formal uniform loan policy and establishing an 
effective compliance function. 

The HMO Amendments of 1978 increased the ceiling on 
operating loans from $2.5 million to $4 million, and it au- 
thorized a new loan program for acquiring and/or constructing 
outpatient care facilities. Since our report was issued in 
June 1978, HEW has published a substantial part of its loan 
manual and has improved its compliance function. However, 
HEW still cannot assure that HMO loan funds are being used 
effectively and efficiently. 
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60. TITLE: "Status of the Implementation of the National 
Health Planning and Resources Development Act 
of 1974," HRD-77-157, Nov. 2, 1978. 

FINDINGS: 

The primary purpose of the National Health Planning and 
Resources Development Act are to (I) restrain increases in 
health care costs through preventing the construction of 
unneeded facilities and the unnecessary duplication of cap- 
abilities to perform expensive services and (2) increase 
access to the health care system. HEW was slow to promul- 
gate and finalize program regulations and guidelines needed 
by local and State health planning agencies to carry out 
functions required by the act. In States having a statewide 
health system agency, conflicts were evident because both 
the State health planning agency and the health systems 
agency have similar responsibilities and cover the same geo- 
graphic area. Also, considerable concern had been expressed 
about the compatability of the Act's two major goals--cost 
containment and increased access to health care. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: NOT IMPLEMENTED 

(a) The Congress should also amend the National Health 
Planning and Resources Development Act to provide 
for Health Systems Agency and State Health Planning 
and Development Agency review of proposed projects 
involving Federal health facilities and equipment 
and require their recommendations regarding the 
appropriateness of the projects be sent to the 
cognizant Federal agencies. Federal agencies 
should be required to provide these recommenda- 
tions, along with their written responses, to 
congressional committees before any decisions are 
made to fund a project. Specific legislative 
language regarding these changes will be furnished 
to the appropriate committees upon request. 

Attempts have been made by several Members of Congress 
to amend the act to provide for health systems agency review 
of changes to the Federal health system. Each of these 
attempts has been unsuccessful. 

We still believe that this recommendation should be 
implemented and that it would have an effect on the cost of 
the health care system. It would potentially reduce dupli- 
cation of services between the Federal and non-Federal sectors 
and result in a more efficient and economical overall health 
care system. 
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A LIST OF FEDERAL DIRECT HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEM 

COST CONTROL RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN FULLY 

OR SUBSTANTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

Presented below is a list of our recommendations related 
to the Federal direct health delivery systems of DOD, HEW, 
and VA, which have been fully or substantially implemented 
by the Congress or the responsible agencies. The conditions 
which led us to make the recommendations and the benefits 
derived from implementation are also discussed. 

(1,2) Planning for the proper size for proposed construction 
projects of military hospitals did not reflect the 
actual or expected use patterns. We recommended that 
the Congress provide policy guidance concerning (i) 
for whose use new military hospitals should be built 
(that is, active-duty personnel, retired personnel, 
and/or dependents) and (2) to what extent, if any, 
should DOD's beneficiary population be required to 
use excess acute care bed capacity at other nearby 
Federal hospitals. (MWD-76-117, Apr. 7, 1976) In 
July 1976 the Congress gave DOD certain guidance on 
how to determine the number of acute care beds needed 
for active-duty personnel and their dependents, 
the bed capacity for other eligible beneficiaries, 
and the coordination needed between the Federal and 
civilian health care systems. In another report 
(HRD-77-5, Nov. 18, 1976) we recommended that DOD act 
promptly to develop specific instructions to imple- 
ment the congressional policy guidance. In February 
1977 DOD instructed the respective military departments 
to size military medical facilities based on a hospital 
sizing model developed by us. Additional facilities 
were allowed for dependents of active-duty soldiers 
when other adequate health facilities were not avail- 
able locally or when the marginal cost of providing 
inhouse care to these beneficiaries was favorable 
relative to costs under the health insurance program 
for dependents. Also, DOD reaffirmed its methodology 
for planning the bed capacity for retirees and their 
dependents. These actions by the Congress and DOD 
will have a significant and recurring long-range 
effect on the future construction costs of DOD health 
care facilities. 
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(3,4) 

(5) 

(6-8) 

There were indications that Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands were getting a disproportionate share 
of VA's medical care resources. The VA medical pro- 
gram in these locations was largely benefiting vet- 
erans with nonservice-connected illnesses. Conse- 
quently, many patients with service-connected dis- 
abilities were in contract hospitals with little 
monitoring by VA to insure quality of care. We 
recommended that the Congress clarify its position 

on the type and extent of limitations which should be 
imposed on the use of contract hospitals in Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands. The Congress enacted 
Public Law 95-520, which clarified its position on VA's 
authority to provide contract care for Veterans and 
for nonservice-connected disabilities in Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands. We also recommended that VA 
closely monitor the fee basis and contract hospital 
programs in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands to 
insure that veterans receive quality care and that 
VA paid only for services received. VA implemented 
this recommendation. These actions should help VA 
better plan health resources needed in Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands. (HRD-78-84, Mar. 30, 1978.) 

Using the planning criteria for sizing military 
hospitals of four beds per 1,000 active-duty members 
and their dependents would have resulted in the con- 
struction of a new San Diego Naval Hospital whose 
capacity would have been about 900 acute care beds 
and would have far exceeded expected medical needs. 
We recommended that DOD withdraw its hospital sizing 
criteria and implement a planning methodology that 
utilizes average lengths of stay and that uses figures 
to project acute care bed requirements. DOD has 
adopted our model for sizing its hospitals, and it has 
incorporated recent refinements we made to the model 
during our review of VA's hospital sizing activities. 
DOD is planning to request funding for a new San Diego 
hospital containing 560 acute care beds. No cost esti- 
mates are available on either the savings in construc- 
tion costs or annual operating costs directly attribut- 
able to DOD's use of the model in sizing the facility. 
(MWD-76-117, Apr. 7, 1976.) 

The New Orleans Naval Hospital was being greatly 
underused, and the potential for increasing its mili- 
tary use to a viable level was virtually nonexistent 
because of the small number of military beneficiaries 
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(9) 

(lO) 

(ll) 

in the New Orleans area. We recommended(l) discon- 
tinuing both inpatient and outpatient medical services 
at the facility, (2) implementing necessary action 
to provide outpatient care at another nearby Federal 
facility, and (3) thoroughly evaluating other poten- 
tial uses for the naval hospital. DOD implemented our 
recommendations. As a consequence, annual savings of 
$2.4 million in operating expenses were made possible 
by closing the unneeded New Orleans Naval Hospital. 
In addition, increased lease income of about $44 mil- 
lion to the Government is possible if the current 
lease of the facility to a private medical concern 
continues for a 25-year period. (HRD-78-71, May 15, 
1978".) 

Military hospitals were dissatisfied with the quality 
of X-ray film stocked by the Defense Personnel Support 
Center. We recommended that DOD determine, with appro- 
priate input from radiologists, the quality of film to 
be used and that it use large-volume, central procure- 
ment for X-ray film if money could be saved. DOD imple- 
mented our recommendation by entering into DOD-wide 
contractual agreements with several manufacturers of 
X-ray film. These central procurement/direct vendor 
delivery of X-ray film contracts resulted in annual 
savings of about $780,000, according to an estimate 
by an official of the Defense Personnel Support Center. 
(MWD-76-75, Jan. 15, 1976.) 

DOD's urinalysis testing program required individuals 
to provide urine samples under observation to be tested 
for the presence of certain drugs. The program was 
uncovering a relatively small number of illegal users. 
We recommended that DOD reevaluate its use of the 
random urinalysis testing program. In September 1976 
the Congress directed DOD to discontinue its random 
urinalysis testing program. Recurring annual savings 
of millions of dollars occurred because DOD dis- 
continued its random urinalysis testing program. 
(MWD-76-99, Apr. 8, 1976.) 

The cost of providing care to civilian burn victims 
at the U.S~ Army Institute of Surgical Research was 
far greater than the reimbursement rate of $168 per 
day. We recommended establishment and implementation 
of a reimbursement rate for civilian patients which 
more closely approximated the full cost of the care 
provided. In October 1978 DOD implemented a revised 
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(12) 

(13) 

(14- 
18) 

rate of $634 per day. This rate resulted in estimated 
annual increases in revenue of about $2.2 million. 
('HRD-77-156, Sept. 29, 1977.) 

A system of control and accountability over military 
drug inventories at the pharmacy level was necessary. 
Hospital managers then could safeguard assets which-- 
although individually small in value--collectively 
represented a large investment by the hospitals and 
and DOD. We recommended that the military medical 
departments determine the adequacy of ~controls over 
their pharmacies' drug inventories and take steps to 
initiate control systems at those facilities where 
they were lacking. As a result, DOD has required the 
military departments to improve inventory control 
methods in military pharmacies. According to the 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health 
Affairs), compliance with this requirement is routinely 
being checked by internal audits and inspection re- 
views. This action should improve the control of and 
accountability for about 95 percent of the drugs 
dispensed in military pharmacies. (MWD-76-27, 
Oct. 28, 1975.) 

A review of certain hospital construction projects 
proposed for funding by IHS in the Navajo area indi- 
cated that the methodology usedto determine the 
number of beds required at each facility would result 
in the construction of too many beds. Because IHS 
uses the same methodology to size other hospitals 
throughout its system, similar problems probably 
existed elsewhere. We recommended that the Senate 
Subcommittee on the Department of the Interior and 
Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations should 
delay recommending appropriations of funds for any 
IHS hospital project until IHS could explain why expan- 
sion of existing underused facilities was necessary. 
IHS has reduced the number of beds planned for health 
care facilities in the Navajo area from 849 to 553. 
This action resulted in a $8.4 million savings in 
contruction costs and a recurring annual savings of 
$2.8 million in operating costs. (HRD-77"II2, May 31, 
1977.) 

St. Elizabeths Hospital had a wide range of program 
weaknesses caused by a lack of effective planning, 
coordination, and agreement on how to best provide 
mental health services to District of Columbia resi- 
dents. W e recommended specific changes in many 
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(19) 

program areas. HEW, District of Columbia, and St. 
Elizabeths Hospital officials fully or substantially 
implemented several of the recommendations; this 
should improve the cost effectiveness of the opera- 
tional management of St. Elizabeths Hospital. 
Included in these actions were: 

(a) Completion of a cost-benefit analysis to determine 
if it would be more cost-effective to contract out 
at least some of the services. Contracting for cer- 
tain services should save about $2 million annually. 

(b) Establishment of criteria and guidelines for 
identifying patients ready for release to less 
costly community facilities. 

(c) Completion of a comprehensive study of hospital 
procurement operations and subsequent implementa- 
tion of certain improve d procurement management 
actions. 

(d) Increased efforts to comply with property control 
i n s t r u c t i o n s .  

(e) Increased rents for employee housing and perform- 
ance of only authorized maintenance work. 
(HRD-78-31, Sept. 27, 1978.) 

In Hawaii, three Federal agencies (DOD, VA, and HEW) 
were responsible in fiscal year 1977 for providing 
health care to a beneficiary population of about 
230,000 persons. The Army, in its planning for an 
estimated $120 million renovation and construction 
project at the Triplet Army Medical Center--the only 
Federal hospital in Hawaii--needed to improve its 
coordination with other health care providers in 
Hawaii. In this way, Triplet would be more capable of 
serving as the State's only Federal hospital and as 
a useful partner in the State's health care community. 
We recommended that the Army, in its plans for re- 
novating the Tripler facility, keep other Federal and 
State health care officials appraised of the plans and 
give full consideration to their comments. Improved 
coordination among Federal agencies on this matter 
has progressed to the point that DOD has stated that 
the Tripler renovation will specificially provide 
for VA!s needs. (HRD-78-99, May 22, 1978.) 
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(20) 

(21, 
22) 

(23) 

VA's program to furnish medical equipment (such as 
wheelchairs and hospital beds) was unnecessarily 
costly. This condition existed because the VA Central 
Office staff had not (i) adequately evaluated equip- 
ment activities in the field nor (2) provided adequate 
guidelines to the hospitals on how equipment loan 
versus issue determinations should be made. We recom- 
mended the initiation of a systemwide study to deter- 
mine the extent and effectiveness of VA's equipment- 
loaning activities. From fiscal year 1975 to fiscal 
year 1978, VA's increased emphasis on loaning equip- 
ment instead of purchasing it for permanent issue to 
patients resulted in 42,000 items valued at over $7 
million being loaned and subsequently recycled for 
use by other patients. (MWD-75-104, July 21, 1975.) 

The VA domiciliary program provides housing, medical 
treatment, food, clothing, and other services to 
eligible disabled, ambulatory veterans residing in 
VA facilities called "domiciliaries." Because of 
inadequate management by the VA Central Office, 
domiciliaries did not properly consider whether vet- 
erans should receive another type of care. We recom- 
mended that VA domiciliaries be required to (i) properly 
apply VA's admission criteria, including consideration 
of alternatives to domiciliary admission for those not 
needing such care and (2) identify domiciled veterans 
with potential to return to community living and de- 
velop individualized restoration goals and plans re- 
quiring greater use of community resources. In Decem- 
ber 1977, the VA Administrator stated that, in line 
with the start of a new concept in caring for aged 
veterans, VA domiciliaries would not only provide 
the support necessary for veterans to recover their 
independence, but it would also offer incentives for 
their return to the community. In this regard, he 
stated that veterans with sufficient income to defray 
costs would be using the community care (foster home) 
program as an alternative to domiciliary admission. 
In addition, he stated that the domiciliary program 
would emphasize rehabilita£ion rather than custodial 
care. (HRD-77-69, Sept. 21, 1977.) 

An evaluation of VA's management and planning of 
its kidney transplant program revealed that most 
VA kidney transplant units were underused during fis- 
cal year 1972. One hospital, over a 3-year period, 
performed only two transplants. We recommended that 
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VA evaluate its entire kidney transplant program to 
determine the number and location of transplant cen- 
ters. and discontinue services which do not meet the 
VA workload criteria. VA terminated funding for the 
unit at the one medical center we had identified. Over 
a 3-year period, this medical center had received 
$465,000 for its kidney transplant unit. (B-133044, 
June 19, 1974.) 
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A LIST OF HEALTH FINANCING PROGRAM 

COST CONTROL RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH HAVE 

BEEN FULLY OR SUBSTANTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

Below is a list of our recommendations related to the 
health financing programs of DOD, HEW, and OPM which have 
been fully or substantially implemented by the Congress or 
the responsible agencies. The conditions which lead us to 
make the recommendations and the benefits derived from imple- 
mentation are also discussed. 

(1,2, Home health care is a generally less expensive mode 
of care than institutionalization, and we found that 
the availability of this alternative to Medicare 
beneficiaries was being adversely affected because 
Medicare claims paying agents were retroactively 
denying payment for such services; that is, denying 
payment after the services had been provided because 
claims paying agents began to apply a stricter inter- 
pretation of program coverage requirements. We recom- 
mended three actions to reduce or eliminate the re- 
troactive denial problem: (i) assure effective and 
uniform interpretation of existing home health care 
coverage guidelines, (2) assure more uniformity in 
the claims payment screening criteria for home health 
care, and (3) establish regulations for advance ap- 
proval of home health care as authorized by the Social 
Security Amendments of 1972. HEW did promulgate the 
advance approval regulations and took some actions in 
response to the other recommendations. In following 
up on the retroactive denial problem area in 1977, we 
found that problems between intermediaries and providers 
on whether and to what extent home health services are 
covered have largely been resolved. Denials of claims 
were minimal. This should have resulted in increased 
availability of home health care to Medicare bene- 
ficiaries and, thereby, helped contain overall Medicare 
program costs. In 1974 about 333,000 Medicare bene- 
ficiaries received home health services, while during 
1977 about 690,000 beneficiaries will receive home 
health care. (B-164031(3), July 9, 1974.) 

(4) The potential for home health care to be an effective 
alternative to institutionalization of Medicaid recip- 
ients was not being fully utilized because HEW had 
not provided sufficient guidance to the States on the 
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(5) 

(6,7) 

(8) 

program's objectives and scope. We recommended that 
HEW emphasize to the States that home health care 
should be used when it is less expensive than insti- 
tutionalization and meets the patient's needs; HEW 
took action to do so. Medicaid payments for home health 
care increased from about $25 million in fiscal year 
1973 to about $179 million in fiscal year 1977. We do 
not know how much institutional care was avoided by 
the increased use of home health care, but it is pro- 
bably substantial. (B-164031(3), July 9, 1974.) 

Medicare intermediaries were allowing widely varying, 
and often excessive, amounts for compensation for 
health facility owners who worked at the facility 
because HEW had not adequately defined how such com- 
pensation determinations should be made. We recom- 
mended that HEW establish more definitive guidelines 
and criteria for intermediaries, and HEW did so. Deter- 
minations of reasonable owner's compensation should 
now be consistently and accurately made. 
(B-164031(4), Aug. 16, 1974.) 

A primary purpose of using HMOs under Medicaid was to 
decrease program costs; however, because of the methods 
used to determine HMO payment rates, there was no as- 
surance that this purpose was being realized. We recom- 
mended that HEW provide guidance to the States on how 
to determine HMO rates, and that it require States to 
document the basis for HMO rates. We also recommended 
that HEW establish a surveillance mechanism to ensure 
that HMOs are not overpaid by Medicaid. In 1975 HEW 
issued regulations requiring States to document the 
basis for HMO rates, and in 1978 it provided States 
with guidance on how to determine appropriate HMO rates. 
The 1975 regulations also required States to obtain 
advance approval of HMO contracts exceeding $100,000. 
One of the items reviewed before approval is the rea- 
sonableness of the HMO rate. These actions should help 
assure that potential savings from using HMOs under 
~edicaid are realized. (B-164031(3), Sept. i0, 1974.) 

We used a number of information systems containing 
data on personal income and/or benefits such as those 
of SSA, DOD, VA, and State labor departments, and found 
that 14 of 50 Medicaid recipients were ineligible. 
We recommended that HEW consider having the States 
use these other income information sources when deter- 
mining Medicaid eligibility and conducting eligibility 
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quality control reviews. Most States now routinely 
use other income information systems not only for 
Medicaid but for AFDC, and we believe this has contri- 
buted significantly to a decrease in the number of 
erroneous eligibility determinations. (B-164031(3), 
Sept. 20, 1974.) 

(9-16) We found that Medicaid's early and periodic screening, 
diagnosis, and treatment program--a preventive health 
program for children which was expected to lower, in 
the long run, overall Medicaid costs--was not working 
effectively. We made eight recommendations to improve 
the program, and HEW took actions to implement all 
of them. The benefits of preventive medicine are now 
being received by many more children. (MWD-75-13, 
Jan. 9, 1975.) 

(17- 
19) 

Investigation of fraud and abuse in Medicaid and Medi- 
care was not adequately coordinated at the Federal 
level. State Medicaid program management in general, 
and fraud and abuse control programs in particular, 
were not adequately monitored by HEW, nor did it pro- 
vide adequate technical assistance to the States to 
help them correct problems. States did not coordinate 
their investigations with Medicare; and HEW was not 
penalizing States, as required by law, for failing to 
have effective institutional utilization review 
programs--a primary means of controlling program abuse. 
We made recommendations to correct all these problems. 
As a result, HEW has one unit within HCFA charged with 
fraud and abuse control for Medicaid and Medicare. 
HEW is also now conducting State Medicaid management 
assessment reviews and program integrity reviews to 
identify State management problems and to assist States 
in overcoming them. In addition, there is more coor- 
dination between State Medicaid investigations and 
Federal Medicare investigations. Finally, HEW now 
penalizes States not meeting utilization review require- 
ments. All of these changes should improve the effec- 
tiveness of Medicare and Medicaid fraud and abuse con- 
trol efforts and, thereby, control program costs. 
(MWD-75-74, Apr. 14, 1975.) 

(20) Many members of hospitals' governing boards and key 
hospital employees had overlapping interests with 
firms the hospitals did business with, which could 
detrimentally affect hospital costs and general admin- 
istration. We suggested that the Congress require 
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(21- 
23) 

(24) 

(25) 

hospitals to publicly disclose any such overlaps of 
interest. Section 3 of Public Law 95-142 requires 
hospitals to disclose to HEW or the States informa- 
tion on dealings between hospitals and firms with 
which the hospital's board members and certain key 
employees are connected. Such additional information 
should make it easier for HEW and the States to deter- 
mine the reasonableness of dealings between hospitals 
and these other firms. (MWD-75-73, Apr. 30, 1975.) 

Many people Who could have safely dialyzed at home 
were being dialyzed in facilities. Based on 1972 
costs, it was at least $15,000 a year less costly to 
dialyze at home than at a facility. We made two 
recommendations to HEW and one to the Congress 
designed to encourage renal disease patients to 
dialyze at home. Public Law 95-292 met the thrust 
of our recommendations by providing reimbursement 
incentives to patients to dialyze at home. 
(MWD-75-53, June 24, 1975.) 

Not enough cadaver kidneys were being donated to meet 
the demand for transplants. Also, because our other 
recommendation in the report designed to encourage 
transplants was implemented, the demand for cadaver 
kidneys should increase. We recommended that HEW take 
action to encourage more cadaver kidney donations. 
HEW took a number of actions to implement this 
recommendation. The number of cadaver kidney dona- 
tions has increased about 18 percent from fiscal 
year 1976 to 1978. (MWD-75-53, June 24, 1975.) 

Patients whose kidney transplants failed after more 
than 12 months had to have a 3-month waiting period 
before they could become eligible again for Medicare. 

The patient was liable for the costs associated with 
the failure and any dialysis needed during the wait- 
ing period. This served as a disincentive toward 
patients obtaining transplants, which usually are a 
much less costly method of treating renal disease 
than long-term dialysis. We recommended that the 
Congress amend the law to remove this waiting period 
requirement. Public Law 95-292 did eliminate the 
waiting period for patients whose transplants fail, 
and this removes this disincentive toward transplants. 
(MWD-75-53, June 24, 1975.) 
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(26, 
27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

HEW's claims processing unit for Medicare providers-- 
the Division of Direct Reimbursement--had higher claims 
processing costs than private firms with which HEW con- 
tracts for this function, but that fact was obscured 
from management because the unit did notreport all 
its costs and was not monitored as the private firms 

/were. We recommended that the unit be required to re- 
port all its costs and that it be monitored in the 
same manner as private firms. Both recommendations 
were implemented and should lead to better cost control 
over the unit's activities. (MWD-76-7, Sept. 30, 1975.) 

Because Medicare providers under the hospital insur- 
ance program (part A) were free to choose which inter- 
mediary processes their claims, some intermediaries 
had only a few providers in a given geographic~area, 
and this resulted in increased claims processing costs 
because of the need for field offices and distant 
travel. We suggested that the Congress amend the 
law to permit HEW to redesignate an intermediary when 
the provider's selection impedes efficient administra- 
tion. Section 14 of Public Law 95-142 provides HEW 
with this authority, and this provision should help 
control Medicare's administrative costs. 
(MWD-76-7, Sept. 30, 1975.) 

The provision in the Medicaid law requiring effective 
State utilization review programs over long-term ins- 
titutional care, or suffer a reduction in Federal 
sharing in the costs of such care, was virtually im- 
possible to administer in a timely manner. We proposed 
changing the law to correct the problems we identified. 
Section 20 of Public Law 95-142 corrected the problems 
we identified, and the law now provides a more effec- 
tive mechanism for ensuring that States have good 
utilization review programs. Good utilization review 
programs can help the States avoid millions of dollars 
in unnecessary payments for institutional services. 
(MWD-76-89, Jan. 26, 1976, and HRD-77-56, Mar. i, 1977.) 

HEW had not excercised the authority the Congress had 
granted it to experiment with reimbursement methods 
for durable medical equipment. We recommended that 
the Congress require HEW to enter lease-purchase 
agreements with suppliers of durable medical equip- 
ment. Section 16 Qf Public Law 95-142 imposed this 
requirement on HEW. Use of lease-purchase agreements 
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(31, 
32) 

(33) 

(34) 

should save several million dollars per year. 
(MWD-76-93, Feb. ii, 1976.) 

Physicians were billing Medicare and Medicaid for 
tests performed by independent laboratories as if the 
physicians had performed the tests and marking up the 
amounts charged by the laboratories. Also, claims 
processing agents were allowing physicians much higher 
payments for laboratory services than those charged 
by independent laboratories. We recommended that HEW 
limit payments for laboratory services to the lowest 
levels at which such services are widely and consis- 
tently available in an area, as authorized by section 
224(a) of the Social Security Amendments of 1972 and 
establish a policy and issue instructions on how claims 
processing agents for Medicare and Medicaid should 
treat physician markups. HEW, on July 26, 1978, 
published regulations, under the authority of section 
224(a), limiting payment for 12 tests to the lowest 
charge level. HEW has also proposed expanding the 
numbers of tests covered under these regulations. 
Also, effective December 31, 1978, HEW told its claims 
processing agents to normally allow a maximum markup 
by physicians of $3 to cover drawing specimens and 
handling services. (HRD-76-121, Aug. 4, 1976.) 

HEW was not receiving comparable information from the 
States to use for determining which methods were most 
effective in ensuring that liable third parties, rather 
than Medicaid, were paying for services provided to 
Medicaid recipients. We recommended that HEW require 
the States to report such information. HEW revised 
its Medicaid quality control procedures in 1978 to 
include determining and reporting whether liable third 
parties had paid for services to Medicaid recipients. 
The information provided in the quality control reports 
should help ensure that States have more effective third 
party recovery and avoidance programs. HEW's Inspector 
General estimated in his March 1978 annual report that 
third parties are liable for about $330 million per 
year in services paid by the Medicaid program. (HRD- 
77-73, May 2, 1977.) 

A large, publicly owned nursing home in Pennsylvania 
had received payments from both Medicare and Medicaid 
for the same services. We recommended that HEW recover 
the Federal share of duplicate Medicaid payments and 
take actions to ensure that duplicate payments 
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(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

stop occurring. HEW recouped about $1.3 million in 
duplicate payments covering a 4-year period. An HEW 
official stated that duplicate payments are no longer 
being made. (HRD-77-44, May 6, 1977.) 

Some Medicare fraud investigations were closed pre- 
maturely because of inadequate and incomplete inves- 
tigations. We recommended that HEW strengthen the 
monitoring of investigations to prevent premature 
closure. HEW issued instructions to its regional 
offices on the number of fraud cases they were to 
send to headquarters for review to determine the 
adequacy of investigation. Both closed and pending 
cases are included in the review. This should help 
assure that Medicare fraud does not go undetected 
because of poor investigations. (HRD-77-19, May 23, 
1977.) 

U.S. attorneys were often slow in deciding whether 
to prosecute cases referred by Medicare, and there 
were differences among U.S. attorneys on the basis 
for making prosecution decisions which were not always 
based on the merits of the case. We recommended that 
HEW discuss with the Department of Justice ways to 
obtain more timely prosecution decisions and to assure 
that Medicare fraud laws are uniformly applied across 
the Nation. HEW currently works much more closely 
with the Department of Justice on both Medicare and 
Medicaid fraud cases. Also, the Congress, through 
passage of the Medicare and Medicaid Anti-Fraud and 
Abuse Amendments (Public Law 95-142) emphasized to 
HEW and Justice its concerns in these areas. We 
believe these actions have led to much improved condi- 
tions between the two Departments and should result 
in better detection and prevention of Medicaid fraud. 
(HRD-77-19, May 23, 1977.) 

Personnel conducting Medicare fraud investigations 
generally did not have prior investigative training 
or experience. We recommended,that HEW hire personnel 
with the skills needed to handle the complex types of 
fraud and abuse in the Medicare program. Both HCFA 
and HEW's Office of Inspector General have hired trained 
investigators to handle Medicare fraud cases. This 
should help assure that cases are properly developed. 
(HRD-77-19, May 23, 1977.) 
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(38) 

(39- 
41) 

Medicare and Medicaid investigations were not well 
coordinated within HEW or between HEW and the States. 
We recommended that HEW delineate the responsibilities 
of its organizations involved in Medicare and Medicaid 
investigations, and that HEW establish procedures for 
working with the States. Since our review, HEW's Of- 
fice of Inspector General has been established; this 
office has operational responsibility for fraud inves- 
tigations for Medicare and Medicaid. Also, under au- 
thority granted in Public Law 95-142, many States have 
established Medicare fraud control units. The combined 
result of these actions has been better coordination 
of Medicare and Medicaid investigations. (HRD-77-19, 
May 23, 1977.) 

HEW was not actively involved in the procurement by 
States of health-insurance-type contracts, under which 
contractors assume liability to pay for covered ser- 
vices provided to eligible recipients in return for 
a predetermined per-capita payment. There were weak- 
nesses in State procurement practices. States made 
decisions to contract without analyzing alternatives, 
did not encourage maximum competition, minimally eval- 
uated contract prices, and failed to document negoti- 
ations. Also, HEW had approved insurance contracts 
that did not meet all Federal requirements. We recom- 
mended that HEW (i) issue guidance to its regional 
offices on their role in assisting States in contract- 
ing and on how to evaluate whether States have met 
Federal requirements for contracting under grants, (2) 
notify the States of contracting assistance available 
from HEW and encourage them to use it, and (3) require 
States to document their rationale for determining 
that an insurance contract was the proper and efficient 
method for administering Medicaid. In February 1978 
HEW issued to the States recommended procedures for ob- 
taining approval of State contracts. This presents a 
checklist of items and provides both the States and 
the HEW regional offices guidance on what they' should 
do when contracting for Medicaid. One of the steps is 
a justification of the need for the contract. HEW has 
also increased training of State and HEW personnel 
in contracting procedures and has emphasized the im- 
portance of sound contracting procedures. These ac- 
tions should help ensure that Medicaid contracts are 
obtained at reasonable prices and that they meet all 
Federal requirements. (HRD-77-106, Jan. 23, 1978.) 
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(42, 
43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Although a primary benefit of Medicaid insurance 
contracts is the assumption of risk by the contractor, 
several State insurance contracts included provisions 
which reduced or eliminated contractor risk--this 
contradicts Federal requirements. Also, two contracts 
were prematurely terminated by the contractor to re- 
duce anticipated loss, one contract was renegotiated 
to the contractors' advantage as an alternative to 
termination, two contracts continued language which 
contractors used to justify negotiation of contract 
amendments which reduced risk and favored the contrac- 
tors, and one contractor was allowed to accumulate 
large reserves--which virtually eliminated risk. We 
recommended that HEW assure that future insurance 
contracts comply with Federal requirements and that 
they do not contain provisions permitting contractors 
to terminate or renegotiate contracts to reduce or 
eliminate contractor risk. HEW agreed with thes 9 rec- 
ommendations and said it would monitor compliance when 
approving insurance contracts in the future. No Medi- 
caid insurance contracts have been awarded since our 
report was issued. (HRD-77-106, Jan. 23, 1978.) 

Medicaid was not always informing Medicare of pro- 
viders who had been terminated for improper activities. 
Thus, a provider could be excluded from the Medicaid 
program but continue to receive payments from the 
Medicare program. We recommended that HEW require 
provider termination information to be exchanged so 
that providers could be terminated from both programs 
when appropriate. Section 7 of Public Law 95-142 
requires, in effect, that when a provider is convicted 
of a criminal offense against one of the programs, 
the provider must be terminated from both programs. 
(HRD-78-46, Mar. i0, 1978.) 

HEW was not assuring that its regional offices were 
making all scheduled reviews of State efforts to con- 
trol Medicaid fraud and abuse, and its Chicago region 
had not done so. We recommended that every State's 
fraud and abuse control efforts be reviewed. HEW now 
conducts program integrity reviews which assess each 
State's fraud and abuse control program. This should 
improve the effectiveness of State control programs. 
(HRD-78-46, Mar. i0, 1978.) 
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(46, 
47) 

(48) 

(49- 
51) 

A review of 114 randomly selected claims processed in 
fiscal year 1973 showed that 24 involved incorrect 
payments due to deficiencies in CHAMPUS-Europe's 
claims processing practices. Also, CHAMPUS-Europe 
had not (i) established a basis for determining the 
reasonableness of physicians' fees nor (2) implemented 
a plan for improving claims adjudication procedures 
and the approval process for handicap care. Our review 
of handicap program applications showed that the 
severity of handicaps was not generally supported by 
objective means such as intelligence or hearing tests. 
We recommended that CHAMPUS-Europe establish and use 
a reasonable charge system in Germany and the United 
Kingdom and that DOD monitor CHAMPUS-Europe's imple- 
mentation of plans for improving the claims adjudica- 
tion and handicap care approval systems. In 1976 
CHAMPUS-Europe adopted a reasonable charge medical 
payment system for Germany and the United Kingdom based 
on those countries' national health insurance systems, 
and DOD began to closely monitor improved procedures 
for claim adjudication and approvals for handicap 
care. These improvements help ensure that CHAMPUS- 
Europe does not overpay providers of health services. 
(B-133142, June 19, 1974.) 

Although CHAMPUS does not provide benefits for over- 
the-counter drugs, we found that there was no require- 
ment for claims which beneficiaries submitted to in- 
clude the name of the drug purchased. We found in- 
stances where CHAMPUS had paid for prescriptions for 
over-the-counter drugs such as vitamins and cough 
syrup. We recommended that CHAMPUS require the name 
of drugs on claim forms and, beginning September i, 
1977, CHAMPUS began such a requirement. This should 
ensure that CHAMPUS does not pay for drugs not covered 
by the program. (B-133142, Nov. ii, 1974.) 

DOD had not adopted comprehensive, specific standards 
for classifying the severity of handicaps and, conse- 
quently, questionable cases were continuing to be 
approved for care under CHAMPUS. Policy decisions 
necessary for improving program management and control-- 
for example, prohibiting payments for treatment methods 
determined to be unnecessarily costly--were being made 
in an untimely manner. Because a standard format for 
use by physicians in reporting diagnoses had not been 
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(52- 
54) 

established, physician statements did not contain suf- 
ficient information to assess properly whether the 
beneficiary's condition qualified for CHAMPUS benefits. 
We recommended that DOD 

--issue more comprehensive and specific standards for 
determining whether handicapping conditions qualify 
for program benefits, 

--make prompter evaluations and decisions regarding 
proposals for program change and responses to 
requests for policy guidance, and 

--develop a standard format for use by physicians 
when reporting diagnoses, to facilitate preparing a 
complete medical statement for use in approving 
benefits. 

DOD implemented these recommendations or took alter ~ 
native action to assure that benefits are provided 
only for conditions that qualify and to assure that 
the care provided is appropriate. (MWD-76-48, 
Nov. 21, 1975.) 

Large differences in administrative costs per claim 
processed existed among CHAMPUS claim processors under 
cost reimbursement contracts; DOD had not requested 
proposals from additional firms to see if claims 
processing costs could be lowered, nor had it termi- 
nated the contracts of any high cost processors; and 
DOD had not eliminated a duplicate claims review func- 
tion. We recommended that DOD request proposals for 
claims processing, terminate inefficient processors, 
and eliminate the duplicate review. DOD implemented 
these recommendations by going to competitively bid, 
fixed price contracts for claims processing func- 
tions (estimated first-year savings of $7.6 million) 
and by increasing contract monitoring to enable ter- 
mination or nonrenewal of poorly performing contrac- 
tors. Going to competitive contracts also eliminated 
the duplicate review. This new contracting method 
should help ensure th@t claim processing costs are 
reasonable and that poorly performing contractors 
are not allowed to remain in the program. (MWD- 
76-48, Nov. 21, 1975.) 
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(55, 
56) 

(57- 
61) 

(62) 

CHAMPUS fiscal agents used-different methods for 
establishing and updating physicians' reasonable charge 
levels and, thus, these levels varied by agent. This 
resulted because of a lack of guidance from DOD. We 
recommended that CHAMPUS adopt comprehensive reasonable 
charge determination requirements like those under 
Medicare; that CHAMPUS supply fiscal agents guidance 
on implementing them; and that CHAMPUS increase moni- 
toring of fiscal agents. All these actions have been 
taken, and significant savings should be realized. 
(MWD-76-48, Nov. 21, 1975.) 

Patients were being inappropriately placed in facili- 
ties and were staying in them too long under CHAMPUS' 
program for emotionally disturbed and handicapped 
children. Also, some facilities charged CHAMPUS pa- 
tients more than they charged other patients. We 
recommended that DOD require (i) preadmission approval 
of psychiatric institutional cases, (2) improvement 
of the process for approving psychiatric care extend- 
ing beyond 120 days' duration, (3) improvement of the 
approval process for handicap care by considering ap- 
propriateness of placement, proposed length of stay, 
and benefit to the patient, (4) that facilities have 
utilization review and discharge planning programs 
and involve parents in the treatment program, and (5) 
contractually binding participation agreements with 
facilities, which include negotiated payment rates. 
CHAMPUS instructions issued in June 1977 and March 
1979 implemented the first four recommendations. 
CHAMPUS also now requires facilities to charge it the 
same as the general publ~c or at the lowest rate charged 
to other agencies. Effective implementation of these 
actions should lead to more appropriate care for emo- 
tionally disturbed and handicapped children and help 
reduce program costs. (HRD-76-175, Oct. 21, 1976.) 

In response to a legislative mandate subordinating 
Medicare to FEHB, HEW and CSC prepared a proposal. 
Our analysis of the proposal showed that it did not 
fully meet £he Congress' intent. We suggested two 
alternatives to the HEW-CSC proposal, one of which was 
adopted when the Congress repealed the subordination 
requirement. The first-year savings of this action were 
estimated to be $48 million. (MWD-75-99, Aug. 4, 1975.) 
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(63) States and carriers were confused about the applica- 
bility of State laws and regulations to FEHB con- 
tracts. We observed thatState requirements could 
result in higher premium coasts to the Government and 
to the plans' enrollees as well as a lack of uniform- 
ity of benefits. We recommended that the Subcommittee 
on Retirementand Employee Benefits, House Committee 
on Post Office and Civil Service, consider legislation 
to clarify whether it intended State requirements to 
alter contracts negotiated pursuant to the FEHB Act. 
Public Law 95-368 provided that FEHB program contracts 
would preempt State and local laws and regulations 
relating to the nature and extent of benefit cover- 
age and payments. The cost savings resulting from 
this action have not been measured specifically, but 
one carrier estimated in 1975 that compliance with 
all State laws would increase its FEHB plan premiums 
by 5 percent. (MWD-76-49, Oct. 17, 1975.) 
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A LIST OF FEDERAL HEALTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

RECOMMENDATIONS WHICHHAVE BEEN FULLY 

OR SUBSTANTIALLY IMPLEMENTED 

Presented below is a list of our recommendations 
on PHS's health assistance programs which have been fully or 
substantially implemented by the Congress or HEW. The condi- 
tions which lead us to make the recommendations and the bene- 
fits derived from implementation are also discussed. 

(i) MostStates procured vaccines for use in controlling 
various communicable diseases, and the amount paid fre- 
quently exceeded prices available to HEW. We recom- 
mended that HEW establish procedures that would allow ' 
States to purchase the vaccines at the prices available 
to HEW. HEW issued a memorandum urging States to take 
advantage of centralized procurement of vaccines. 
Within 1 year after issuing the memorandum, 31 States 
were participating. Nine of 10 States reviewed showed 
a combined annual savings of $336,000. (B-164031(2), 
June i0, 1974.) 

(2) Not all HEW physician extender training programs de- 
veloped mechanisms for placing graduates in health 
manpower shortage areas. Therefore, we recommended 
that physician extender training programs incorporate 
a method to place graduates in areas where health man- 
power is scarce. HEW was required to implement this 
recommendation for training programs because the Con- 
gress amended the authorizing legislation and stipu- 
lated that, as a condition of grant or contract award, 
appropriate mechanisms for placing the physician ex- 
tenders must exist. Physician extenders should now 
be more fully utilized to assist physicians with 
providing care. (MWD-75-35, Apr. 8, 1975.) 

(3) Welfare caseworkers were not always informing welfare 
recipients of the available family planning services. 
We recommended that~HEW require States to adopt poli- 
cies and procedures to assure that caseworkers inform 
the recipients. In July 1975 HEW issued program ins- 
tructions to guide the States in this matter and, as a 
result, there is now more assurance that welfare recip- 
ients will be informed of the availability to them of 
the family planning program. (MWD-75-25, Apr. 15, , 
1975.) 
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(4,5) 

(6) 

(7-9) 

Family planning projects were not collecting fees 
from patients who, based on their income, were able 
to pay for services. Projects were not maximizing 
revenues from third parties such as Medicaid and Social 
Services (a Federal/State program which provides a wide 
range of services, including family planning services, 
to low income people). Also, because some States did 
not recognize projects as providers of services under 
the Medicaid program, projects could not bill Medicaid. 
We recommended that HEW intensify its assistance effort 
directed at collecting from patients and third parties 
and help resolve the problems that existed between the 
projects and the States. HEW attempted to eliminate 
the impeding obstacles, with beneficial results. For 
example, collections from Social Services programs 
have increased from 11.4 percent of total grantee 
revenues in 1975 to 17.5 percent in fiscal year 1978. 
Such efforts decrease the need for Federal funds to 
provide family planning services. (MWD-75-25, 
Apr. 15, 1975.) 

Our analysis of the swine flu program showed that 
such mass innoculation programs need to be reassessed 
at key points to determine if continuing the program 
without change is warranted. We recommended that HEW 
establish, for future programs, key points at which 
programs would be reassessed. HEW developed a time- 
phased plan for pandemic influenza programs; that 
should help prevent problems like those encountered 
in the swine flu program from occurring in future 
programs. (HRD-77-115, June 27, 1977.) 

High levels of lead in the blood can cause mental 
retardation, and HEW estimates that 600,000 children 
have elevated blood lead levels. Despite develop- 
ment of an inexpensive testing technique to identify 
elevated blood levels, lead poisoning screening was 
not done routinely. We recommended that HEW expand 
its lead poisoning prevention effort, encourage States 
to initiate screening efforts, and start a public 
education effort on prevention. HEW distributed 
information on problems, risks, and new technology in 
testing for lead poisoning. Such efforts, by helping 
to prevent retardation, should reduce the need to spend 
health care funds for long-term institutionalization 
of the mentally re.tarded as well as care that would 
be needed on an outpatient basis. (HRD-77-37, 
Oct. 3, 1977.) 
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(i0) 

(ii) 

(12) 

HMOs had established relationships with other entities 
through common ownership or control and had entered 
into other transactions that could adversely affect 
an HMO's fiscal soundness. We recommended that the 
Congress amend the legislation and require public 
disclosure of such relationships and transactions. 
The Congress subsequently amended the legislation. 
Now an HMO must provide the Secretary of HEW with 
financial and other information, including a finan- 
cial statement when the HMO is related to an organi- 
zation by common ownership or control. Penalties are 
provided for failure to file the required information 
in the time period specified by the Secretary. This 
should prevent self-dealing relationships which in- 
crease HMO costs and can threaten their viability. 
(HRD-78-125, June 30, 1978.) 

Sound management of an HMO is critical to its success 
in controlling costs, budgeting for the future, and 
marketing its services; properly trained HMO manag- 
ers were needed. We recommended that the Congress 
authorize a program to train HMO managers. In 
November 1978 the Congress authorized such a program 
and funded it in July 1979. After HMOs receive the 
benefits of the newly trained managers, HMOs should 
be better able to control current and future costs. 
(HRD-78-125, June 30, 1978.) 

Limited progress was being made at the State and 
local level in establishing and fulfilling the respon- 
sibilities of health planning agencies. HEW had not 
developed (i) regulations and guidelines for imple- 
menting the health planning act or (2) national 
standards and criteria regarding supply and distribu- 
tion of resources. We recommended that HEW promptly 
issue the regulations, guidelines, standards, and 
criteria. HEW has subsequently published many of 
these documents. This should help local and State 
health planning agencies fulfill their responsibili- 
ties in controlling against an excess supply of 
health services and the unneeded construction of 
health facilities. Health care costs should be better 
controlled as a result. (HRD-77-157, Nov. 2, 1978.) 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

TO THE SECRETARY OF HEW WHICH 

HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned the recommendations in appendixes I, II, 
and III. For details on the recommendations and the status 
of implementation, see those appendices. 

The Secretary of HEW should: 

l(a) (With the Secretary of Defense and the Adminis- 
trator of VA.) Jointly develop uniform Federal 
guidelines for the planning and using Federal 
cardiac catheterization laboratories which 
associate the number of catheterization procedures 
to be performed with the number of physicians 
that should perform them. 

l(b) Consider variances from those guidelines. 

l(c) Jointly analyze the use levels at cardiac cathe- 
terization laboratories and adjust the manner in 
which this diagnostic service is provided so 
that it is in harmony with the established Fed- 
eral guidelines and on a joint shared basis in a 
single Federal facility. 

l(d) Discontinue providing cardiac catheterization 
in Federal facilities in geographic areas where 
theFederal guidelines cannot be met, and obtain 
this service from nearby civilian hospitals. 

2(a) (With the Secretary of Defenseand the Admini- 
strator of VA.) Develop a coordinated Federal 
approach for planning and using computed tomo- 
graphy scanners. 

3(a) (With the Secretary of Defense and the Admini- 
strator of VA.) Direct the Federal Health Re- 
sources Sharing Committee to expeditiously seek 
solutions to the administrative obstacles within 
each agency which impede sharing. 
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9(b) 

10(a) 

ll(a) 

ll(b) 

ll(c) 

21(a) 

22(a) 

(With the Secretary of Defense.) Establish 
interagency agreements to permit HEW's dental 
patients to be treated routinely in all military 
dental facilities in Hawaii, when such treatments 
would be advantageous to the Government and 
the individuals involved. 

Provide adequate justification to the Congress 
explaining why expansion of existing underused 
Indian Health Service facilities is necessary 
and, at a minimum, recogniz e the trend in the 
use of inpatient services. 

Ensure that St. Elizabeths Hospital develops a 
more effective and integrated management system 
which allows optimum utilization of resources 
to meet clinical needs. 

Reassess division functions at St. Elizabeths 
Hopsital and reassign those which could be 
better performed centrally, and require more 
central monitoring of division administrative 
and clinical activities to determine which ac- 
tivities are effective and should be considered 
for use by other divisions and those which are 
ineffective and should be discontinued. 

Establish a system at St. Elizabeths Hospital 
for accumulating maintenance cost and perform- 
ance information and for transforming the data 
into a work measurement and evaluation system, 
develop a facility preventive maintenance 
system, and determine which functions could be 
performed less expensively if contracted to the 
private sector. 

Encourage the States to establish payment rates 
for home health care at a level that will stimu- 
late greater utilization of Medicaid home 
health care. 

Require a full exchange of Medicare and Medicaid 
audit information when no common audit agreement 
has been reached between a Medicare intermediary 
and a Medicaid State agency or its fiscal agent. 
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22(b) 

24(a) 

24(b) 

24(C) 

24(d) 

25(a) 

25(b) 

26(a) 

26(b) 

HCFA should catalog and make available on request 
to intermediaries, Medicaid State agencies, pro- 
viders, and the Provider Reimbursement Review 
Board all HCFA decisions or specific interpreta- 
tions affecting the determination of Medicare's 
share of hospital or skilled nursing facility 
costs. 

Establish regulations identifying those situa- 
tions where Medicaid payment for administratively 
necessary days are appropriate, although acute 
hospital care is not medically necessary. 

Require the States and fiscal intermediaries to 
identify payments for all administratively 
necessary days and report the reasons for these 
days. 

Evaluate data collected on administratively 
necessary days to determine ways to reduce 
t~e delay between the time acute hospital care 
ends and the time a patient is placed in an 
available lower cost facility. 

Provide data on administratively necessary days 
to appropriate health system agencies or other 
health planning groups in geographic areas where 
a large number of these days might indicate a lack 
of beds in certain lower cost facilities. 

Work with Missouri Medicaid officials to esta- 
blish a more active program for investigating 
Medicaid fraud and abuse. 

Establish statistical sampling procedures that 
will better detect fraudulent billing practices. 

Assist Ohio in improving its reimbursement system 
for skilled nursing services in order to increase 
their availability after assuring an adequate 
utilization review program for SNFs is in place. 

Determine if other States' reimbursement systems 
for skilled nursing care are resulting in problems 
like those in Ohio and assist any State with these 
problems in improving their skilled nursing serv- 
ices program. 
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27(a) 

27(b) 
¢ 

29(a) 

30(a) 

31(a) 

31(b) 

31(c) 

32(a) 

Identify PSRO areas where administrative staff 
and functions can be combined, paying particular 
attention to situations where •nonperforming PSROs 
are replaced and encourage the sharing of support 
services. • 

Rescind the executive director salary levels 
published by the Health Standards and Quality 
Bureau in November 1977, and establish new salary 
levels based on salaries paid comparable posi- 
tions in nonprofit organizations. 

Expedite publication of regulations prohibit- 
ing the use of Federal funds for the purchase 
of ineffective and possibly effective drugs 
• under Medicaid and establish procedures for 
providing the States and drug providers lists of 
drugs classified as ineffective or possibly 
effective and lists of all identical, related, 
or similar drugs. 

Insure, before approving Medicaid Management 
Information Systems, that State proposals for 
such systems provide data needed to perform 
effective utilization reviews and provide~f6r 
an efficient system for paying claims under Medi- 
caid. 

More closely monitor State activities regarding 
reimbursement for inpatient hospital services by 
insuring that tentative and final settlements 
are made with hospitals as required by Federal 
regulations and, where appropriate, retroactive 
adjustments are made. 

Take action to recover amounts due the Federal 
Government because of States' failure to reduce 
Medicaid claims to consider the nursing salary 
cost differential. 

Insure that outstanding overpayments and under- 
payments discussed in this report are collected 
or paid. • 

Recoup fromCalifornia the Federal share of pay- 
ments made to the Foundation Community Health 
Plan which exceeded those allowable under the 
State's normal payment procedures. 
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32(b) 
i 

33(a) 

34(a) 

34(b) 

35(a) 

35(b) 

35(c) 

36(a) 

36(b) 

Determine the amount of duplicate payments to 
prepaid health plans and fee-for-service pro- 
viders made by California and recover the Federal 
share of such duplicate payments. 

Require HEW regional offices to review the 
internal controls over States' Medicaid auto- 
mated claims processing systems. 

Assess periodically whether each State identi- 
fies and reports promptly Medicaid overpayments 
to nursing homesas required. 

Deny Federal participation in Medicaid overpay- 
ments when States do not establish an effective 
recoupment program promptly. 

Assure that the Federal Government does not reim- 
burse New York and Illinois for amounts that are 
not eligible for Federal financial participation 
under Medicaid. 

Evaluate the procedures of the other States and 
jurisdictions for billing for services provided 
to the medically needy and, where necessary, 
take actions to assure that the Federal Govern- 
ment does not reimburse States for amounts that 
are not eligible for Federal financial partici- 
pation. 

Compute the amount of Federal financial partici- 
pation claimed which should have been paid by 
medically needy recipients in Illinois, New York, 
and other States and adjust the States' claims 
for Federal fin,ancial participation. 

Make certain that upcoming Medicaid validation 
surveys include visits to institutions, includ- 
ing hospitals, on a sample basis as required by 
law. 

Revise the Medicaid regulations torequire more 
specific information in medical review reports, 
independent professional review reports, and 
plans of care. 
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37(a) 

37(b) 

38(a) 

38(b) 

38(c) 

38(d) 

Ask States having Medicaid eligibility determina- 
tion agreements with HEW to (i) identify the 
information they believe is needed from aged, 
blind, and disabled individuals during the j 
eligibility process and (2) decide whether the 
information would be compatible with their third- 
party system and used in administering their 
programs. HCFA should then provide the necessary 
information the States agree to use in their 
third-party systems. 

Require California to demonstrate the effective- 
ness of its health insurance collection policy 
under Medicaid as compared with States emphasiz- 
ing cost avoidance. If the effectiveness of 
California's approach cannot be supported by 
empirical evidence, it should be abandoned or 
HEW should decline Federal financial participa- 
tion on the uncollected claims for which third 
parties are liable. 

s 

Require prior approval of changes to a Medicaid 
insurance-type contract and that HEW officials 
not approve changes Which would have the effect 
of eliminating or reducing the underwriting 
risk assumed by the contractor under the terms 
of the initial contract approved by HEW. 

Develop procedures which delineate the role and 
responsibilities of HEW regional offices in 
monitoring Medicaid insuring agreements so that 
the Federal interest is protected. 

Require States to develop and submit to the ap- 
propriate HEW contract-approving authority an 
acceptable plan for monitoring Medicaid insurance 
contracts and evaluating contractors' financial 
performance under the contracts. 

Require States to include language in Medicaild in- 
surance contracts which would make the contractor 
and all subcontractors subject to Federal procure- 
ment standards (45 C.F.R. 74.150 et seq.) and 
Federal cost principles (45 C.F.R?--74.170 et 
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3 8 ( e )  ~ 

38(f) 

38(g) 

39(a) 

39(b) 

40(b) 

40(c) 

40(d) 

Issue regulations prohibiting the use of 
percentage-of-revenue agreements between Medicaid 
contractors and their subcontractors. 

Issue regulations requiring that all subcontracts 
assigning substantial portions of the contractor's 
responsibilities to a subcontractor be submitted 
along with the contract at the time of request 
for contract approval. 

Revise Medicaid regulations to require (i) State 
insuring agreements to address interest earned 
or equivalent benefits to be accrued by contrac- 
tors on premium payments and accumulated reserves 
and (2) the consideration of such interest and 
benefits in establishing premium rates and profit- 
sharing arrangements. 

Publish Medicaid regulations which encourage 
States to purchase eyeglasses, oxygen, wheel- 
chairs, and other common items of durable equip- 
ment through agreements with suppliers (by means 
of competitive bids or competitive negotiation) 
to the extent permitted by law. 

Expand Medicare's proposed lowest charge regula- 
tions to include laboratory tests which are the 
most commonly ordered under Medicaid. 

Develop written approval procedures for use by 
HEW personnel in approving State information 
systems, including specific criteria for testing 
the systems in operation to assure that minimum 
standards are met. 

Update the General Systems Design and the program 
regulation guide to reflect system experiences 
to date, with emphasis on greater uniformity and 
use of proven processing techniques in systems 
developed by the States. 

Assist the States in developing for use under 
Medicaid medically acceptable definitions of med- 
ical practice which correlate medical diagnosis, 
procedure, age, and/or sex so that States can use 
the computer to check billings for consistency 
among these factors. 
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40(e) 

40(f) 

40(g) 

40(h) 

40(i) 

40(j) 

40(k) 

48(a) 

49(a) 

49(b) 

Undertake a demonstration project to determine 
whether the Medicaid information @ystem's 
review subsystem can be further developed 
and refined so that it is more effective. 

Continue development and evaluation of alterna- 
tive utilization review systems for Medicaid, 
such as the Utah program. 

Clearly define the kinds of information systems' 
costs that HEW will reimburse States at the 
75-percent sharing level under Medicaid. 

Develop and implement a functional cost-reporting 
system for Medicaid claims processing, similar 
to that used under Medicare, to facilitate cost 
comparisons among the States. 

Develop a uniform identification numbering system 
for providers and recipients and adopt standard 
coding systems for medical procedures, diagnoses, 
drugs, and medical supplies for use by the Medi- 
care and Medicaid programs. 

Provide liaison between States and Medicare 
carriers to resolve conflicts which preclude 
free exchange of payment data. 

Enforce the statutory requirement that Medicaid 
and Medicare information systems be compatible. 

Periodically review the results being achieved 
under gonorrhea control projects to determine 
whether the projects are being carried out in 
the most advantageous way and, if not, require 
grantees to make changes in the projects. 

Provide technical assistance to the community 
mental health centers in developing self- 
sufficiency financial plans and in improving 
their billing and collection systems. 

Consider and, if deemed appropriate, work toward 
expanding coverage provided by third-party pay- 
ment programs for mental health outpatient 
services and services provided by nonphysicians. 
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49(c) 

50(a) 

50(b) 

50(c) 

51(a) 

51(b) 

51(c) 

51(d) 

Insure that program evaluation contracts are 
effectively monitored and that evaluation results 
are made available to centers. 

Work with the States to develop the necessary 
legislation to clearly define the role of physi- 
cian extenders and provide a legal framework 
enabling them to carry out the duties for which 
they have been trained. 

Work closely with professional organizations and 
State licensure boards to determine the most 
appropriate manner of granting official recogni- 
tion to physician extenders. 

To derive maximum benefit from physician extend- 
ers by deploying them to areas of health care 
shortages and to insure the mobility necessary 
for such deployment, work closely with the States 
in developing criteria specifying training and 
experience qualifications acceptable to all 
States. 

Establish a system and provide adequate staffing_ 
to determine compliance and permit enforcement o~ 
the one percent penalty provision for failing to 
provide family-planning services under Medicaid 
and require States to report information needed 
for determining compliance. 

Establish criteria for use in monitoring and 
evaluating the costs and performance of family 
planning programs; HEW audit effort should be 
increased and grantee responsibility for sub- 
contractor operations clarified. 

Direct family planning projects to perform ade- 
quate and timely followup on missed appointments 
and patient dropouts to assure patient retention. 

Encourage States to establish coordination 
between local welfare offices and federally 
assisted projects so that recipients interested 
in family planning can be identified, enrolled, 
and followed up to ensure that they receive 
desired services. 
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51(e) 

52(a) 

52(b) 

52(c) 

52(d) 

53(a) 

53(b) 

Require family planning projects to establish 
procedures aimed at enrolling low income persons, 
especially welfare recipients. 

Determine what changes need to be made in the 
Medicaid program or other Federal programs to 
give States incentive to (i) place mentally 
disabled and other persons needing housing, 
income maintenance, some supervision, and 
support services, but not always medical care, 
in the most appropriate setting and (2) avoid 
unnecessary placements in SNFs and ICFs. 

Require HEW agencies to help States develop 
alternative facilities or provide services to 
those persons identified by independent medical 
or professional review teams to be inappropri- 
ately placed or not receiving appropriate 
services. 

Monitor and enforce compliance with Medicaid 
regulations requiring that: 

(1) States (i) document instances in which 
persons are placed in ICFs because of the 
unavailability of community alternatives 
and (2) actively seek alternatives; 

(2) Federal Medicaid funds not be used for 
mentally ill persons under 65 in SNFs and 
ICFs considered to be institutions for 
mental disease. 

Require States to effectively implement Medicaid 
utilization controls and make sure that they ac- 
complish intended results through HEW's validation 
surveys. 

Develop sufficient manpower and resources to 
participate in developing and processing health 
program regulations, as well as fulfilling other 
responsibilities. 

Request comments from appropriate congressional 
committees on proposed and final regulations 
published in the Federal Register. 
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53(c) 

53(d) 

54(a) 

55(a) 

55(b) 

55(c) 

55(d) 

55(e) 

Require that the computerized systems for moni- 
toring processing of regulations within the 
Office of the Secretary be modified to include 
both developing and processing. Also, consider- 
ation should be given to delegating to respons- 
ible officials the authority to take effective 
measures, when necessary, toavoid delays in 
promulgating regulations. 

Highlight revisions made on unresolved issues or 
questions on program criteria or proposed regu- 
lations so that subsequent review can focus on 
those provisions. 

Develop criteria and standard procedures for 
drafting informed consent forms, and a plan to 
Systematically assure that informed consent 
procedures and requirements are implemented 
at immunization projects and clinics. 

Encourage and support expansion of newborn 
screening programs to include treatable meta- 
bolic disorders in addition to phenylketonuria. 

i 

Encourage and assist States to cooperate to 
establish cost-effective regionalized metabolic 
screening programs. 

Instruct CDC to determine if the incidence of Rh 
disease is lower in States having mechanisms for 
monitoring Rh disease and immunoglobulin use. 
If such surveillance mechanisms are effective, 
encourage States to develop comprehensive systems 
to test all pregnant women for Rh incompatibility 
and report incidence of Rh hemolytic disease and 
use of Rh immunoglobulin to CDC, thereby esta- 
blishing a national Program for monitoring the 
incidence of the disease. 

Require federally funded family planning and 
other appropriate programs to include rubella 
susceptability testing and immunizations, where 
appropriate, among their routine services. 

Require federally supported family planning 
programs to include Rh blood typing as a routine 
part of family planning services. 
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55(f) 

56(a) 

57(a) 

58(a) 

58(b) 

Direct federally supported family planning pro- 
grams to routinely include screening for individ- 
uals who are "high risk" for genetic disorders 
and refer such individuals to diagnostic and 
counseling services. 

! 

Require that an audit be made of the grants to 
the Counseling Center, Bangor, Maine, not covered 
by our review and that the overcharges discussed 
in our report be recovered. 

Meet with representa:tives of the Coordinating 
Council on Medical Education and explore the 
possibility of its engaging in national studies 
of physician and physician extender manpower 
supply and requirements under a mutually agree- 
able contractual arrangement. HEW's Graduate 
ate Medical Education Nation AdVisory Committee 
should (i) play an active role in monitoring 
their progress and (2) review indepth the Coor- 
dinating Council's completed studies and provide, 
the Secretary with its detailed comments and 
recommendations. At a minimum, these studies 
should involve the collection and analysis of 
the following types of data: morbidity and mor- 
tality information; number and type of patients 
seeking physician care in various specialties; 
number, ages, and geographical location of prac- 
ticing physicians by specialty and subspecialty; 
numbers and types of procedures actually per- 
formed by physicians in various subspecialties; 
the ways various specialists interrelate; para- 
professionals entering the medical field and the 
duties they perform; likely imminent changes in 
the various specialties because of technological 
breakthroughs; and reimbursement mechanisms, 
possible changes thereto, and their impact on 
physician specialty choices. 

Develop criteria for measuring the productivity 
of dentists in neighborhood health centers. 

Continue to encourage and assist neighborhood 
health centers to bill and collect money when 
it is due them and make sure that centers con- 
centrate on serving the medically underserved 
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58(c) 

58(d) 

58(e) 

58(f) 

58(g) 

58(h) 

59(a) 

59(b) 

rather than seeking to serve patients in other 
areas that do not have a shortage of personal 
health services simply to increase revenue. 

Better enforce compliance with existing produc- 
tivity and staff size criteria in neighborhood 
health centers. 

In addition to using cost criteria to control 
supporting and general service costs, assure 
close evaluation of the reasonableness of such 
costs at each neighborhood health center in 
relation to the level of service provided. 

Compile and maintain records to identify the 
number of neighborhood health center registrants 
who live in medically underserved areas and 
identify centers whose registrant workload is 
not primarily from those areas. 

Stop funding centers which serve only or primar- 
ily people who do not live in medically under- 
served areas, particularly where the residents 
have access to other health care providers. 
Funds to centers should be reallocated to medi- 
cally underserved areas whose residents will be 
the center's primary workload, so as to achieve 
the greatest coverage with resources available. 

Have neighborhood health centers promote par- 
ticipation of the center users inpreventive 
health care services. 

Use some health centers as sites for demonstra- 
tion projects authorized under the recently 
enacted National Consumer Health Information and 
Health Promotion Act of 1976. 

Issue in final form all regulations and guide- 
lines needed to administer the nationwide HMO 
program, particularly for compliance, open 
enrollment, community rating , and fraud and 
abuse. 

Issue a formal, uniform loan policy for 
administering the HMO loan program. 
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59(c) The Congress should defer action on proposals 
that would institute new methods to pay HMOs 
for services provided to Medicare and Medicaid 
clients because HEW has not (i) demonstrated 
that it can accurately determine fee-for-service 
costs per enrollee, (2) issued community rating 
guidelines, or (3) established an effective 
compliance function. (Note: implementation by 
HEW, not the Congress, has only been partial.) 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY 

OF DEFENSE WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendices I and II. For details on the 
recommendations and the status of implementation, see those 
appendices. 

The Secretary of Defense should: 

l ( a )  (With the Secretary of HEW and the Adminis- 
trator of VA.) Jointly develop uniform Federal 
guidelines for planning and use of Federal cardiac 
catheterization laboratories which associate 
the number of catheterization procedures to be 
performed with the number of physicians that 
should perform them. 

l(b) Consider variances from those guidelines. 

l ( c )  Jointly analyze the use levels at cardiac cathe- 
terization laboratories and adjust the manner in 
which this diagnostic service is provided so> 
that it is in harmony with the established Fed- 
eral guidelines and on a joint shared basis 
in a single Federal facility. 

l(d) Discontinue providing cardiac catheterization in 
Federal facilities in geographic areas where the 
Federal guidelines cannot be met and obtain this 
service from nearby civilian hospitals. 

l ( e )  (With the Administrator of VA.) Consolidate opera- 
tions between DOD and VA hospitals in the Dayton, 
Ohio, area; Tucson, Arizona, area; Augusta, Georgia, 
area; and the Washington, D.C., area. 

l(f) Close the cardiac catheterization laboratory at 
the Malcolm Grow Hospital. 

2(a) (With the Secretary of HEW and the Administrator 
of VA.) Develop a coordinated Federal approach for 
planning and using computed tomography scanners. 
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3(a) (With the Secretary of HEW and the Administrator 
of VA.) Direct the Federal Health Resources Shar- 
ing Committee to expeditiously seek solutions to 
the administrative obstacles within each agency 
which impede sharing. 

4(a) Determine the need for other VIP accommodations 
in military hospitals. If there is such a need, 
develop criteria for establishing and furnishing 
them. 

4(b) Instruct the military departments to prohibit 
the separation of officer and enlisted personnel 
in their existing and future hospitals. 

4(c) Establish criteria regarding the number, size, 
and furnishing of Presidential suites and require 
DOD approval of the establishment of future 
suites. 

4(d) Assess the adequacy of the Bethesda Presidential 
suite to provide medical care to the President, 
and convert to other uses either the Bethesda 
suite or the planned Walter Reed suite, as appro- 
priate. 

5(a) Insure that the Armed Services Medical Regulating 
Office promotes increased use of interservice 
aeromedical patient transfers. 

5(b) Insure that the Medical Regulating Office limit 
long-distance transfers initiated solely by one 
physician directly to another physician to those 
instances which are necessary. 

6(a) Incorporate into the hospital sizing methodology 
a sufficient number of light care (nonacute 
care) facilities to meet special requirements 
of the military which result from the fact that 
patients cannot always return to their duty sta- 
tions for a normal convalescent period. 

7(a) Direct the Army and Air Force to determine the 
type of X-ray equipment needed for radiology 
training courses with a view toward making opti- 
mal use of existing resources and not purchasing 
equipment in excess of that needed for training 
purposes. 
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8(a) 
and 
8(5) 

9(a) 

9(b) 

41(a) 

42(a) 

42(b) 

42(C) 

We made several recommendations to streamline 
DOD's third-party recovery process for health 
services provided, the thrust of which were 

--take advantage, where possible, of existing 
avenues of recovery before pursuing claims under 
the Federal Medical Care Recovery Act and 

--standardize the administrative processes of 
the three military departments. 

Insure that the DOD Health Council (a) provides 
direction, guidance, and feedback to the Mid- 
Pacific Review Committee concerning military 
health care activities in Hawaii and (b) directs 
the Committee to seek representation of VA and 
PHS as participating members. 

(With the Secretary of HEW and the Administrator 
of VA.) Establish interagency agreements to per- 
mit VA's and HEW's dental patients to be treated 
routinely in all military dental facilities in 
Hawaii when such treatments would be advantageous 
to the Government and the individuals involved. 

Initiate a study of the desirability of increas- 
ing the $25 minimum cost share for inpatient 
care for dependents of active duty members in 
civilian hospitals and, if it is concluded that 
an increase is justified, the Congress should be 
given suggested legislation to do so. 

Continue to study ways to achieve greater use of 
available Government facilities by CHAMPUS pa- 
tients for both inpatient and outpatient psychia- 
tric care of dependents, and establish means to 
encourage use of lower cost civilian facilities 
whenever medically feasible. 

Provide utilization review guidelines to CHAMPUS 
fiscal agents and review, approve, and monitor 
utilization review systems. 

Revise the CHAMPUS claims form to provide posi- 
tive certification as to whether other insurance 
exists and, if so, details on that insurance. 
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42(d) 

42(e) 

42(f) 

43(a) 

44(a) 

44(b) 

44(c) 

44(d) 

Limit total payments to physicians when CHAMPUS 
payments are combined with other insurance pay- 
ments to the reasonable charges for the services 
rendered, i 

Strengthenprocedures to insure proper issuance 
and recovery of identification cards or esta- 
blish other controls to guarantee that CHAMPUS 
benefits are provided only to eligible benefici- 
aries. 

Make arrangements to permit CHAMPUS beneficiaries 
to p u r c h a s e  m e d i c a l  e q u i p m e n t  f rom Government  
sources. 

Require that facilities caring for emotionally 
disturbedand handicapped children under the 
CHAMPUS program attempt to collect sponsors' 
shares as provided in the laws authorizing bene- 
fits and require the facilities to document such 
attempts. 

Clearly define what is meant under CHAMPUS by 
the excessive waiting time exception to the 40- 
mile rule and implement instructions for more 
strict and consistent application of the 
continuity-of-care reason for issuing nonavail- 
ability of care statements. 

Require periodic exchanges of medical capability 
listings between hospitals within overlapping 
40-mile radii. 

Require case-by-case coordination between hospi- 
tals when availability of needed medical services 
for CHAMPUS patients for which a nonavailability 
statement is requested cannot be determined from 
medical capability listings. 

Establish procedures for approval by higher DOD 
levels, such as the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Health Affairs), of alteration to the 40-mile 
radii now decided upon by hospital commanders, 
to exempt certain CHAMPUS beneficiaries from the 
requirement to obtain nonavailability statements. 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

TO THE ADMINISTRATOR OF VA 

WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendix I. For details on the recommenda- 
tion and the status of implementation, see that appendix. 

The Administrator of VA should: 

l(a) (With the Secretaries of Defense and HEW.) Jointly 
develop uniform Federal guidelines for the plan- 
ning and using Federal cardiac catheterization 
laboratories which associate the number of cathe- 
terization procedures to be performed with the 
number of physicians that should perform them. 

l(b) Consider variances from those guidelines. 

l(c) 

l(d) 

l(e) 

Jointly analyze the use levels at cardiac cathe - 
terization laboratories and adjust the manner in 
which this diagnostic service is provided so 
that it is in harmony with the established Fed- 
eral guidelines and on a joint shared basis in 
a single Federal facility. 

Discontinue providing cardiac catheterization in 
Federal facilities in geographic areas where the 
Federal guidelines cannot be met and obtain this 
service fromnearby civilian hospitals. 

(With the Secretary of Defense) consolidate opera- 
tions between DOD and VA hospitals in the Dayton, 
Ohio, area; Tucson, Arizona, area; Augusta, Georgia, 
area; and theWashington, D.C., area. 

2(a) (With the Secretaries of Defense and HEW.) Develop 
a coordinated Federal approach for planning and 
using computed tomography scanners. 

3(a) (With the Secretaries of Defense and HEW.) direct 
the Federal Health Resources Sharing Committee 
to expeditiously seek solutions to the admini- 
strative obstacles within each agency which 
impede sharing Federal medical resources. 
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9(b) 

12(a) 

12(b) 

13(a) 

13(b) 

13(c) 

i5(a) 

(With the Secretary of Defense.) Establish in- 
teragency agreements to permit VA's dental pa- 
tients to be treated routinely in all military 
dental facilities in Hawaii when such treatments 
would be advantageous to the Government and the 
individuals involved. 

Evaluate existing facilities and decommission 
duplicative or underused facilities by consoli- 
dating services, where possible, at VA medical 
centers within metropolitan areas and closing 
underused supervoltage radiation services when 
they are available at other Federal or community 
hospitals in the area. 

Require that the justification for new supervol- 
stage radiation equipment and ' facilities identify 
the (i) location and use of similar VA, other 
Federal, and community equipment and facilities 
within a prescribed distance and (2) patient 
demand for the services to be provided based on 
the veteran population served by the medical 
center, disease incidence statistics, and other 
relevant data. 

Revise established procedures to require justi- 
fication for new or modernized cardiac catheter- 
ization laboratories to include data on patients 
to be served, disease incidence statistics, and 
number of patients referred elsewhere. 

Close V~ cardiac catheterization laboratories 
that are underused because of insufficient 
patient demand or because they duplicate services 
at nearby facilities. 

Establish sharing or contractual arrangements to 
provide this medical service where cardiac cathe- 
terization laboratories are closed. 

Revise the bed mix of the three proposed facili- 
ties as developed by our hospital sizing model, 
and withdraw the VA current hospital sizing 
methodology and adopt the GAO hospital sizing 
model. 
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16(a) 

18(a) 

19(b) 

20(a) 

Before proceeding with VA's long-range construc- 
tion plans (i) determine the extent to which 
existing domiciliary facilities can be modern- 
ized, (2) better define current domiciliary 
demand, (3) develop adequate information to 
project future domiciliary care demand, and (4) 
clearly define staffing and operating guidelines 
for new domiciliary facilities to assure that 
required services from nearby VA hospitals are 
received. 

Develop a systemwide policy for outpatient 
surgery and preadmission testing, based on the 
results of VA studies, and implement the policy 
in all general medical and surgical hospitals in 
the VA system. 

VA and the Congress when contemplating the con- 
struction of replacement hospitals, among 
other things, should consider the extent to which 
VA should continue to provide treatment to 
veterans with nonservice-connected illnesses and 
the availability of beds in nearby community and 
other Federal hospitals because each could 
significantly affect future bed needs. 

Expand the use of the personal care residence 
program to all VA hospitals and other facilities 
capable of implementing the program. 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DIRECTOR 

OF OPM WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendix II. For details on the recom- 
mendations and the status of implementation, see that appendix. 

The Director of OPM should: 

46(a) 

! 

46(b) 

Include in its FEHB contracts specific cost 
control programs which the carriers must follow. 
We also recommended that if OPM did not adopt this 
recommendation, the Subcommittee on Retirement 
and Employee Benefits, House Committee on Post 
Office and Civil Service, shouldconsider 
developing legislation to require OPM to include 
specific cost control and/or incentive provisions 
in contracts with the FEHB program carriers. 

OPM should revise its FEHB contracts to provide 
incentives to the carriers to control costs. We 
also recommended that, if OPM did not adopt this 
recommendation, the Subcommittee should consider 
developing legislation to provide OPM with some 
flexibility in contracting with Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield for the Service Benefit Plan. 

47(a) Develop criteria to evaluate the reasonableness 
and equity of the FEHB rates of community-rated, 
comprehensive health plans like the Kaiser plans. 

47(b) Comprehensively audit the California Kaiser plans 
to determine whether their FEHB program rates 
reasonably and equitably reflect the cost of pro- 
viding benfits to FEHB participants. 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DIRECTOR 

OF OMB WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN FULLY IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendix I. For d%tails on the recom- 
mendations and the status of implementation, see that ap- 
pendix. 

The Director of OMB should: 

l(g) Oversee efforts to develop uniform Federal 
cardiac catheterization guidelines in an 
appropriate and timely fashion and insure that 
Federal cardiac catheterization services are 
shared when it will improve patient care and 
result in reduced costs to the Government. 
(This involves HEW, VA, and DOD.) 

2(b) Oversee the efforts of DOD, VA, and HEW to 
develop a coordinated Federal approach for plan- 
ning and using computed tomography scanners. 

3(5) Establish a management group within the existing 
OMB organizational structure to work with DOD, 
HEW, and VA to coordinate the development of an 
effective interagency sharing program. 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS 

RELATED TO MEDICARE AND MEDICAID 

WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendices II or III. For details 
on the recommendation and the status of implementation, see 
those appendices. 

23(a) The Congress should repeal the law authorizing 
the Railroad Retirement Board to contract with 
carriers. 

28(a) In its deliberation on national health insurance 
proposals for changing Medicare's benefit struc- 
ture, the Congress should carefully explore 
whether the benefits of introducing an income 
test would justify the resultant added admini- 
strative problems and related costs. 

28(b) If, in the Congress' deliberation on national 
health insurance, it decides cost sharing for in- 
patient hospital services is desirable, the Con- 
gress should provide for a fixed, daily copayment 
for inpatient hospital services. 

38(h) The Subcommittee on Health, Senate Committee on 
Finance, should develop legislation to amend the 
Medicaid law to preclude Federal sharing in the 
cost of Medicaid contracts where State laws have 
restricted competition or provided potential con- 
tractors with a competitive advantage. 

39(c) To remove any doubt that competitive purchases 
of Medicaid supplies are authorized, the Congress 
should amend the Medicaid law to specifically 
exclude eyeglasses, hearing aids, oxygen, and 
selected items of equipment from the freedom-of- 
choice provision. 

40(a) To enable HEW to better manage and control Medicaid 
information systems, the Congress should consider 
amending title XIX of the Social Security Act to 
require HEW to establish systems performance 
standards and to require that HEW periodically 
reevaluate approved systems to determine if they 
continue to meet Federal requirements. 
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52(e) 

53(e) 

53(f) 

The Congress should consider amending section 
1833(c) of the Social Security Act to increase 
the amount of outpatient mental health coverage 
available under Medicare. This could be done by 
increasing the $250 limit, the percent of Federal 
reimbursement, or both, or by authorizing a 
combined limit on inpatient and outpatient mental 
health care to encourage outpatient care. 

The Congress should consolidate HEW programs with 
similar objectives and place them in the same 
agencies so that a corresponding consolidation 
in implementing regulations would result. 

The Congress should include in legislation 
requiring regulations a maximum time limit by 
which the Secretary of HEW must publish such 
regulations. 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS 

RELATED TO DOD HEALTH PROGRAMS 

WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendix I. For details on the recom- 
mendations and the status of implementation, see that 
appendix. 

2(c) The Congress should consider limiting the number 
of computed tomography scanners that can be 
purchased by the Federal health delivery systems~ 
until a coordinated Federal approach is devel- 
oped. 

3(c) The Congress should enact legislation to esta- 
blish a greatly expanded and cost-effective 
interagency sharing program. Specifically, this 
legislation should 

--establish a Federal policy that directs inter- 
agency sharing when appropriate; 

--authorize each Federal direct health care pro- 
vider to accept all categories of eligible 
beneficiaries on a referral basis when advan- 
tageous to the Government and care of primary 
beneficiaries would not be adversely affected; 

--eliminate all restrictions on the types of 
medical services which can be shared; 

--authorize Federal hospital managers to enter 
into sharing arrangements, subject to head- 
quarters veto only if judged not in the best 
interests of the Government; 

--authorize expansion of services as necessary 
to use Federal medical resources in the most 
cost-effective manner; 

--establish a policy requiring full use of avail- 
able nearby Federal medical resources before 
using civilian or distant Federal medical 
resources; 
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8(b) 

--authorize the establishment of a method of 
reimbursement under which the providing Fed- 
eral hospital would receive any revenues 
received to offset any expenses incurred; and 

--assign to the OMB the responsibility to (i) 
coordinate the implementation of an effective 
interagency Federal medical resources sharing 
program and (2) report annually to the Congress 
concerning the progress being made toward in- 
creased sharing of these resources. 

The Congress should enact legislation which would 

--limit the ability of insurance companies to 
exclude reimbursement to the Government, 

--clarify whether mandatory no-fault automobile 
insurance can be classified as insurance pro- 
vided by law, and 

--change CHAMPUS to require that insurance provided 
by law o~ through employment pay for medical 
care given to all eligible beneficiaries in 
civilian hospitals. 

\ 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS 

RELATED TO PHS HEALTH PROGRAMS 

WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendices I or III. For details on the 
recommendations and the status of implementation, see those 
appendices. 

2(c) The Congress should consider limiting the number 
of computed tomography scanners that can be 
purchased by the Federal health delivery systems 
until a coordinated Federal approach is devel- 
oped. 

3(c) The Congress should enact legislation to esta- 
blish a greatly expanded and cost-effective 
interagency sharing, program. Specifically, this 
legislation should 

--establish a Federal policy that directs inter- 
agency sharing, when appropriate; 

--authorize each Federal direct health care pro- 
vider to accept all categories of eligible 
beneficiaries on a referral basis when advan- 
tageous to the Government and care of primary 
beneficiaries would not be adversely affected; 

--eliminate all restrictions on the types of 
medical services which can be shared; 

--authorize Federal hospital managers to enter 
into sharing arrangements, subject to head- 
quarters veto only if judged not in the best 
interests of the Government; 

--authorize expansion of services as necessary 
to use Federal medical resources in the most 
cost-effective manner; 

--establish a policy requiring full use of 
available nearby Federal medical resources 
before using civilian or distant Federal medi- 
cal resources; 
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53(e) 

53(f) 

59(d) 

60(a) 

--authorize the establishment of a method of 
reimbursement under which the providing Fed- 
eral hospital would receive any revenues re- 
ceived to offset any expenses incurred; and 

--assign to OMB the responsibility to (i) 
coordinate the implementation of an effective 
interagency Federal medical resources sharing 
program and (2) report annually to the Congress 
concerning the progress being made toward in- 
creased sharing of these resources. 

The Congress should consolidate HEW programs with 
similar objectives and place them in the same 
agencies so that a corresponding consolidation 
in implementing regulations would result. 

The Congress should include in legislation re- 
quiring regulations a maximum time limit by which 
the Secretary of HEW must publish such regula- 
tions. 

The Congresslshould defer action on proposals 
to increase total loans available to individual 
HMOs until HEW demonstrates that it can effec- 
tively administer the existing loan program by 
developing a formal uniform loan policy and 
establishing an effective compliance function. 

The Congress should amend the National Health 
Planning and Resources Development Act to pro- 
vide for Health Systems Agency and State Health 
Planning and Development Agency reviews of pro- 
posed projects involving Federal health facilities 
and equipment and require their recommendations 
regarding the appropriateness of the projects be 
sent to the cognizant Federal agencies. Federal 
agencies should be required to provide these 
recommendations, along with'their written re- 
sponses, to congressional committees before any 
decisions are made to fund a project. 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

TO THE CONGRESS RELATED TO 

VA HEALTH PROGRAMS WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendices I or III. For ~etails on the 
recommendation and the status of implementation, see those 
appendices. 

2(c) The Congress should consider limiting the number 
of computed tomography scanners that can be 
purchased by the Federal health delivery systems 
until a coordinated Federal approac h is devel- 
oped. 

3(c) The Congress should enact legislation to esta- 
blish a greatly expanded and cost-effective 
interagency sharing program. Specifically, this 
legislation should 

--establish a Federal policy that directs inter- 
agency sharing when appropriate; 

--authorize each Federal direct health care pro- 
vider to accept all categories of eligible 
beneficiaries on a referral basis when advan- 
tageous to the Government and care of primary 
beneficiaries would not be adversely affected; 

--eliminate all restrictions on the types of 
medical services which can be shared; 

--authorize Federal hospital managers to enter 
into sharing arrangements, subject to head- 
quarters veto only if judged not in the best 
interests of the Government; 

--authorize expansion of services as necessary 
to.use Federal medical resources in the most 
cost-effective manner; 

--establish a policy requiring full~use of avail- 
able nearby Federal medical resources before 
using civilian or distant Federal medical 
resources; 
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14(a) 

15(b) 

17(a) 

17(b) 

19(a) 

19(b) 

--authorize the establishment of a method of 
reimbursement under which the providing 
Federal hospital would receive any revenues 
receivedto offset any expenses incurred; and 

--assign to OMB the responsibility to (i) coor- 
dinate the implementation of an effective inter- 
agency Federal medical resources sharing program 
and (2) report annually to the Congress concern- 
ing the progress being made toward increased 
sharing of these resources. 

Because of the United States commitment to provide 
medical treatment of Filipino veterans for service- 
connected illnesses, the Senate Appropriations 
Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies should 
take action to change the basis of program fund- 
ing from a 'reimbursable contract to a fixed- 
sum grant to provide annual funding for only 
service-connected care. 

The Congress should consider the extent to 
which VA medical centers constructed in the 
future should provide treatment for veterans 
with nonservice-connected illnesses. 

The Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies, 
Senate Committee on Appropriations, should 
require that VA justify all new hospital construc- 
tion proposals in terms of priority on the basis 
of a clear and explicit set of objective criteria 
to evaluate and compare the current level of 
adequacy of VA hospitals nationwide in meeting 
the medical needs of veterans. 

The Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies 
should not approve funding for construction of a 
new VA medical center in Camden. 

The Congress should require VA to justify and 
prioritize all new and replacement hospitals 
based on clear and explicit objective criteria 
before approving funding. 

VA and the Congress when contemplating the 
construction of replacement hospitals should, 
among other things, consider the extent to which 
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20(b) 

57(b) 

VA should continue to provide treatment to vete- 
rans with nonservice-connected illnesses and 
the availability of beds in nearby community and 
other Federal hospitals because each could 
significantly affect future bed needs. 

The Congress should provide specific legislative 
authority (i) for VA's personal residence care 
program and (2) to pay for indigent patients' 
personal care when other funds are not available. 

Until the overall need for additional physicians 
is more precisely determined, the Congress should 
explore whether it wants VA to continue pro- 
viding Federal grants either to establish new 
medical schools or increase the the capacity of 
existing ones, as provided under Public Law 92-541. 

0 
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A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS 

RELATED TO THE FEHB PROGRAM 

WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED 

The number of the recommendation corresponds to the 
number assigned in appendix II. For details on the recom- 
mendation and the status of implementation, see that appendix. 

46(a) OPM should include in its contracts specific 
cost-control programs which the carriers must 
follow. We also recommended that, if OPM did not 
adopt this recommendation, theSubcommittee on 
Retirement and Employee Benefits, House Committee 
on Post Office and Civil Service, should consider 
developing legislation to require OPM to include 
specific cost-control and/or incentive provisions 
in contracts with the FEHB program carriers. 

46(b) OPM should revise its FEHB contracts to provide 
incentives to the carriers to control costs. We 
also recommended that, if OPM did not adopt this 
recommendation, the Subcommittee should consider 
developing legislation to provide OPM with some 
flexibility in contracting with Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield for the Service Benefit Plan. 

(106170) 
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